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ENERGY SECTOR MANAGEMENT AESISTANCE PROGRAM

The Joint UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector Management Assistance
Program (ESMAP), started in April 1983, assists countries in implementing
the main investment and policy recommendations of the Energy Sector
Assessment Reports produced under another Joint UNDP/World Bank
Program. ESMAP provides staff and consultant assistancW in formulating
and justifying priority pre-investment-and investment ~projects and in
providing management, institutional and policy support. The reports
produced under this Program provide governments, donors and potential
investors with the information needed to speed up project preparation and
implementation. ESMAP activities can be classified broadly into three
groups.

- Energy Assessment Status Reports: these evaluate achieve-
ments in the year following issuance of the original
assessment report and point out where urgent action is
still needed;

- Project Formulation and Justification: work designed to
accelerate the prepararion and implementation of investment
projects; and

- Institutional and Policy Support: this work alsi frequently
leads to the identification of technical assistance
packages.

The Program aims to supplement, advance and strengthen the
impact of bilateral and multilateral resources already available for
technical assistance in the energy sector.

Funding of the Program

The PrQgram is a major international effort and, while the core
finance has been provided by the UNDP and the World Bank, important
financial contributions to the Program have also been made by a number of
bilateral agencies. Countries which have now made or pledged initial
contributions to the programs through the UNDP Energy Account, or through
other cost-sharing arrangements with UNDP, are the Netherlands, Sweden,
Australia, Switzerland, Finland, United Kingdom, Denmark, Norway, and New
Zealand.

Further Information

For further information on the Program or to obtain copies of
completed ESMAP reports, which are listed at the end of this document,
please contact:

Division for Global and OR Energy Strategy and
Interregional Projects Preinvestment Div. II

United Nations Development Energy Department
Program World Bank

One Unit*'d Nations Plaza 1818 H Street, N.W.
New York, 'J.Y. 10017 Washington, D.C. 20433
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One of the findings of the World Dank power subsector review
mission which visited Malaysia in April/May 1986 was that the Sabah
Electricity Board (SUB) would berefit from technical assistance in
formulating a plan for operational efficiency improvement. Subsequently,
SEn requested assistance, through the Joint UNDP/Vorld Bank Energy Sector
Management Assistance Program (ESMAP), with a study to review efficiency
of its operations. This report presents the findings and recommendations
of an ESMAP power system efficiency study mission that visited the state
of Sabah, Malaysia in October 1986. 1/ The mission found that S8B's
management and staff were aware of many of the opportunities for
efficiency improvement. The main contributions of this report are to
define the costs and benefits and to package the required imirovements in
a form suitable for financing. The mission appreciates the excellent
assistance and cooperation received from sB's management and staff.

1/ The mission consisted of Messrs. Miguel Bachrach (Economist, mission
leader), Jahangir Boroumand (Economist, team leader), Alfred Banks
(Generation Specialist, consultant), Willy Pacheco (Distribution
Engineer, consultant), Lionel Smith (Commercial Engineer, con-
sultant) and Alfred Gulstone (Power Engineer) who joined the mission
to lead the final discussions with SB . This report was prepared by
Mr. Jahangir Boroumand. Secretarial assistance was provided by
Mmes. Dawn Pigman and Tara Holtby-Allen.



Currency Equivalents

Currency Unit - Ringgit (M$)

N$l.0 a US$0.4

US$1.0 * M$2.5

(As of October 1986)

Fiscal Year

January 1 - December 31

Energy Measures

km - Kilometer (0.62 miles)
kW - Kilowatt (1,000 watts)
MV - Megawatt (1,000 kilowatts)
kVA - Kilovolt-ampere (1,000 volt-amperes)
MVA - Megavolt-ampere (1,000 kilovolt-amperes)
kWh - Kilowatt hour (860 kilocalories)
MWh - Megawatt hour (1,000 kilowatt hours)
CWh - Gigawatt hour (1,000,000 kilowatt hours)
kV - Kilovolt (1,000 volts)
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I. SUNMY

Overview

1.l The Sabah Electricity Board (SEB) is a rapidly growing electric
utility that provides reliable service to its customers. However, there
are a number of opportunities for 8EB to increase revenue, reduce
operating costs, defer investment and improve safety and environmental
protection while maintaining or improving its service quality. To take
advantage of these opportunities, SEB must: (a) significantly improve
the collection, analysis and flow of operating data to enable management
to react quickly to problems; and (b) consider alternatives to determine
the least-cost way of serving its customers and to change established
practices where necessary.

1.2 SEB's most impottant opportunity for increasing revenue, while
improving customer service and goodwill, is to completely reorganize its
customer management system using state-of-the-art, computerized tech-
niques. The existing manual billing system is inadequate and, in 1985,
resulted in non-technical losses of 171 of net generation in the West
Coast grid and 91 of net generation in the remainder of the system. 1/
These losses cost SEB MQ28 million for that year and contributed in part
to its present financial difficulty. 2/

1.3 In addition to the non-technical losses, the present customer
management system leads to poor collection performance. SEB's accounts
receivable are in excess of 140 days of billing, compared to about
45 days, which is achievable with a good customer management system.
This costs about M$4.0 million per year in foregone interest.

1.4 There are at least three opportunities for reducing operating
costs. These include: (a) improving economic dispatch procedures;

1/ Estimated losses in the West Coast grid range from 81 to 171 as a
result of the unreliable billing data base which became inaccurate
when SEB unsuccessfully attempted to convert to computerized billing
in 1984. SEB attempted to correct its billing problems by issuing
extra bills which caused the non-technical losses to appear low.
The figure of 82 is derived from SEB's data, but 171 is the
mission's estimate of the non-technical losses.

2/ For a discussion of SEB's present financial status and tariff
structure see "Malaysia: Power Sector Issues and Options" (green
cover) prepared by the Projects Department of the East Asia and
Pacific Regional Office, November 18, 1986.



(b) improving the maintenance of instruments; and (c) modifying the
Tenom Pangi hydroelectric station to reduce fouling of the intake during
the monsoon season.

1.5 There are at least four opportunities for deferring invest-
ment. These include: (a) installing treatment plants to provide good
quality cooling w^.er and thus prevent derating of the diesel plants;
(b) modifying the cooling systems at the Tanjung Aru plant to recover
derated capacity; (c) adding capacitors to the distribution system; and
(d) sectionalizing secondary circuits in the distribution system.

1.6 finally, there are two opportunities for improving safety and
environmental protection. These include: (a) installing centralized
fire protection systems in the larger diesel plants; and (b) installing
incinerators to dispose of waste oil.

1.7 The total cost of the suggested improvements is about
US$9.5 million and the proposed work can be completed within three
years. The estimated costs and benefits of individual projects, all of
which have payback periods of less than four years, are summarised in
Table 1.1. The following paragraphs outline the main operational chinges
required to implement the projects successfully and sustain the resulting
improvements in the future, and then briefly describe the main projects
by operating department.

Main Operational Changes

1.8 In order to sustain the benefits of the suggested improvements
SEB needs to improve its data collection, analysis and flow, and
continuously examine alternatives to deliver service at least-cost while
maintaining high standards of service quality.

Management Information System

1.9 38B provides good service, but not at minimum cost. For
example, deficiencies in the billing system ha-re allowed some customers
to use energy without paying for it, placing the burden on the other
customers to provide the required revenue through higher tariffs. The
Tenom Pangi hydroelectric plant produces low-cost energy, but diesels
sometimes produce expensive energy while water is spilling because of
constraints in the distribution system. The one common requirement for
fine-tuning operations throughout the system is to make available clear,
reliable information promptly. The information must be presented in a
way that allows each user--be it the customer service supervisor,
dispatcher, maintenance engineer or general manager-to quickly and
unambiguously assess what action is required.



Table 1.1: SMRY OF COSTS AMD BENEFITS lF RECO UED PROJECTS
(USS 0ooo)

cost Annual Savings Value of Annual Savings Payback
ProJect Total F. Exch. Energr Capacity Energy Capacity Total Pirtod

(oh) (MW) (yers)

Improvements in Customer Management System 4,233.8 3,061.0
ComputerizatIon of Custamer Services,

Billing and Metering 3,673.8 3,061.0 3,600.0 1.0
- Consulting Services 1,310.0 982.5 - -
- Computer System: Customer Services 776.4 725.6
- Computer System: On-Site Billing 889.6 889.6
- Meter Bench and Cash Registers 185.0 185.0
- SEB Project Team 118.8 0.0 - -
- Local Transportation 60.0 0.0 - -
- ContingencIes 334.0 278.3 - -

Interim Project: Staffing/Offices 560.0 0.0 1,200.0 0.5

lmprovements in Distribution System 2,949.0 2,196.0 983.1 3.0
Consulting Services 660.0 660.0 - -w

SEB Project Team 118.0 0.0 - - - - - -
Travel, Factilties, Contingency 580.0 530.0 - - - - - -

Power Factor lmprovment:
Equipment/Installation 231.0 196.0 2.7 1.2 71.4 273.0 344.4 -

Sectionalization of Secondaries:
Equipment/installation 860.0 710.0 3.3 1.9 90.0 58.7 638.7 -

Distribution Crews' Workshop/Equipment 500.0 100.0 - - - - -

improvemnts In Power Generation 2,350.9 2,052.1
Instrument Workshop and

Laboratory Facilities 235.0 215.0 4.5 - 109.8 - 109.8 2.1
Water Treatment Units 105.8 98.0 - 2.5 - 202.5 202.5 0.5
Economic Dispatch Procedures 142.0 120.0 4.5 - 109.8 - 109.8 1.3
Miscellaneous lmprovements 85.0 25.0 - - - - a/ -

Tenom Pang i Hydro: DebrIs/Silt 450.0 380.4 S .0 - 122.0 - 12.0 3.7
Tanjung Aru CoolIng Tower 450.1 414.5 - 1.7 - 137.7 137.7 3.3
Fire ProtectIon System 653.0 590.0 - - - - a/ -

Waste Off Incineration 230.0 209.2 - - - - /-

Total for all Projects 9,533.7 7,309.1

a/ Oenefits cannot be quantified,

Source: Mission estimates.
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1.10 At the operating level, fine-_uning calls for systems such as a
customer management system, dispatch procedures and enhanced instru-
mentatio.A and communication to provide the necessary data. At the
management level the need for information would be satisfied by regular,
conise reports from each operating department showing the state of the
important performance indicator3 to focus management's attention on areas
of potential loss.

1.11 The projects described in this chapter include the employment
of specialists to provide the necessary information subsystems for each
department. SRB's management should link these subsystems by designing a
clear, concise, monthly management report showing only key performance
indicators from each operating department.

Alternatives for Least-Cost Supply

1.12 The data systems discussed in the previous section would allow
SEB to optimize system operations within the context of established
procedures. Further improvement could be made by continuously evaluating
the procedures to determine if they provide the required function
efficiently. For example, the construction standards and guidelines that
SEB uses for the distribution system have not been changed in many years
despite changes in energy costs and available technology. A major study
completed recently proposed the extension of the distribution system
according to existing standards but did not critically review materials
and standards used or examine options for achieving the same functions at
a lower cost. SEB could benefit from such critical review, for example,
by posing and following-up on questions such as: would better protection
of the distribution system eliminate the need for expensive "line
catchers" on every medium voltage distribution line? 3/ This questioning
approach should be reflected in all Terms of Reference prepared for
studies and should become a part of SEB's operating style with the
objective of seeking maximum value for money.

Improvements in Customer Management System

1.13 Improving the customer management system is SEB's best
opportunity for increasing revenues. The principal reason for high non-
technical losses and uncollected revenues is the manual billing and
receivables system which simply cannot provide the management and staff
with the information needed to monitor non-technical losses and revenue
collection. Introducing a computerized management system for the
commercial operations would provide SIB with the pertinent information in

3/ "Line catchers" are wire cradles placed under the medium voltage
lines to prevent them from falling to the ground if they break.



a timely manner. The corresponding improvement in response to customers'
queries and service requests would lead to more customer respect and
cooperation.

1.14 It is important that the customer management system be treated
as an integrated modular system and not be reduced to the addition of a
computer to the existing arrangement. For example, a customer's request
for a service connection should generate a work-order which automatically
interacts with the billing subsystem and flags a discrepancy if the
customer does not appear in the billing system within a pre-set time.
This linkage would minimize the incidence of unregistered customers which
appears to be a problem now. In keeping with the system approach, it may
be necessary for SEB to make organizational changes to establish single
responsibility for operating the customer management system. Since SEB
has a dedicated and interested management staff, along with well-founded
and documented customer service policies and procedures, introducing the
customer management system should be carried out without difficulty.

1.15 SEB could restructure its commercial operation by computerizing
the customer account, on-site billing, meter management, and cash
handling systems in five major load centers: Kota Kinabalu, Sandakan,
Tawau, Labuan and Lahad Datu.

1.16 The recommended program would take three years to implement and
cost about US$3.67 million (M$9.18 million). The foreign exchange
portion is about US$3.06 million. The benefits of the program are the
financial gains to SEE from reducing non-technical losses and improving
revenue collections. Conservatively estimating these benefits by
assuming a 501 reduction in non-technical losses at the five load
centers, and valuing them at the average tariff rate, yields savings of
US$3.6 million (X$9.0 million) per year.

1.17 Since the computerized customer system would take three years
to complete, a number of steps should be taken to allow SIB to minimize
losses in the meantime and prepare for a smooth transition to the
computerized system. These steps include:

(a) dividing Kota Kinabalu customer service operations into two or
three divisions with expanded customer inquiry sections;

(b) improving the flow of information;

(c) strengthening the task force on non-technical losses;

(d) increasing the number of disconnection staff; and

(e) providing more training for first and second line supervisors.

1.18 These interim projects would cost about US$0.56 million
(M$1.4 million), all in local currency. They are expected to reduce non-
technical losses by one to two percent, yielding between US$0.8 million
and US$1.7 million in annual savings.
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Improvements in Distribution System

1.19 Technical losses in the transmission and distribution system
are estimated to be about 11X of net generation. A reasonable target for
SEB's system is about 9X. This could be achieved by:

(a) installing 20 MVAr of capacitors on the primcry distribution
lines to improve the system's power factor; and

(b) sectionalizing secondary distribution lines which implies
extending primary distribution lines and using smaller
distribution transformers.

1.20 Another opportunity for reducing operating costs is to change
distribution system design standards. This could be accomplished by
designing a comprehensive project with the following components:

(a) strengthening the planning department to: (i) establish a
computerized data base; (ii) study and monitor the implemen-
tation of loss reduction activities; and (iii) review existing
distribution design standards to reduce costs; and

(b) improving the equipment, training, and work methods employed by
distribution maintenance and construction crews.

1.21 The cost of the project is about US$2.95 million (M$7.38 mil-
lion). When completed it would yield savings of about US$161,400 per
year in operating cost and US$821,700 per year in deferred investment.

Improvements in Power Generation

1.22 The following nine projects will assist SEB in fine-tuning its
power generation operations. They are grouped into three categories:
those to improve the overall efficiency of SEB's diesel plants, those to
reduce generating cost and defer capacity additions in the West Coast
grid, and those to improve safety and environmental protection. SEB
could improve the overall efficiency of its diesel plants by:

(a) establishing a centralized instrument repair shop and chemical
laboratory;

(b) installing treatment plants to produce cooling water for the
diesel engines; and

(c) four smaller projects to prepare realistic plant retirerAent
schedules, improve maintenance of the remote plants, improve
inventory control, and produce summary operating and
maintenance instructions in the Malaysian language.
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1.23 The following three projects would reduce generating costs and
defer capacity additions in the West Coast grid:

(a) installing a weir and reopening a diversion tunnel to reduce
fouling of the intake of the Tenom Pangi hydroelectric plant by
debris and silt during the monsoon season;

(b) improving economic dispatch procedures; and

(c! installing a mechanical draft cooling tower to prevent over-
heating and thus increase the effective capacity of units 12 to
15 at the Tanjung Aru station.

The latter should only be done, however, if it is justified in the
context of a least-cost generation expansion study for the system.

1.24 The final group of projects would increase safety and environ-
.entl protection. Installing a centralized fire protection system for
diesel plants that have units of 3 MV capacity or more would improve
personnel safety and reduce insurance rates. Installing incinerators to
dispose of waste oil would reduce environmental pollution.

1.25 The total cost of this program is estimated at US$2.35 million
(M$5.88 million) of which US$2.05 million is in foreign exchange. It
would yield savings of about US$340,200 per year in deferred capacity and
US$342,000 per year in energy savings.

Program Ilmplementation

1.26 The improvement program can be implemented by SEB's staff with
assistance from outside specialized consultants and contractors in areas
where SEB requires technical support or has insufficient manpower
available. In utilizing the services of outside experts, emphasis should'
be placed on training SEB staff to maintain the improvements after they
are completed. To be successful, the program will require close
cooperation between various departments of SEB. In particular, close
coordination between the planning and distribution departments will be
essential to reduce technical losses and construction costs.

1.27 If financial constraints require that priorities be set in
implementing the program, the most important project from the point of
view of SEB's future financial viability is reorganizing the customer
management system*



Report Layout

1.28 Further detailed and supporting analyses are presented in the
following Chapters and Annexes of this report. Chapter II describes the
8PB system and analyzes trends in losses and collection performance.
Chapters IIT, IV and V discuss SEB's commercial, distribution, and
generation operations, respectively. Annex I describes the methodology
used, especially the procedure for estimating benefits of the proposed
system improvements.
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II. SYTID CARACTLISTICS AND uvIiciuCr

The Sabah Electricity Board

2.1 The Sabah Electricity Board (SIB) is solely responsible for the
generation. transmission# and distribution of electricity in the
Malaysian state of Sabah. 4/ In January 1984, the status of the 8EB was
changed from a state agency of the Sabah Cavernment to a federal agency
under the Ministry of Energy, Telecomuanicsfftion and Posts of Malaysia.

2.2 There are twelve major load centers in Sabah. Three of the
load centers on the west coast, Kota Kinabalu, Beaufort, and Tenom, were
interconnected with the hydro plant at Tenom Pangi in 1984 to form the
West Coast grid. 5/ The other nine centers remain isolated from the grid
and each other and operate as self-contained power systems. There are
also about 20 very small rural stations. Table 2.1 shows the major
generation and load centers and their associated statistics on generation
capacity, energy produced, sales, and numbers of customers. The
following paragraphs discuss 9IB's operational organization, generation,
transmission, distribution, sales, and system losses in the West Coast
grid and isolated centers.

Operational Organization

2.3 SnB's headquarters are located at Kota Kinabalu and, except for
the stations that are connected to the Vest Coast grid, generation and
distribution operations are carried out under local supervision in
coordination with the central office. There are three centralized
maintenance shops at Kota Kinabalu# Sandakan$ and Tawau that perform
major overhaul work on the smaller diesel units located in other
plants. The Vest Coast grid transmission lines are monitored at the
Penampang substation in Kota Kinabalu. Responsibility for customer
management is assigned to three operating divisions, Western, Central,
and Eastern with regional headquarters at, respectively, Labuan, Kota
Kinabalu, and Sandakan.

41 The state of Sabah has an area of 73,800 km2 and is located on the
northern part of Borneo. Its population of 1.22 million is
concentrated in the coastal areas.

S/ The "Vest Coast grid" refers to the entire power system down to the
customer level.

..... . .,_ ee.* .



Table 2.1: SEBIS CAPACITY, GENERATION AND SALES IN 1985

Generation and Number Installed Available Maximum Gross Number of
Load Centers Type of Units Capacity Capacity a/ Demand Generation Sales Customers Population

041) (MN) (NV) (GOh) (GWh) ('000)

West Coast Grid
Kota Klnabalu Diesel 1S 65.10 48.70 69.30 98.58 275.95 45,470 138.99

Gas Turbine 2 29.40 29.00 - 20.19 - - -

Tenom Pangl Hydro 3 66.00 15/66 - 248.00 - - -

Bsaufort b/ Diesel - - - - 0.00 7.46 3,232 46.54
Tnom b/ Dlesel 5 2.20 1.70 - 0.20 5.60 2,175 33.76

Sub-total 162.70 93.4/145.4 d/ 69.30 366.97 289.01 50,877 219.29

Isolated Centers
Sandakan Diesel 7 41.10 34.90 23.60 128.53 98.72 18,947 145.13
Tawau Diesel 13 40.80 27.00 16.50 96.07 74.03 14,594 145.38
Labuan Diesel 10 28.30 22.34 12.25 63.15 c/ 48.99 7,183 33.76
Lahad Datu Diesel 6 10.60 9.20 3.50 18.55 IS.88 4,053 66.23
Keningou Diesel 12 S.75 4.50 2.80 14.68 11.71 4,747 52.68
Kudat Diesel 4 5.50 4.60 2.50 11.66 9.84 2,870 49.10
Kota Belud Diesel 8 3.28 2.10 1.50 7.19 5.42 3,037 58.18
Semporna Diesel 6 2.00 1.53 1.55 6.44 3.74 1,797 66.75
Ranau Diesel 8 2.30 1.69 0.73 3.21 2.80 1,644 35.80

Subtotal 74 139.63 107.86 64.93 349.48 271.13 58,872 653.00

Total 302.33 202.3/253.3 d/ 134.23 716.45 560.14 109,749 872.29

Rural StatIons Diesel - - - 15.40 12.71 9,120 -

Total Incl. Rural - - - 731.85 572.85 118,869

a/ As of mid-1986.
b/ Stand-by stations.
£Z Includes S.?7 GWh suppile4 by Sabah 5as Industries.
d/ The range of values given here correspond to the seasonal variation of the capacity of the Tenom Pangi hydroelectric plant. The

actual value depends upon the water flow at the Tenom Pangi hydro plant,

Source: SES data.
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Generation

2.4 SEB generated 731.85 GWh of electricity in 1985, 50X of it in
the West Coast grid, 48X in the nine isolated centers and the rest in th6
small rural stations. The utility's installed capacity in the West Coast
grid is about 163 MW, and the total installed capacity in the isolated
centers is about 140 MW. Pigures 1 and 2 show the percentage mix of
generating plant capacity and the percentage of energy produced by each
type of generating plant in the West Coast grid. The energy produced in
the isolated centers comes exclusively from diesel plants. All of the
generating plants--hydro, gas, and diesel-operate at 50 Hz.

Viit Cot OMid gt Cet GCe4
Cp.Sty Nu ft4uesie as

Gas1~b. 1791) Diesel (41.91 DIesel (26.92)

Wydse (67.62)

ilguis 2

Hydro Plant

2.5 The hydro station at Tenom Pangi, a run-of-river plant with
Francis turbines, was comissioned in 1984. It has an installed capacity
of 66 MW made up of three 22 MW units. Its available capacity varies
between 15 and 66 NW depending on the river flow. The units appear to be
well-maintained; average availability for 1985 was about 951. There is a
minor problem with debris and silt accumulating at the plant's water
intake during the monsoon season.

Gas Turbines

2.6 The Tanjung Aru power station at Kota Kinabalu has two
distillate-fired gas turbines of 14.7 MU capacity each that were
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commissioned in 1982. These turbines were overhauled recently and now
can operate at their rated capacity when required. In 1985 each turbine
was run about 900 hours to provide 20 CGi of peak generation.

Diesel Stations

2.7 Exeluding the small diesel sets in rural camunitiest SEB has
94 diesel generating sets. Fifteen of these are in the Tanjung Aru
station which is a part of the West Coast grid. Five are in Tenom where
they are used only for stand-by. The remaining sets are distributed
among the isolated centers. Annex 2 provides a breakdown of the diesel
generating sets by location and capacity.

2.8 All of the engines use either light fuel oil or distallate
fuel, so fuel problems are minimal, and maintenance appears to be of an
acceptable standard. However, there is some derating due to the lack of
proper treatment of cooling water. In the Tanjung Aru station, cooling
problems related to the layout of the cooling system have also caused
derating of some units.

Transmission and Distribution

Transmission

2.9 The high voltage transmissioni lines in Sabah interconnect the
load centers and generating plants to fotr the West Coast grid. The hrid
consists of a 132 kV double-circuit line that runs 120 kilometers between
the Tenom Pangi hydroelectric station and the Penampang substation in
Kota Kinabalu. One of the circuits is tapped to stnpply a small sub-
station in the town of Beaufort, 38 kilometers from Tenom Pangi.

2.10 Two double-circuit lines operating at 66 kV complete the
transmission network. They connect the Penampang substation with the two
other major high voltage substations in Kota Kinabalu: Inanan substation
and Tanjung Aru power station. The transmission lines are relatively new
and in good condition.

Distribution

2.11 The primary distribution voltages are 22 kV, 11 kV, and
6.6 kV. Rural electrification is mainly at 11 kV, with some at 22 kV,
while urban distribution is at 11 kV. Gradually, the 6.6 kV is being
replaced by 11 kV distribution. All of the secondary distribution is at
240/415 volts.

2.12 The present distribution construction practices result in the
almost exclusive use of large three-phase transformers and extensive
secondary networks. A noticeable peculiarity of the distribution network
is the widespread use of "line catchers" to prevent broken medium voltage
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lines falling to the ground. Underground and aerial cross-linked
polyethelene (XLP) cables are used in cities and in areas where trees
would present significant maintenance problems if overhead lines were
used.

2.13 There is a reasonable amount of redundancy in the circuit
layout which provides for alternate routes of supply in the event of a
fault.

2.14 There are three distribution substations in the interconnected
grid, one at Tanjung Aru station with 13 feeders, one at Inanan with
7 feeders, and one at Penampang with 3 feeders. Distribution feeders in
the isolated centers come directly from the generating stations.

'echnical Losses

2.15 Technical losses in the West Coast grid are estimated to be
about 112 of net generation. 6/ The corresponding loss at peak is about
11 MW, or 162 of the peak demand. A reasonable target for overall
technical losses for this system would be about 91 of net generation.
The procedure used for estimating losses is explained in Annex 1, and a
detailed breakdown of the losses is presented in Table 2.2.

2.16 The approximate breakdown of energy losses is 3.32 of net
generation in the power transformers and transmission lines, 4.41 of net
generation in medium voltage lines and distribution transformers, and
3.31 of net generation in secondary lines and service drops. 7/ Approxi-
mately 421 of sales are made at the medium voltage level and 581 at low
voltage. The medium voltage losses seem unusually high relative to the
other components.

2.17 Technical losses in the isolated networks, although not
estimated in detail, are assumed to approximate those in the West Coast
grid.

6/ Technical losses are the energy (kWh) and power (14) lost by virtue
of the physical characteristics of the transmission and distribution
networks. The losses are due mainly to heating in the network.

7/ Losses of 3.32 of net generation correspond to about 5.7X of the
energy entering the secondary system since only about 581 of the
sales are at secondary voltage.
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Table 2.2: SEBs: DISTRIBUTION OF TECHNICAL LOSSES IN THE WEST COAST GRID, 1985

Losses Percent of Energy Percent of
at Peak Peak Demand Loss s Not Generation

(MW) (S) OWh) (

Plant Power Transformes
No Load Losses 0.30 0.43 2,624 0.74
Load Losses 0.48 0.70 1,183 0.33

Transmission lines 1.13 1.63 3,851 1.08

Substation Power Transformers
No Load Losses 0.36 0.51 3,116 0.88
Load Losses 0.36 0.52 890 0.25

Total Transmission Losses 2.63 3.79 11,666 3.28

Distribution Prlmary Lines
22, 11, and 6.6 kV lines 2.90 4.18 9,399 2.64

Distribution Transformers
No Load Losses 0.66 0.95 5,770 1.62
Load Losses 0.16 0.23 522 O.15

Total Primary Distribution Losses 3.72 5.36 15,691 4.41

Secondary Llnes and Service Drops 4.79 6.91 11,749 3.30

Total Technical Losses 11.14 16.06 39,106 10.99

Notes: Net Generation: 355.98 OWh
Peak Demand: 69.30 MM

Source: Mission estimates.

Sales and Commercial Operations

Sales

2.18 In 1985, SEB sold 573 GWh of electricity to 118,869 custo-
mers. About 90% of the sales are made at five load centers: Kota
Kinabalu, which is by far the largest (48X); followed by Sandakan (172);
Tavau (131); Labuan (91); and Lahad Datu (3%). Approximately 761 of
SEB's customers are located at these five load centers. SEB's sales were
almost equally split between sales to residential (371) and commercial
(361) customers, followed by industrial (251) and public lighting (2X).
The composition of electricity sales at Kota Kinabalu is relatively more
commercial (42X) and less industrial (211), with about the same percent-
ages for residential (35Z) and public lighting (22). Figure 3 shows the
mix of customers with the corresponding energy sales and revenue.
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Customer Management System

2.19 At present, SEB's customer management system which includes the
metering, billing and accounts receivable functions operates manually
(see Annex 4^S). This manual system is inefficient and cumbersome and
cannot provide 88B staff at the five largest load centers with the
information needed to exercise good control. In 1981, seB attempted,
with limited success, to computerize the billing system in Kota Kinabalu
by utilizing the services of a state-owned agency, the Sabah State
Computer Services Unit (CSU). When SKB became a federal agency, the CSU
was no longer obliged to provide computing services to SEB. In addition,
the customer data base h&d become inaccurate because of problems with
controlling the input of data to the system and keeping secure records.
In December 1984, SIB dissolved the computerized billing system and
resumed manual billing of the customers in Kota Kinabalu. 8/

8/ The main reason for S8B's lack of success with its previous attempt
at computerizing the billing system was that the problem was not
approached as a system with the necessary controls on procedures.
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Non-Technical Losses

2.20 Non-technical looses are very high, particularly in the West
Coast grid. 9/ For this system alone non-technical losses are estimated
to be 17X of net generation, costing SEB about M$18 million (US$7 mil-
lion) a year. The estimate of non-technical losses is based on an
analysis of quarterly generation and sales data for all load centers
between 1982 and the second quarter of 1986. A moving average had to be
used to remove some of the variations due to changing meter reading
cycles and various crash programs (see Annex 1 for the procedure used in
estimating non-technical losses). The moving averages of quarterly
generation, sales and losses for the West Coast grid are presented in
Table 2.3. The same data for all other load centers are aggregated and
presented in Table 2.4. The data base shoving quarterly generation,
sales and losses by station that is used to prepare Tables 2.3 and 2.4 is
presented as Annex 3.

2.21 Non-technical losses in the West Coast grid, expressed as
percentage of net generation, grew dramatically from 6.3X in 1982 to
17.9Z in 1984, and then dropped to 7.81 in 1985, before slightly
increasing again in the first half of 1986. There were no vigorous loss
reduction efforts going on to justify such a sharp reduction in non-
technical losses in 1985. The decline is due to the fact that computeri-
zation of the billing system in Kota Kinabalu was abandoned in 1984 and
the system was converted to manual operations again. When this was done,
customers were underbilled in 1984 and extra bills were issued in 1985.
When this is corrected by assuming that over the 1984-1986 period sales
per customer remained constant at their 1982-83 average (see Annex 1), a
more reasonable trend in non-technical losses emerges. Based on the
adjusted sales figures, non-technical losses as a percentage of net
generation, grew steadily from 6.52 in 1982 to 16.9Z in 1985 before
leveling off in the first half of 1986.

2.22 Aggregated generation and sales data for 8EB's isolated centers
indicate that average non-technical losses have increased steadily from
5.8X of net generation in 1982 to 9.21 in 1985, and they were still
growing in the first half of 1986. Information presented in Annex 3 also
indicates increasing trends in non-technical losses for each isolated
load center with some minor exceptions which are most probably due to
poor data. Non-technical losses as percentage of net generation of the
two largest isolated load centers in Sandakan and Tawau were 9.8X and
9.61, respectively, in 1985. The losses in these isolated load centers
are lower than the West Coast grid because their customer populations are
smaller and thus more manageable by a manual system.

9/ Non-technical losses result from energy that is consumed but not
billed for by the utility. The main sources are billing errors,
metering errors, unregistered customers, and theft.



Table 2.3: WEST COAST GRID GENERATION, SALES AND LOSSES

Before Adlusting Sales After Adlusting Sales a/
Gross Generation Sales Total Losses Non-Tech. Losses Total Losses Non-Tech. Losses

Year- Each Average Each Average As % Net. Gen. As % Net 6en. As S Net Gen. As % Not Gen.
Quarter Quarter 4 quarters Quarter 4 quarters Avg. 4 Qtrs. Avg. 4 Qtrs. Avg. 4 Qtrs. Avg. 4 Qtrs.

CO11) (11h) (ohh) C8Wh) (5) (5) (5) Ct)

1982-tst 56.694 45.987
1982-2nd 59.910 47.375
1982-3rd 61.635 49.349
1982-4th 62.411 60.162 50.450 48.290 17.3 6.3 17.S 6.5
1983-1st 65.040 52.249 49.456 49.158 18.6 7.6 18.7 7.7
1983-2nd 69.418 64.626 50.778 50.008 20.2 9.2 20.6 9.6
1983-3rd 68.969 66.460 50.391 50.269 22.0 11.0 22.0 11.0
1983-4th 69.231 68.165 51.189 50.454 23.7 12.7 23.5 12.5
1984-1st 66.644 69.065 51.242 50.900 24.0 13.0 23.2 12.2
1984-2nd 76.888 70.933 53.585 51.602 25.0 14.0 23.2 42.22
1984-3rd 80.865 73.907 54.216 52.558 26.7 15.7 23.6 12.6
1984-4th 83.620 77.504 54.785 53.457 28.9 17.9 23.8 12.8
1985-1st 85.264 81.664 72.494 58.770 25.8 14.8 24.9 13.9
1985-2nd 94.154 85.981 73.794 63.822 23.5 12.5 26.4 15.4
1985-3rd 92.751 88.952 71.064 68.034 21.2 10.2 27.1 16.1
1985-4th 94.799 91.747 71.650 72.251 16.8 7.8 27.9 16.9
1966-1st 90.394 93.024 73.634 72.586 19.6 8.6 27.6 16.6
1966-2nd 100.664 94.652 79.115 73.916 19.5 8.5 27.7 16.7

a/ Sales are adjusted to remove some of the distortIon caused by extra billing used to attempt to correct some of the problems
encountered when the billing was changed back to manual after being computerized.

Note: ODta Includes Kota Kinabalu plus Tenam and Beaufort after grid connection In the Ist quarter of 1984.

Source: Mission estimates based on SEB data.
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Table 2.4: AGGREGATED GENERATION, SALES AND LOSSES IN ISOLATED CENTERS

Gross Generatlon Sales Total Losses Non-Tech. Losses
Year- Each Averae Each Average As $ Net Gen. As X Net Gen.

Quarter Quarter 4 quarters Quarter 4 quarters Avg. 4 Qtrs. Avg. 4 Qtrs.

(GWh) (GSh) (GSh) (SUb) (5) S)

1982-lst 67,084 55.294
1982-2nd 74.096 61.204
1982-3rd 74.285 59.597
1982-4th 76.970 73.109 60.972 59.267 16.4 S.6
1983-1st 17.91f 75.817 62.492 61.066 17.0 6.2
1983-2nd 82.824 77.999 68.285 62.C36 b 16.9 6.2
1983-3rd 83,787 80.374 67.460 64,802 16.9 6.2
1983-4th 84.256 82.196 68.083 66.580 16.5 5.9
1984-lst 82.653 83.380 66.131 67.490 16.6 6.0
1984-2nd 84.763 83.864 67,640 67.328 17.2 6.6
1984-3rd 84.845 84.129 68.629 67.621 17.1 6.5
198X-4th 86.731 84.748 67.515 67.479 17.9 7.3
1985-1st 87.979 86.080 67.699 67.871 18.7 8.1
1985-2nd 93.137 88.173 73.634 69.369 18.9 8.3
1985-3rd 89.051 89,225 71.430 70.069 19.0 8.4
1985-4th 94.699 91.217 71.083 70.962 19.8 9.2
1986-1st 91.362 92.062 68.182 71.082 20.4 9.8
1986-2nd 99.380 93.623 75.686 71.595 21.2 10.5

Note: Data Includes rural stations.

Source: NIssIon estimates based on SEB data.

2.23 Table 2.5 presents non-technical energy losses in CWh and their
values estimated at the prevailing average tariff of M$0.30/kWh. The
value of losses in the West Coast grid and consequently for the S8B as a
whole fluctuates because of the billing problems discussed earlier.
Nevertheless it is clear that in the 12-month period ending in June 1986,
the vdlue of losses was M$11.5 million for the isolated centers and at
least M$9.4 million for the West Coast grid. This indicates at .east
M$20 million (US$8.4 million) of losses for SEB in the most recent
12-month period for which data is available. For the same period, value
of the losses for the West Coast grid based on the adjusted sales figures
was M$18.4 million (US$7.4 million) indicating total losses of about
M$30 million (US$12.0 million) for SIB.
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Table 2.5: NON-TECHNICAL LOSSES

Perlod Energy Cost

(GWh) (MS mililons)

Total SES SYstem

1982 30.927 9.278
1983 52,232 15.669
1984 77.823 23.346
1985 60.227 18.068
1986-end June a/ 69.369 20.810

West Coast Grid

1982 14.591 4.377
1983 33.571 10.071
1984 53.808 16.142
1985 27.818 8.345
1986-en4 June a/ 31.189 9.356

SEB System Lesn West Coast Gr Id

1982 16.336 4.900
1983 18.661 5.598
1984 24.015 7.204
1985 32.410 9.722
1986-end June a/ 38.179 11.453

a/ Estimated for previous 12 months to date.
Source: Mission estimates based on SEB data.

Accounts Receivable

2.24 Table 2.6 shows an aging schedule for the outstanding consumer
debt from January 1974 to June 1986 in the five major load centers. This
table indicates that accounts receivable are increasing at an alarming
rate. Limiting outstanding accounts receivable to the consumer debt that
existed from 1985 to June 1986, receivables due from the sale of energy
are about 140 days of billing. Accounts receivable should be equivalent
to about 45 days of billing. This imbalance implies a loss of revenue
due to foregone interest of about M$4.0 million (US$1.6 million) per year
(see Annex 1). The estimate of 140 days treats debt prior to 1985 as
largely uncollectable, which means that SEB will probably have to write
off over M$17.5 million (US$7.0 million) in debt. Some of the
uncollected revenue may be due to extra billing with which customers
disagree but it is difficult to get better estimates because of the
limitations of the manual billing system.
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Table 2.6: ACCOUNT FECEIVABLE AGING SCH4EWLE AS OF JUNE 1986
(MS '000)

Date Kota Klnabalu Sandakan Tawau Lobuan Lahad Datu Total

1986, April - June 18,470 5,200 a/ 2,757 2,109 731 29,267
1986, Jan. - March 7,146 - 891 616 196 8,851

1985 16,616 1,507 1,585 1,187 352 21,247
1964 10,026 290 417 495 281 11,509
1983 2,459 510 221 390 259 3,839
1962 1,116 180 71 137 98 1,610
1981 765 251 23 15 51 1,105
190 522 61 15 1 27 626
1979 190 68 10 6 n.o. 274
1978 81 227 2 n.a. n.a. 310
1977 56 85 1 n.a. n.o. 142
1976 114 61 n.a. n.ae. n.a. 175
1975 26 14 n.sa. n.a. n.e. 40
1974 3 a no. n.e. n.o. 11
TOTAL 57,592 8,470 5,993 4,956 1,995 79,006

o/ January to June 1986.

n.o. - not avallable.
Source: SEB.
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III. OMfIBCIAL OPERATIONS

Overview

3.1 SEB's most serious operating problem is the inadequacy of its
customer management system which has been causing high non-technical
losses and poor revenue collection performance. The most inefficient
part of the customer management system is the manual billing and
receivables system. This system, which is described briefly in Annex 4,
cannot provide management and staff with the information needed to
control non-technical losses and revenue collection. It is also evident
that th-' larger the customer volume at a load center, the more
ineffective the manual system is. The worst performance was at
Kota Kinabalu, which has more than 45,000 customers.

3.2 The other parts of the customer management system, such as
billing and services policies, customer application forms, customer
agreements, security deposits, disconnection policies, meter reading
cycles, and accessibility of offices for customer payment are, in
general, well-founded and documented. Also, SIB has a dedicated
management staff which appears interested in improving the efficiency of
the utility's commercial operations. Therefore, introducing an effective
computerized management system to provide SEB with pertinent and timely
information should reduce non-technical losses and improve the collection
performance significantly.

3.3 The shortfalls of SiB's billing and receivables systems, and
metering operations are discussed below, followed by suggestions for
improvement.

Billing and Receivables System

Status of Customer Accounts and Consumption Records

3.4 The status of a customer's account is seldom current and
historical consumption records are not readily accessible for two
reasons. First, it can take as long as three months to post a customer's
payment. Second, the customer's account status does not appear on each
month's bill. As a result, disconnection warnings and disconnection
orders cannot be issued with assurance that the customer is indeed in
arrears. Furthermore, customer's queries cannot be properly answered. A
customer can pay a current month's bill but be several months in arrears
without this being reflected on his bill. The value of accounts
receivable at any point in time is often unknown. It is also nearly
impossible to regularly monitor for power theft or meter failure since
this requires a readily accessible ard up-to-date record of each
customer's historical consumption.
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Lost Records and Incorrect Postings

3.5 The only control for determining if a customer has paid his
account is the bottom portion of the two-part bill issued by 88 called
the customer's "receipt." The cash registers presently in use record
only a transaction number and the amount paid. There is no record of a
customer account number on the cash register tape. Therefore, if the
customer's receipt is lost, all records of a customer's payment is
lost. 10/ These receipts do get lost, mainly because of the number of
people that handle bill receipts, the potential for collusion between
billing staff and customers, the disorganized state of the office, and
the general lack of initiative of the staff. Bill receipts also get
posted to the wrong account.

Record of Poor Paying Customers and Large Users

3.6 The present system treats all customers identically. There is
no record of poor paying customers in general and no mechanism to concen-
trate on large users. The industrial class of customer represents only
41 of all customers but accounts for 221 of all revenue. Similarly,
industrial and commercial accounts combined represent only 212 of all
customers, but account for 651 of all revenue. In addition, the 20
largest customers in each of the five major load centers account for
approximately 181 of the total sales of S8B, as shown in Table 3.1. At
present there is no mechanism to flag these accounts.

Table 3.1: CONTRISUTION OF LARGEST USERS TO SALES

20 Largest Cust omrs
Approxlmate Percent of

Location Annual Sales Location's Revenue

(MS) (S)

Kota Kinabalu 12,780,000 17
Labaun 4,572,000 32
Sandakan 4,85S?000 17
Tawan 5,280,000 25
Lahad BDtu 1,240,000 27

Source: Mission estimates using SEB's data.

10/ The customer's payment record can be reconstructed by analyzing the
cash register tapes. However, this is a cumbersome and time-
consuming process.
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Disconnection Policy Enforcement

3.7 SEB's disconnection policy includes the issue of a warning
notice if payment is not received within 30 days of issuing the bill.
The warning notice states that disconnection will occur if payment is not
received within seven days of the date of issuing the warning notice.
Due to the limitations of the billing and receivable system described
above, until recently very few warning notices had been issued and fewer
disconnections had been carried out by the Inanan Office in
Kota Kinabalu. In the Tawau office, where warning notices are issued
regularly, disconnection orders are issued only after the customer is
three months in arrears.

Billing of New Customers

3.8 There is no system in place to check that new customers, once
connected, are entered into the billing system. The Customer Inquiries
Section coordinates the connection of new customers. This section is
also responsible for advising the billing and metering sections of these
new customers. At the time of the mission's visit to the Inanan Office
in Kota Kinabalu, approximately 800 customers had been connected but not
entered in the billing system. Several had been connected for four
months.

3.9 It is highly likely that some new customers are not being
entered in the billing system because of the system of handling
applications and customer agreements, the limited number of staff, the
other duties of the section, and the number of new connections. Further-
more, it would be very easy for staff to avoid entering a "friendly"
customer. This concern is substantiated by data in Table 3.2, which
indicates that over 6,000 meters issued in the past three years have not
been accounted for. Consequently, as many as 6,000 customers may have
been connected to the system over the last three years and not put in the
billing system. 11/

11/ The mission did not question the figures used in Table 3.2 as
submitted by the Purchasing Department. It is suggested that they
be checked and validated by the Task Force on Non-Technical Losses
before any concrete conclusions are drawn. Two possible
explanations for this large discrepancy are that stations have
increased their inventory of meters and there are a number of old
meters which have been recovered from the system but have not been
removed from the books.
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Table 3,2: METERS IN SERVICE VS. NEW CUSTOERS

I te 1984 1965 Oct. 1986 Total

Number of Meters In Stock
Beglnnlng of Yeor 8,735 2,221 13,270 --

End of Year 2,221 13,270 17,489 -

Numbers of Meters Purchased 1,400 32,215 13,4000

Number of Meters Discarded (Replaced) 200 200 200 a/ -

Neters Installed on New Customers 7,714 20,966 8,981 37,661

Now Customers 12,621 9,152 7,924 b/ 29,697

Known Customers Connected but Not On
Billing System c/ 1,600

Neters Not Accounted For 6,364

u/ Records not available. Estimated by mission team based on data obtained from
Kota Kinabalu that 82 meters were replaced due to failure In 1985. Therefore
assume 200 In total for each year for all SES.

b/ Estimate to October 1986 based on 85 growth rate.
cJ Based an finding at Kota Kinabalu times 2 for system.

Sow-rce: SEB records and misslon estimates.

Understandins Job Functions

3.10 Many of the first and second line supervisors in all commercial
functions (billing, metering, etc.) do not have a solid understanding of
the work function of the staff reporting to them. 12/ This is
particularly evident in the billing function at the Inanan office in
Kota Kinabalu. In addition, staff did not appear concerned about the
need to improve the system. Each section looked very narrowly on its job
function without concern about the end product, i.e., serving the
customer fairly at the least cost to the utility.

Work Space Limitations

3.11 The billing and receivables system at the Central Division
Office in Inanan is hindered to a large degree by the limited amount of
physical space. Desks and personnel are too close together and the
billing folders are stacked on desks. These physical storage limitations
lead to confusion, inefficiencies and provide opportunities for theft.
The working environments at both Sandakan and Tawau are better.

12/ This is caused in part by the high staff turn-over rate.
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Metering

3.12 In addition to the limitations of S1B's billing and receivables
system, non-technical losses are also caused by meter tampering, theft by
illegal connection, and poor meter management.

Meter Tamperins and Theft

3.13 There appears to be ample opportunity for meter tampering and
energy theft through illegal connections. DiLAng a few random visits to
customer locations, the mission observed about 40 meters with broken
seals, broken faces, or which had been partially removed from the wall.
A number of these were in commercial installations. Three demand-type
meters did not have the maximum demand-meter sealed. Considering the
small number of customer locations visited, these suggest a relatively
high incidence of meter tampering. Table 3.3 shows the number of meter
tamperings and illegal connections that were reported to SBB in four
major locations between January and September 1986.

Table 3.3: METER TAWERINSS AND ILLEGAL
COIOCT IONS

No. of Meter No. of IIlegal
Tamperings Coonctions

Station Jan-Sept 1986 Jon-Sept 1986
Kote KlnOalu 326 12
Sandakan 15 29
Toaeu 5 128

WUU eatu 11 18
Total 357 187

Source: SEB data.

At the time, SBB did not have an active program to determine these types
of theft and learned of these occurrences through tips from consumers or
reports from meter readers or other staff. The number of meter
tamperings reported for Kota Kinabalu on a yearly basis is close to 11 of
meters installed which is quite high. While occurrences of reporting
generally are low, the tamperings were found in the normal course of
SEB's operation without anyone specifically looking for them.

3.14 Therefore, the actual occurrences of meter tampering and
illegal connections probably are very much understated by these
figures. This view is shared by several of the customer service staff at
SIB and supported by the fact that the type of meters used can easily be
tampered with since incoming wires are often accessible. Although the
mission team did not find an occurrence of theft by illegal connection,
the system of back lot line distribution found in many subdivisions with

.~~~~~~~ . . ., . . m:J:.......... t t........ X -ww.w,. _ ............................... 
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entrance through the back of the house to the meter at the front leaves
ample opportunity for theft of power by illegal connection.

3.15 sEn has recognised the problem and in September 1986 formed a
task force on non-technical losses to review it. There is now an active
program to determine the level of meter tampering and the number of
illegal connections in the Kota Kinabalu area. Unfortunately, the
effectiveness of this task force is severely limited by the small number
of staff.

Meter Management

3.16 Several departments are involved with metering. 13/ The three
regional divisions forecast their requirements; the purchasing department
tenders, selects a vendor and purchases the meters; the stores department
inventories and sends the meters to the testing department when stations
place orders; the test department tests a sample of new meters and
returns them to stores; the stores department then sends the meters to
the station; and the station installs the meters at the customer's
location.

3.17 Except for the work being done by the task force on non-
technical losses, field verification tests are not undertaken as a course
of normal operations. Many meters have been installed for 10-15 years
and should be tested. The task force on non-technical losses installed
test meters in 16 installations in October 1986 and found that 3 meters
were running high by greater than 1X and 8 meters were running slow, some
by 30-45X. In the central division, meters that are removed are being
stockpiled. The test laboratory facilities are inadequate to test all
the meters that are brought in.

Meter Seals

3.18 Meters are secured with lead seals using a sealing tool. These
seals are easily accessible at various places, such as the test labs,
station stores, consumer testing sections, disconnection and reconnection
offices and division stores. The meter sealing tool is signed out
whenever used. Although the use of these tools appears to be fairly
well-controlled, the tool could be easily duplicated, and the task force
on non-technical losses has reason to believe that duplicate tools exist.

13/ The customer management responsibility is at present split between
the customer services, accounting and distribution departments.
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Recommendations on Computerization and Meter Management

Computerization of the Customer System and On-Site Billing

3.19 3B1 should treat the present state of its commercial operations
as an opportunity to completely computerize and automate its customer
management system including on-site billing and bill printing, using pre-
packaged software and equipment that are currently on the market. The
customer system software should include: 14/

(a) A consumer billing subsystem;

(b) A collections and receivables subsystem;

(c) Detailed summary and analytical reports;

(d) A file maintenance subsystem;

(e) A meter inventory subsystem;

(f) An on-line inquiry facility;

(g) Control and management-oriented features for audit; and

(h) Modularized design.

3.20 It should also install cash registers, capable of recording
customer account numbers, which can be downloaded automatically to the
customer system. Receipts from the one-stop cash collection scheme could
be re-input through these cash registers. 15/

3.21 The software would be used in computers capable of independent
operation located in Kota Kinabalu (two locations), Sandakan, Tawau,
Labuan, and Lahad Datu. Data transfer for statistical purposes to a
central computer at SEB's Head Office in Kota Kinabalu could be by
telephone line or by physical media transfer as appropriate.

3.22 The on-site billing would be accomplished by use of hand-held
data capture devices which are downloaded to that location's host com-
puter by a personal computer interface for the purpose of communicating
meter readings and customer data. The printing of bills would be done

14/ Further details are provided in Annex 5.

IS/ The one-step cash scheme is an arrangement where by a customer can
pay all his utility bills at any utility or the post office. It is
an excellent way of providing good customer service.
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on-site utilizing portable printers connected to the data capture
devices.

3.23 Installing a computerized customer system would remove the
principle causes for non-technical losses and uncollected revenues
outlined earlier, since with a computerized system:

(a) customer accounts would be up-to-date and imediately
available;

(b) the history of accounts would be accessible by customer account
number;

Ic) customer payments would not be lost and would be posted
promptly;

Cd) warning notices could be issued and disconnections carried out
in accordance with policy;

Ce) checks would be in place to ensure that new customers are
promptly entered in the billing system;

Cf) records of customer payments would be more secure; and

(g) reports would be available Lo monitor poor paying customers and
large users.

3.24 The automated on-site billing and printing of bills woulds

(a) improve the accuracy of customer bills;

(b) reduce re-reads;

(c) reduce meter reading time since meter readers no longer would
have to record meter readings and produce bills by hand;

(d) reduce input time to the computerized system since the meter
readev would input data at the time of reading that would be
automatically down-loaded into the customer system on later
return to office; and

(e) provide data on route design to improve efficiencies in meter
reading efficiency.

Meter Management System

3.25 In conjunction with the computerized customer system, SeB
should establish a system of meter management, to include:

(a) specifying a department responsible for meters, with clear
lines of responsibility and authority;
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(b) reviewing meter specifications to determine if other meters are
available at a reasonable cost that are less susceptible to
theft;

(c) establishing routines for and percentages of old meters that
should be tested;

(d) determining reverification test procedures for new metersl

(e) establishing a meter control system to monitor the location,
age, and supply of all meters in use and in stock;

(f) establishing a test reverification programs

(g) establishing a write-off or repair program for metersl

(h) establishing the need for a second test bench facility in the
Kota Kinabalu station; and

(i) reviewing the types of meter seals currently available and
recounending a more tamper resistant one.

3.26 The most convenient time to implement the metor management
program is when the customer system is computerized since the customer
syst m software will include a meter inventory subsystem.

Costs and Benefits

3.27 The total cost of the recommended project is estimated at
USS3.67 million (N$9.18 million), of which US$3.06 million is in foreign
exchange. The estimated costs of various components are summarized in
Table 3.4 below. Detailed Terms of Reference and a cost estimate for
computerizing the customer management system and establishing a meter
management system are provided in Annex 6.

3.28 Implementing the new computerized customer system, on-site
billing, automated bill printing and a meter management system is
expected to reduce non-technical losses and accounts receivable by more
than 50X. A conservative estimate of the benefits of the recommended
project is obtained by assuming a 50 reduction in non-technical losses
alone. The five load centers to be computerized account for
approximately 90S of S8B's non-technical losses valued at least
X$20.0 million per year as discussed in Chapter II. This indicates a
saving of M$9.0 million 16/ or US$3.6 million per year. Bence the
recommended project is quite cost effective with a payback period of one
year.

16/ 50X x 901 x M$20 million.
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Table 3.4: SUMMARY COST EST1MATES FOR IMPROVING COMERCIAL OPERATIONS
(USS OOO)

Period Breakdown of Total
Item 1987 1988 1989 Total Foreign Local

Consulting Services 470.0 470.0 370.0 1,310.0 982.5 327.5

Computer System for BOillng
and Customer ServIces -- 716.0 60.4 776.4 725.6 S0.0

Computer System for On-sito B1illng -- 889.6 -- 889.6 889.6 -

Meter Bench and Cash Registers -- 185-C -- 185.0 185.0-

SEB Project Team 39.6 39.6 39.6 118.8 - 118.8

Local Transportation 45.0 7.5 7.5 60.0 - 60.0

Contingencies (10%) 55.5 230.8 47.8 334.0 278.3 55.7

Total 610.1 2,538.5 525.3 3,673.8 3,061.0 612.8

Source: Mission estimates.

Interim Steps

3.29 The following interim steps will reduce financial losses and
prepare for the computerized customer management system which requires an
installation and commissioning time of at least three ytars.

Division of the Central Division Commercial Operation

3.30 The commercial operation at the Central Division in
Kota Kinabalu should be divided into a minimum of two and possibly three
separate areas. This would make it easier to supervise staff and reduce
the number of customers in each location to a manageable 20,000 to
30,000, which is more comparable in sise to Sandakan.

3.31 As SEB has a vacant building in downtown Kota Kinabalu and
plans to move from Inanan to that office, one possibility would be to
move only half of the meter reading, billing, accounting, and customer
service staff, leaving the remainder at Inanan. This action also would
relieve the space limitation at Inanan and allow for a more productive
work environment. The offices would be physically located at different
parts of the city allowing for better customer accessibility and improved
service.

3.32 In the process of the move it is suggested that a thorough
staff mix be made to avoid the movement of staff cliques, if they existt
to avoid problems of theft-by-collusion. It may also be advisable to
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bring in staff from other locations such as Sandakan. An additional
benefit of this division would be to make each office of a comparable
size to the others, allowing for easier standardization of software
packages and hardware equipment when the customer system is computerized.

Customer Inquiry Sections

3.33 It is recommended that the Customer Inquiry Section be
reinforced with additional staff. One way to implement this would be to
continue with the same number of staff at the Inanan office when tihe
Central Division office is split and add the same number of staff to the
other office.

3.34 The additional staff members should take on the responsibility
of discussing all customer inquiries so that customers no longer would
have to interface with meter readers or billing/disconnection clerks when
they visit the office. This would reduce the opportunity for collusion
that might possibly exist between some customers and staff. It also
would provide extra time for the posting/disconnection clerks to do
posting and issue disconnection warnings, which is a critical item in
Inanan, since it is currently several months behind. Meter readers also
would have more time to update meter reading books. Senior meter readers
would have more time available to supervise staff.

Task Force on Non-Technical Losses

3.35 The task force on non-technical losses should be strengthened,
as it has only one full-time and one part-time staff. Customer service
personnel that are employed to install test meters are obtained from the
Customer Service Department at Inanan. Therefore, test meters can only
be installed or removed when these personnel are free from their normal
duties.

3.36 It is recommended that funds be made available to hire three
additional full-time staff to augment the task force. The results
obtained to date indicate that a substantial number of meters may require
replacement. The team would identify the meters to be replaced and
inform the divisions, who would undertake the actual replacements.

Number of Disconnection Staff

3.37 The disconnection staff are responsible for all types of
disconnections/reconnections including move-ins and move-outs and any
other disconnection/reconnection requested by the customer. Discon-
nections for non-payment are the last priority since, and rightly so, the
first priority is to provide service to the customers. Consequently,
disconnections for non-payment often do not get done on time and a
customer may pay his account between the issuing of the order and actual
disconnection. This leads to poor customer relations. Other times the
disconnectors have to check with the posting/disconnection clerks if the
order is several days old and this causes a duplication of work.
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3.38 In each of the three major centers, Kota Kinabalu, Sandakan,
and Tawaut there were a number of outstanding disconnection orders, and
the number of backlogged disconnection orders is understated. Discon-
nection clerks are reluctant to issue disconnection orders as they know
the disconnectors are already backlogged. Therefore the clerks do not
issue more orders since they know some of them will become outdated
before being activated.

3.39 To overcome these problems, the disconnection staff in Kota
Kinabalu should be increased by 20-302 (2 or 3 staff). For other major
centers, the "real" backlog of disconnection orders should be reviewed
and disconnection staff be increased accordingly. This will help to
ensure that disconnections for non-payment are done on the day following
date of issue of the disconnection policies.

Concentrate on Largest Users

3.40 Each major center should review the billing and collections
from its 20 largest users. Considering the high percentage of revenues
(see Table 3.1) that these limited number of customers represent, billing
and collection for them should be monitored closely. In addition,
customer service and billing records for these customers should be
reviewed to ensure that proper billing multipliers are being applied, the
customer is on the correct tariff, and is being billed for demand, if
applicable.

Cost and Benefits

3.41 Even if implementing the above recomaw'sations would reduce
non-technical losses by only 1.52 of net generation, revenues to SEB
would increase by approximately M$3.0 million. To implement these
recommendations, SEB staff would have to increase by 15-20 persons. 17/
Assuming staff salaries of M$0.4 million per year and an additional
M$1 million per year to operate a second office in Kota Kinabalu, the
total cost would be about M$1.4 million per year compared to a potential
return of M$3.0 million per year. The additional staff should be
employed on fixed contract to retain flexibility when the computerized
system is installed and staff cuts or reallocations are required.

17/ These will consist mainly of supervisory personnel.
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IV. DISTRIWITIOW SYST OPIBYSTEMS

Overview

4.1 Based on a preliminary study of the West Coast grid distri-
bution system, it is evident that there are three main opportunities for
SIB to improve efficiency in its distribution system operations. They
are:

(a) reducing technical losses;

(b) reducing distribution construction costs; and

(c) improving construction and maintenance crew productivity.

4.2 To properly exploit these opportunities, 8B would have to:
(a) strengthen its planning department to provide a consistent framework
for the necessary changes; (b) strengthen the engineering capability of
its distribution department; and (c) provide facilities, equipment,
training, and improved work procedures for its construction and
maintenance crews.

4.3 The following paragraphs discuss: (a) the levels, causes, and
means of reducing technical losses; (b) the indicators of high
distribution system construction costs and possibilities for cost
reduction; (c) the need for strengthening the planning department to
concept,alixe the necessary work and provide guidelines and standards for
distribution system construction; (d) the need for strengthening the
technical capability of the distribution department and establishing
close coordination with the planning department; and (e) the need for
upgrading facilities and training distribution, construction, and
maintenance crews to improve productivity and develop the capacity to
implement the required changes.

Technical Losses

4.4 Technical losses in the West Coast grid are about 112 of net
generation, with corresponding peak power losses of about 162 of peak
demand. Table 4.1 shows the estimated breakdown of losses by system
component. It is evident that about 702 of the total energy losses occur
in the distribution system. The highest contributors are the secondary
(240/400 V) network, 302, and the primary network (6.6, 11 and 22 kV),
242. S8B should therefore concentrate its primary efforts to reduce
losses in these two networks,

4.5 The main causes of the high losses in the secondary network is
the very long, heavily loaded circuits. Some circuits extend up to
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3 kms. The main cause of losses in the primary network is the high
current flows associated with poor power factor loads. In addition to
causing losses, these deficiencies in system design result in low voltage
conditions for customers, especially those located at the end of long
secondary lines.

4.6 The most effective way of reducing losses on the secondary
network is to sectionalize circuits to reduce their length. This work
should be done according to guidelines prepared with the objective of
attaining economic loss levels. Reducing losses on the primary network
is easier, requiring the addition of strategically located capacitors to
avoid, as much as possible, the flow of reactive power through the
network. Preliminary estimates indicate that a total 20 MVAr would be
required but a study is needed to determine the optimum locations of the
capacitor banks. Power factor correction to rezuce technical losses can
also be achieved by appropriate tariff structure and surcharges to
encourage installation of capacitors by the customers. Both the
guidelines for sectionalizing the secondary circuits and the locations of
capacitor banks could be determined by a strengthened planning department
with the close collaboration of the distribution department.

Table 4.1: TECHNICAL LOSSES WEST COAST GRID (1985)

Demand Energy S of Total
MW S of Peak MWh I of Net Energy Losses

Transmission Level

Plant Power Transformers 0.78 1.13 3809 1.07 10
Substation Power Transformers 0.72 1.03 4006 1.13 10
Transmission line 1.13 1.63 3851 1.06 10

Subtotal 2.63 3.79 11,666 3.28 30

Distribution Level

Primary Line 2.90 4.18 9,399 2.64 24
Distribution Transformers 0.82 1.18 6,292 1.77 16
Low Voltage Lines 4.79 6.91 11,749 3.30 30

Subtotal 8.51 12.27 27,440 7.71 70

Total 11.14 16.07 39,105 10.99 too

Notes: Net generation: 355.98 GWh.
Peak deand: 69.3 MW

Source: SEB data and mission estimates.
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Distribution System Construction Cost

4.7 8EB's distribution construction practices have not been revised
recently and do not reflect modern advances in materials and
technology. In addition there are possible savings from the selective
use of single phase distribution that are not exploited. Revising these
construction standards will enable SIB to provide the same quality of
service at lower cost. The comprehensive study required to optimize
system design could be one of the responsibilities of a strengthened
planning department. Again, close collaboration with the distribution
department would be required to ensure that the problems and concerns of
field personnel are adequately reflected.

Planning Department

4.8 83E has recently reorganized its planning department which is
in the process of collecting system data with a small task force. This
group will require more manpower and data processing capability to
satisfy the needs outlined above for reducing losses and costs. It is
important as well that its function and its relationship with the
technical staff of the distribution department be clearly defined.

4.9 The primary responsibility of the planning department should be
to collect and maintain technical data for the distribution system, and
to provide standards and guidelines based on criteria of attaining
optimal loss levels and minimum construction costs. It must maintain
close contact with the distribution department which should be
responsible for the day-to-day planning decisions within the context of
the guidelines provided by the planning department.

4.10 Some of the specific tasks of the planning department would be
to:

(a) establish a computerized data base for the transmission and
distribution system;

(b) prepare detailed studies on the present system to identify
priority areas for loss reduction activities;

(c) analyze the transmission and distribution systems with special
emphasis on reactive power dispatch and transformer tap
settings;

(d) analyze monthly statistical reports from the transmission and
distribution departments to determine system loading as a basis
for forecasting;
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(e) determine optimum transformer and capacitor sizes, and their
location in the system;

Cf) prepare a set of standards and guidelines for line
construction, transformer installation, etc., including
economic conductor loading and optimum voltage drop;

(g) introduce a computerized mapping system;

(h) perform short circuit and load flow studies aimed at
determining optimum protective relay settings and fuse
coordination;

(i) prepare detailed load forecasts by area; and

(3) introduce a transformer load management program.

4*11 Also, the planning department should prepare a complete
analysis of costs and benefits of various construction standards, and
recommend appropriate measures to reduce construction costs. Some of the
cost reduction measures to be considered are:

(a) Using treated wood poles in medium voltage networks of the
system.

(b) Optimizing network design and dimensioning, including the
introduction of single phase medium voltage lines in areas not
requiring three phase supply.

(c) Eliminating guard wires in overhead distribution lines,
considering safety aspects and the fact that the overhead
distribution networks are, as a general rule, solidly earthed.

(d) Reducing redundant distribution transformer installed capacity
by utilizing smaller size transformers where the demands are
low.

4.12 A consulting firm could provide the necessary expertise and
training to strengthen the planning department. Some equipment would
also be required. It includes microcomputers complete with software and
peripherals, instrumentation, and transport.

Distribution Department

4.13 The distribution department is short of engineering staff. It
should be strengthened to enable day-to-day planning to be done and to
provide the necessary feedback and improve communications with the
planning department. Ideally, the distribution department should
maintain the distribution system data base after it is initially set up
by the planning department.
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Improving Distribution Crew Productivity

4.14 Distribution crew facilities, equipment, training, and work
methods have been unable to keep pace with the rapid growth of the West
Coast grid over the past decade. SEB must improve its distribut:on crew
productivity to be able to implement the changes needed to reduce losses
and distribution construction costs. Some of the improvements required
ares

(a) provision of adequate stores and workshop facilities;

(b) provision of modern tools and equipment;

(c) reorganization of crews to maximize the advantages of modern
equipment and tools;

(d) training of crews in the use of modern tools, equipment, and
materials; and

(e) provision of work plans to maximize the productive time spent
on the job site.

4.15 These improvements would best be obtained by consulting
assistance from a utility with the required skills and organization.

Costs and Benefits

4.16 Total cost of the recommended improvements is estimated at
US$2.95 million (M$7.38 million) of which US$2.20 million is in foreign
exchange. A summary of the cost estimates is provided in Table 4.2.
Detailed cost estimates and Terms of Reference for consultants are
provided in Annex 7.

4.17 The recommended sectionalization of the secondary distribution
lines will reduce technical losses by 3.33 GWh/year and will save 1.90 MW
of peak power. Improving the system power factor will reduce technical
losses by 2.70 GWh/year and will save 1.16 MW of peak power. The total
annual savings in deferred investment in capacity is estimated at
US$821,700 (M$2.05 million) comprising US$548,700 due to sectionalization
of secondary lines and US$273,000 due to power factor improvement. The
total annual savings in energy costs is estimated at US$161,400
(M$405,500) comprised of US$90,000 due to sectionalization of secondary
lines and US$71,400 due to power factor improvement. See Annex 1 for a
discussion of how costs and benefits were estimated.

4.18 The total estimated savings realized by the recommended
projects amounts to US$983,100 indicating a payback period of about three
years.
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Table 4.2: SUMMARY COST ESTIMATES FOR TECHNICAL LOSS RE0UCTION PROGRAM
(US '000)

Costs Breakoown of Total
1967 1988 1989 Total Foreign Local

Consulting Services 360.0 240.0 60.0 660.0 660.0 0.0

SEO Project Team 57.5 57.5 3.0 118.0 0.0 118.0

Local travel, support facilities
and contingency for Project Team 407.0 122.0 51.0 580.0 330.0 50.0

Power Factor Improvement,
equlpment/installatlon 0.0 196.0 35.0 231.0 196.0 35.0

SectlonalizatIon of secondary
network, equipment/installation 0.0 430.0 430.0 860.0 710.0 150.0

Distribution crew's
workshop/equipment 200.0 250.0 50.0 50O.0 100.0 400.0

Total 1,024.5 1,295.5 629.0 2,949.0 2,196.0 753.0
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V. POWRGURATIOI

Overview

5.1 Most of SIB's generating plants perform well, especially the
hydroelectric units at Tenom Pangi station and the gas turbines at the
TanJung Aru stations. The remaining plants, all diesels, report
relatively high availability and good efficiency, especially the larger
units which account for most of the production.

5.2 Sfl achieves relatively high availability and good fuel
efficiency by employing high calibre operating and maintenance staff,
keeping large stocks of spare parts and using good quality fuel.

5.3 The measures described in the remainder of this chapter are
aimed at further improving availability and efficiency and reducing
operating costs. Some of the measures provide facilities and training
that benefit SB's entire generating system, some are modifications to
remove design problems in plants in the West Coast grid and some are
improvements in safety and environmental protection.

5.4 The cost of the improvements, summarized in Table 5.1, is about
US$2.4 million of which about US$2.0 million is in foreign exchange. The
payback period of all the components of the program is less than four
years and it can be implemented in about two years. Terms of Reference
for implementing this program are presented in Annex 8.

Table 5.1: SUMMARY OF COSTS AND BENEFITS FOR IMPROVING PLANT OPERATIONS
(USSt OOo)

Project Total Foreign Local Benefits Payback
(years)

instrument and Lab Facilities 235.0 215.0 20.0 109.8 2.1
Water Treatment Units 105.8 98.0 7.8 202.5 O.5
Economic Dispatch Procedures 142.0 120.0 22.0 109.8 1.3
Niscellaneous Improvements 85.0 25.0 60.0 a/ -
Tenom Pangi Hydro Debris/Slit 450.0 380.4 69.6 122.0 3.7
Tmnjung Aru Cooling Tower b/ 450.1 414.5 35.6 137.7 3.3
Fire Protection System 653.0 590.0 63.0 a/-
taste Oil Incinroation 230.0 209.2 20.8 /-
Total 2,350.9 2,052.1 298.8

a/ Benefit cannot be quantified.
b/ The alternative, If units I to 7 are removed, would be additional radiators at

US80,000.
Source: Mission estimates.
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System-Wide Improvements

Instrument Repair Shop and Chemical Laboratory Facilities

5.5 SEB has neither a central repair shop to test, repair, and
recalibrate instruments nor a chemical laboratory to analyze cooling
water, fuel oil, and lubricating oil. As a result of the former, many
instruments are broken, missing or obviously inaccurate. The results of
the latter are not as easily seen except in the case of cooling water
which has led to unit derating.

5.6 Well-calibrated instrumentation is necessary to enable better
control of the plants' operation which would result in lower generation
costs. Quality control of cooling water fuel and lubricants is required
to prevent derating and damage to the units. A central instrument repair
shop and laboratory staffed with well-trained personnel would provide the
needed services.

5.7 The estimated cost of the two facilities including staff
training is US$235,000, of which US$215,000 is im foreign exchange. The
expected fuel savings, one of the benefits of implementing the project,
are estimated at US$109,800 implying a payback period of 2.t years. (See
Annex 9 for details.)

Diesel Entine Cooling Water Treatment

5.8 The SEB ratings of diesel units are all less than the unit name
plate ratings. Some of the derating is due to poor performance of the
cooling system which causes the engine to run hotter than recommended by
the manufacturer. The Tawau, Labuan, Lahad Datu, Kudat, Sandakan, and
Tanjung Aru stations have water treatment plants with sufficient capacity
for their own use. Smaller plants utilize chemically treated water. In
the Tanjung Aru plant the derating is caused mainly by the layout of the
cooling systems. In the smaller stations the derating is caused mainly
by poor operation of the water treatment system. If the water is of poor
quality, mineral deposits build up over time in the engine and radiator
and cause the poor cooling system performance.

5.9 Chemical cleaning of the affected cooling water systems would
remove the mineral deposits inhibiting efficient heat transfer. After
this cleaning, the use of properly treated cooling water would minimize
future deposit build-up and maintain good cooling system performance.

5.10 SRB should implement a training scheme for the operation of
small stations to emphasize the importance of rigorous water treatment
procedures. One possible alternative, which also requires some training,
would be to provide purified water by installing three 300 gallon per
hour water treating units at the Tanjung Aru, Sandakan, and Tawau diesel
stations. The water would be transported in special barrels from these
three central locations to other stations in the same trucks which, at
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present, deliver lubricating oil. The water barrels should be color
coded for easy identification. Small water treatment plants are already
installed in some stations. They should be inspected to see if they can
produce extra water in order to reduce the number of central units
required.

5.11 The newly cleaned cooling systems, operating with properly
treated cooling water, would allow about US$515,000 in derated capacity
to be recovered. The total cost of the project is about US$105,800,
implying a very short payback period of only 0.2 years. (See Annex 9 for
detailed estimates of costs and benefits.)

Hconomie Dispatch

5.12 At present the oVerator at the Penampang substation makes
dispatch decisions for SnI's West Coast grid and plant operators make
dispatch decisions for the isolated systems. The operators are unable to
achieve optimal dispatch because of limitations caused by network
constraints, security constraints, inadequate instrumentation, inadequate
data analysis, and the lack of established procedures.

5.13 In the case of the West Coast grid, the run-of-river hydro-
electric plant at Tenom Pangi is the cheapest source of energy and the
dispatch decision at that level is simple, run it as much as possible.
However, more expensive diesels at Tanjung Aru are sometimes used at low
load periods when Tenom Pangi could take all the demand because of:

(a) security constraints (the concern of having the entire system
dependent on a single plant);

(b) load transfer limitation between key substations in Kota
Kinabalu; and i

(c) the lack of solid system grounding which requires running a
solidly grounded diesel set.

Furthermore, at peak when the diesels are required, the decision as to
which units to operate at what loads is not made on the basis of actual
fuel consumption and maintenance costs. 18/

5.14 In the case of the isolated plants, most engines do not have
individual fuel meters and the maintenance cost per engine is not kept to
allow dispatch decisions to be made scientifically. SD has already
initiated a program to reinstall fuel meters on its engines.

5.15 SKI could reduce generation costs by taking a more systematic
approach to dispatch procedures. It has already taken steps to remove

18/ These data are not available at present.
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the load transfer and grounding constraints in the West Coast grid. What
is needed now is a formal approach to dispatch. This requires:

(a) upgrading the underfrequency load-shed system in the West Coast
grid to enable minimal use of the diesels at Tanjung Aru during
off-peak hours; and

(b) collecting and analyzing generation maintenance cost data to
allow its use in dispatch decisions.

5.16 The cost of the program, including training, is estimated to be
US$142,000, of which US$120,000 is in foreign exchange. The fuel saved
by implementing this project is estimated to be worth US$109,000
annually, implying a payback period of 1.3 years. (See Annex 9 for a
detailed estimate of costs and benefits.)

Miscellaneous Improvements

5.17 There are a number of improvements which could be implemented
without requiring significant amounts of foreign exchange. These are
discussed below.

5.18 Retirement/Relocation Program. SEB has no formal schedule for
retiring or relocating its diesel units and some of the units that have
been inoperative for some time are still reported as installed
capacity. For example, Tanjung Aru units 1-5, which are listed as
installed capacity, are about 21 years old, and two of them have not
operated for several years. In fact, their generators are disconnected.

5.19 It is recommended that SEB staff conduct a stady of all the
units in the system, noting their power ratings, quality of previous
service, and remaining economic service life. The study also should
compare further operation of the older units with replacing them with
new, more efficient units. A key input to determining the remaining
economic life is an assessment of how long vendors will continue to
produce spare parts for the units and the cost of the spares. Any units
that are not required for immediate use, but are designated to be
relocated at a later date, should be placed in storage using a vendor-
approved procedure which will preserve the unit until it is needed for
service again.

5.20 Maintenance of Remote Diesel Sets. SIB has three major
centralized maintenance shops, at Tanjung Aru, Sandakan, and Tawau.
These shops perform major overhaul work on the smaller diesel units
located in other plants. Occasionally, the smaller units are brought to
the central shops for overhaul, and returned after repair. The larger
units which do not lend themselves to transport to and from the central
shops are repaired in place. However, maintenance facilities at these
sites are sparse or non-existent and the repair work performed is done
under less than ideal circumstances.
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5.21 SIB could upgrade maintenance facilities at its stations or, if
it is more cost effective, provide a mobile maintenance shop outfitted on
a truck bed and staffed with skilled maintenance men from the central
station. The mobile shop should include a small crane for loading and
unloading heavy parts and maintenance machines. The equipment should
include welding machines, small machines such as a lathe and drills, test
equipment, and special maintenance materials and tools.

5.22 Inventory Control. SEB has taken advantage of the practice of
purchasing a number of similar diesel engine sets from a single supplier,
thus reducing the variety of parts required to maintain its generating
plants. However, a review of the stores procedures failed to confirm the
existence of a uniform parts control program that accounts for maximum
and minimum quantities of parts. Apparently, each plant makes its own
spare parts list and requests that these parts be purchased and stored in
its name. This indicates a lack of coordination for the procurement of
parts for identical units. There is a need to upgrade the inventory
control system.

5.23 Operation Manuals. Manufacturer's instruction manuals are
almost always printed in English. There are cases where operators and
maintenance personnel do not read English, especially technical English,
and must rely on memory or instructions from others for both day-to-day
and emergency operation of the units. The quality of operation and
maintenance of the generation sets would be significantly improved if
selected operating instructions and maintenance procedures are translated
into the Malaysian language and provided to SEB's personnel who do not
read English.

5.24 The total cost of these programs is estimated to be US$85,000,
of which only U8$25,000 is in foreign exchange. The cost of individual
components is given in Annnex 9. The benefits of implementing these
programs cannot be quantified.

Improvements at Tenom Pangi and Tanjung Aru

Tenom Pangi Hydro Station Debris/Silt Problem

5.25 The Tenom Pangi hydro station, which has been in service since
January, 1984, orerates without significant problems except during the
heavy rains of the monsoon season. When it rains heavily, an abundance
of floating debris and silt is picked up by the flood waters and carried
downstream to the hydro plant intake. Unfortunately, the intake is
located on the outside of a large bend in the river, and the river flow
throws the floating debris and silt toward the outside of the bend, con-
centrating them at the plant intake. Under these conditions, the trash
rakes cannot remove the debris fast enough and the intake bars, screens,
and the once-through unit cooling water systems eventually become
plugged. Since there are no isolation gates around the two intake
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channel trash rakes, it is impossible to isolate just one channel at a
tim. This makes it necessary to shut the entire plant down to clear
debris from the choked areas and remove silt from the bottom of the inlet
channel.

5.26 A possible solution to the problem is to install an adjustable
weir, comprising removable stop-logs. The weir would be used to direct
most of the floating debris to an existing diversion tunnel just upstream
of the intake channels. The tunnel was installed to divert the river
flow during construction of the spillway and intakes, and is now blockedi
however, it could be reopened for service again. In addition, removable
diversion plates at the river water level, installed at the entrance of
the intakes, would help sluice any remaining debris downstream towards
the spillway and a high pressure water jet system would flush the silt
from the stop-log base in the bottom of the intake channels. Pinally, a
unitized closed Senerator and lube oil cooling water system would help to
assure the availability of reliable cooling water for the turbine
generators during the flood season.

5.27 The total cost of the project is estimated at US$450,000, of
which US$380,000 is in foreign exchange. The benefit of the additional
energy from the hydrcelectric plant is estimated at US$292,000 annually,
indicating a payback period of 1.5 years. (See Annex 9 for a detailed
estimate of costs and benefits.)

Tanjung Aru Station Cooling Problem

5.28 There are 15 diesel units ranging in size from 0.8 kW to 8.2 MW
at the Tanjung Aru generating station. 19/ Diesel units 1-5 (2 6 1.0 MN
and 3 Q 1.6 NU) and units 6 and 7 (3.16 Mw each) are fitted with five
mechanical draft cooling towers. These cooling towers are in such poor
condition that the units are significantly derated. Units 8-11 have
their own cooling system which is working well. Units 12-15 (8 MS each)
utilize oil and water fan air-cooled radiators which are experiencing a
severe cooling air recirculating problem. The cool air cannot circulate
properly around these radiators because they are clustered too close
together in a limited space surrounded by the adjacent hills and the
plant building. This causes overheating of units 12-15 at high load and
thus has reduced the maximum rating of these units. 20/

5.29 Units 1-7 and 12-15 could operate at full rating without
overheating, if a new two or three cell mechanical draft cooling tower is
installed to replace the cooling system for units 1-7 and augment the
cooling system of units 12-15. The exact size of the towers depends on

19/ See Annex 2 for the exact unit size and type at this station.

20/ 5E3 previously received approval to solve the problem but it was
rejected because it was not feasible.
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the forecast service of each of these units at Tanjung Aru. In the
likely event that the smaller units 1-7 are to be relocated (after
overhaul) or retired, then it is recommended that cooling towers serving
these units be removed and supplementary fan air-water cooling radiators
be installed in this location to service units 12-15.

5.30 The total cost of the cooling tower installation is estimated
at US$450,10O, of which US$414t500 is in foreign exchange. The benefit
in regained capacity is estimated at US$350,200, implying a payback
period of 1.3 years. (See Annex 9 for detailed estimates of costs and
benefits.)

5.31 The total cost for additional cooling radiators is estimated at
US$80,000 of which US$71,000 is in foreign exchange. The benefit in
regained capacity is estimated at $350,200, implying a very short payback
period of only 0.2 years. (See Annex 9 for detailed estimates of costs
and benefits.)

5.32 The above work should not proceed until the future use of these
units is determined in the content of a least-cost generation expansion
plan for Sabah.

Improving Safety and Environmental Protection

Fire Protection Systems

5.33 Fire protection systems should be upgraded for the larger
generating units at Tanjung Aru, Sandakan, Tawau, and Labuan, because the
equipment available at present can only combat a localized fire. The
fire protection system at the Tenom Pangi hydro plant is superior to any
of those installed at the diesel oil-fired stations, which are more at
risk of having a fire.

5.34 The recommended fire protection program would encompass the
installation of Raton or equivalent quality centralized systems for all
diesel plants (buildings) with units larger than 3.0 MN in capacity.
Table 5.2 lists these units. Although not included in this program, SEB
should assess the equipment at its smaller diesel stations and furnish
them with adequate mobile fire protection equipment that is suitable for
both oil and electrical fires.

5.35 SIB should also proviAe fuel oil retaining walls around the
fuel oil storage tanks at the stations mentioned abovet especially where
there are staff housing facilities in the immediate vicinity, such as at
the Tanjung Aru station.
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Table St2: UNITS RATED ABOVE 3 MW CAPACITY

Station Units Total

TanJung Aru (Kota Kinabalu)
(Single Building Housing All Units) 6,7,8,9,10,12,13,14,15 9 a/

Sandakan (NMw Building) 6,7 2

Sandakan (Old Bullding) 1,2,3,4,5 5

Taweu (New Building) 1,2,3,4 4

Labuen (Assumed Slngle
Building Housing All Units) 7,8,9,10 4

Tote I 24

I/ The gas turbine units 16 and 17 have their own vendor-standardized,
fire protection systems.

5.36 The total cost of the project is estimated to be US$653,000, of
which US$590,000 is in foreign exchange. Plant fire insurance rates
should decrease when this program is inaugurated, and the potential loss
of a large unit for a long time will be minimized. Other benefits such
as the increased safety of SEB staff have not been quantified. (See
Annex 9 for a detailed cost estimate.)

Waste Oil Disposal

5.37 8SU has no system-wide approved means for disposing of waste
lube oil or fuel oil sludge, so each station is left to its own means for
doing this. At present, two of the SEB diesel stations sell their waste
oil to local brick factories for burning in brick drying ovens. In many
of the other stations, the waste oil is not properly disposed of and
there are the pools of oil adjacent or close to the plant building. Poor
disposal of the waste oil could lead to an environmental hazard.

5.38 One method of disposing of waste oil and sludge would be to
return it to one of three central locations: Tanjung Aru, Sandakan, or
Tawau stations. There it could be sold to a brick factory or burned in a
waste oil incinerator designed for this service. SEB has considered
mixing the waste oil with the Shell fuel oil being burned in its larger
units. 8B should review this disposal method with the diesel engine
suppliers to be sure that the units are capable of burning these oils
without incurring higher maintenance costs.

5.39 The total cost of the project, if incinerators are required, is
estimated to be US$230,000, of which US$209,000 is in foreign exchange.
The benefits are environmental protection. (See Annex 9 for a detailed
cost estimate.)
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This annex discusses the procedures used to estimate:
(a) benefits of recommended projects; (b) long-run marginal costs;
Cc) technical losses; and (d) non-technical losses and cost of
receivables.

Evaluation of Benefits

Reduction in Non-Technical Losses

Non-technical losses represent the energy that has been
consumed but not paid for, which causes the power utility to incur
financial losses. Reducing non-technical losses therefore is a financial
benefit to the power utility, and benefits accruing from programs to
improve the efficiency of coumercial operations are taken as the value of
reduced non-technical losses (kWh) at the prevailing tariff rates. For
instance, reduction of non-technical losses by one percent of net
generation yields an annuAl financial benefit to the utility of about
1$2.1 million. It is the value of reduced losses (7 GWh) at the average
tariff rates (N$0.3/kWh).

Reduction in Technical Losses

Benefits accruing from the recommended technical loss reduction
projects are of two kinds: (a) savings in generation, transmission, and
distribution capacities as a result of reducing peak power (KW) demand;
and (b) savings in energy generation as a result of reducing energy (kNh)
lossos in the transmission and distribution system. Capacity savings are
valued at the long-run marginal capacity cost at the appropriate level in
the generation, transmission, and distribution system. savings in energy
generation are valued at the marginal energy cost--mainly fuel costs-at
appropriate voltage levels taking into account energy losses in various
parts of the system.

Similarly, banefits accruing from the recommended projects to
improve power plant operations are of two kindst (a) recovery of derated
capacity and/or increase in available capacity; and (b) improvements in
the efficiency of power generation. Capacity savings are valued at the
long-run marginal generation capacity costso Efficiency improvements are
valued at long-run marginal energy cost at the generation level.

Long-Run Marginal Costs

Estimates of the marginal costs of energy and capacity used in
this report are presented in Table 1, and the simplifying assumptions
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used to arrive at these approximations are discussed in the following
paragraphs.

Table 1: MBINAL CAPACITY AND ENERGY COSTS
AT VMIOUS LEVELS OF THE NElW

Voltage Levels Capacity Enegy

(USS/kV/yr) (US$t/kWh)

Generatlon 80.75 2.44

Tranmsslon
(275/132/06 kV) 188.73 2.53

Priary Distribution
(22/11/6.6 kV) 235.36 2.65

Soondary Distribution
(415240 V) 288.11 2.73

Source: Mission istlimtes.

The marginal energy cost is taken as the fuel cost per kWh in
SnB's large diesel plants, which supply most of the thermal power. The
light fuel oil (L30-CST) used in diesel plants is imported and its c.i.f.
price is taken as the economic cost. Inland transportation costs are
negligible because major power stations are located near the ports. The
c.i.f. price used in this analysis is US$106 per metric ton which is the
average of the prices in the third quarter of 1986. The price used here
is at the lower end of the range of recent petroleum prices in Nalaysia,
so the long-run price probably would be higher. Nevertheless, this price
was used in the analysis to ensure that the recommended projects would
remain economically viable even at the low 1986 oil prices.

The marginal cost of generating capacity is taken as the
capacity cost of gas turbines required to maintain reliability of service
at peak, particularly in the dry season (40 MS of gas turbine are being
developed in 1988 and 30 MS are added in 1991). The marginal capacity
cost expressed as annuitized investment costs is estimated at
US$81/kW/year based on the following par&meters:

Investment cost: US$400/kV
Discount rate: 121
Equipment lifes 15 years
Operation and maintenance cost: 21 of investment
Availability factor: 801

A 201 reserve margin is assumed to accommodate risks of actual operating
condition and possible outages.
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The long-run marginal cost of transmission and distribution
capacity is appproximated by ualculating the Long Run Average Increrental
Cost (LRAIC). The LIAIC is the average present cost of a kilowatt of
capacity based on the projected investent of the transmission and
distribution expansion plan per incremental kW of peak demand. Table 2
presents the estimated peak capacity costs at various voltagoe levels in
the system. Tables 3 and 4 and Figure 1 present the least-cost trans-
mission expansion plan and the related costs.



Table 2: SUIUARY OF PEAK CAPACITY COSTS FOR SEB
01SkU/Year)

Primary Secondry
Item Generation TransmIsslion Distribution Distribution Total Total Total a/

(US/kW/yr) (USS/k/Yr) (UfAd/kU)

Generation 201.8B - - 201.88 80.75 1.54

Trnsmlsslon
(275/132/66 kV) 210.93 260.87 - 471.83 188.73 3.S9

Primrby Distribution
(22/11/6.6 kY) 223.00 275.77 89.63 - 368.39 235.36 4.48

Secondary Distribution
(4153240 V) 237.74 293.99 93.55 94.74 722.02 286.87 5.48

. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
Peak loss ratios: Trnsmlssion 4.3%; primary distribution a 5.4S; secondary distribution * 6.2%.
a/ Per kWh for 60% Load Factor.
Source: Mission estimates.

4.
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Table 3: SEB LEAST-=OST EXPANSION PLAN

Year Gon ertlon Transelsslon

196? Tenom Pangi - Keningue (66 kV)
TanJung - inane. - Sepangar (66kV)

1908 Labuan Island ST, 40 IS Labuan - Beaufort (132 kV)
Sepangar - Tuaran (66 kV)

1989

1990 Kudet DS 3 W

1991 '1 X 30 M KK Penampang - KudQt (132 kV)

1992

1993 Sook Dm 40 NM

1994 TP Hydro If1, 44 M KK Penampang - Ranau - Sandakan (275 kV)

1995

1996 Sandakan - Smporna - Tawau (275 kV)

1997

1996 CoaeI/II 60s w

1999 CoaeI/11 60 NV

2000 CoalD11 60 NW

Source: World Sank, Malaysia Power Sector Review, November 1986.
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Figure 1
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Table 4: COST ESTIMATES OF

CANDIDATE TRANSMISSION LINES FOR SEE SYSTEM

Voltage No. of
Llne Level Circuits Longth Cost

(kV) (km) (MS mlI.)

Tenom Pango-Kenglgua 66 2 100 15.0 1/
Tanjung-lnanam-Sopangar 66 2 23.9 3.6 1/
Sopangar-Tuaran 66 2 10 1.5 a/
Labuan-Beaufort 132 2 70 57.0
KK Pnaoopang-Kudat 132 2 100 33.0
KK Penaapang-Ranau-Smndakan 275 2 275 166.68
Sandakan-Semwporna-Tawau 275 2 235 186.53

i Baused on: MS150,000/kn cost estimate.
Sourcet Vorld Bank, Malaysian Power Sector Review, November 1986, and

SE- data.
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Estimation of Technical Losses

Introduction

Technical losses for the West Coast grid presented in
Chapter II were estimated by analyzing individual electric components of
the grid utilizing a computer program for distribution analysis. 1/ The
program provides an approximation of technical losses based on the
available data on the physical and electrical characteristics of the
circuit under analysis. It has provisions to compute loss reductions
resulting from the addition of capacitors and to define their best
location based on loss reduction optimization.

Technical losses at the distribution level were estimated
through sampling of typical feeders for which computer models repre-
senting the actual system were set up. At the higher levels of struc-
tural hierarchy (generating plants, transmission lines, and main grid
substations) the entire system was evaluated. Demand (kW) losses were
calculated at various voltage levels of the network. Energy (kWh) losses
at various voltage levels were obtained from demand losses utilizing load
and loss factors obtained from load data on each component.

Calculation of Losses in System Components

The losses were calculated as follows:

Load and Loss Factors. The annual peak demand of 69.3 MS
(1985) was used for calculating peak time losses. Hourly demand readings
for specific feeders studied were supplied by SEB and utilized to
estimate load and loss factors. For cases where hourly demand data was
unavailable, loss factors were estimated using the following formulas
relating load and loss factors:

for feeders:
loss factor n 0.3 (load factor) + 0.7 (load factor)2

for transformers:
loss factor = 0.15 (load factor) + 0.85 (load factor)2

Power Factor. For losses in step-up, step-down, and distri-
bution power transformers, the power factor value of 0.80 measured during
the annual peak was applied. For losses in distribution primary lines,
actual measured values (at peak time) were used for each of the circuits
analyzed.

1/ DPA under license of Scott and Scott Consultants, Inc.
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Power Transformers. Estimates of losses in power transformers
installed at generation stations (step-up) and at substations (step-down)
are shown in Table 8. Power losses were determined by summing the no-
load and load losses of each power transformer. Loads during peak time
were obtained from information gathered at generation plants and at
substations. The no load losses were integrated over the whole year,
while the load losses were calculated using the corresponding loss factor
to estimate energy losses. Table 5 summarizes the results.

Table S: LOSSES IN POWER TRANSFORMERS (1985)

Losses S of Peak Energy S of
at Peak DOemnand Losses Net Gen.

(MA) (1Wh)

Plant Power
Transformers:

No load 0.30 0.43 2,624 0.74
Load 0.48 0.70 1.185 0.33
Subtotal 0.78 1.13 3,809 1.07

Substatlon Power
Transforwrst

No load 0.36 0,51 3,116 0.88
Load 00.52 890 22
Subtotal 0.72 1.03 4,006 1.13

Total 1.50 2.16 7,815 2.20

Note: Peak demond: 69.3 MW; Net Generatlon: 355.98 OWh.

Transmission Lines. Results of a sample study carried out
using peak time data are shown in Table 9. The calculation was done
utilizing a computer model of the network. Data on circuit lengths, type
and size of conductors, phase spacings, connected loads, and maximum
demands for each voltage level was obtained in the field.

Primary Distribution Lines. Typical residential, commercial,
and industrial feeders were studied in detail to determine the magnitude
of losses in primary distribution lines. The methodology used was
similar to that of the transmission line network. Feeder maximum peak
time loads were used for the analysis. Loads on circuits and branches of
each feeder studied were assigned by distributing the total load of the
feeder proportionally to the installed distribution capacity on each
circuit and branch of the feeder.

Main results of four complete feeders are shown in Tables 10 to
13. Table 14 shows further details on the type of analysis carried out
on each feeder, results given correspond to feeder 3A, a typical
residential distribution circuit that originates in Tanjung Aru power
station.
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Long feeders, such as feeder 71 (22 kV line to Papar), or
heavily loaded feeders, such as feeder 4B, were found to have losses in
the primary line alone that exceed 7Z of the peak demand and voltage
drops of about 122 of normal ratings. Including additional voltage drops
cau2ed by losses in secondary networks and service drop wires, resulting
voltages at the consumer end are below recommended utility standards.

The effect on losses by the addition of capacitors in the
primary distribution network is shown in Table 6. Results correspond to
the addition of two 600 KVAr capacitor banks to a typical commercial
feeder (Feeder 15).

The results show that installing capacitors and improving the
system power factor will reduce technical losses significantly. For the
particular case of feeder 15 in Kota Kinabalu, kW losses at peak time can
be reduced by about 222 by installing capacitor banks at the primary
voltage level.

Similar studies are required for each individual feeder that is
known to have low power factor or excessive voltage drop. System checks
at low demand periods (usually night hours) are necessary to prevent
overvoltages due to excessive reactive power compensation.

Distribution Transformers. The method employed in estimating
losses in distribution tiansformers is similar to that used in power
transformers. Typical no-load (core) and load (copper) losses of
tranformers of the same size were used in the Calculations when this data
was not available from S1. Tables 15 and 16 give results obtained in
the analysis of distribution transformer losses on feeders 3A and 4B and
Table 17 provides a summary of losses of all distribution transformers in
the Kota Kinabalu area. Losses calculated and shown in Table 17 were
estimated with the best available information at the time. Losses should
actually be slightly higher as a few recently added transformers have not
been taken into account.

Of particular importance is the ratio of installed transformer
capacity to peak load on some of the feeders analyzed. Ratios of
3.1 (feeder 3A), 4.6 (feeder 15), 2.4 (feeder 4B), 3.6 (feeder 7B) or
3.1 (total Kota Kinabalu) show that distribution transformer installed
capacity is excessive in some cases. A good percentage of excess
installed capacity is attributed to privately-owned units, particularly
in the industrial sector, where either because of recession or reduction
of industrial output units have now become overdimensioned. The
contribution of distribution transformers to losses in the West Coast
grid has been estimated and is shown in Table 7.
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Table 6: EECT OF CAPACITORS ON LINE LOSSES

KVA P X KW KVAr
With no capac#itos:

Total- gi load 6287 s0.0 3029 3772
Distributed load ms 62.4 4767 3275

Lse"$ 362 46.6 262 497

$ Km losst 52%
Maximum voltae drop at an of Ine I )

With caWitor. Installed
Total givn loud (100% Peak) 27 6.0 09 3772
Distributed load 899 61.6 426 3386

Los 435 46.7 203 34

KM losse": 4.0%
Maximum voltag drop at end of lIne (6.6)

Total given load (30% peak) 6267 60.0 s529 3772
Distributed load 6259 60.1 5014 3745

Loss"s 31 46.6 1S 27

Maxiu_ voltag drop at end of lln (0.66%)

Total given load (20% peak) 6287 60.0 5029 3772
Distributed load 6270 80.0 5020 3756

Loss" - - 9 16

MaxImum voltage drop at end of line + 0.060
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Table 7: LOSSES IN DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMERS
OF THE WEST COAST GRID

Losses at S of Peak Energy S of
Peak Demand Losses Net Gen.

(MW) (Mwh)

No load losses 0.66 0.9S 5,770 1.62
Load losses 0.16 0.23 522 0.1S
Total O.62 T.18 6,292 9

Note: Peak demandt 69.3 NW; Net Generatlon: 355.98 GWh.

The results demonstrate the importance of reducing redundant
installed capacity as no load losses are very high and could be reduced
through proper transformer load management.

Low Voltage (L.V.) Secondary Networks. Estimation of losses in
this component of the electric system is the most difficult because of
the variety and number of low voltage distribution circuits. An
approximate estimate was obtained by assuming an overall percentage
voltage drop in the residential load component of the peak load. The
residential load component is assumed to be roughly equal to peak load
minus losses up to the low voltage level multiplied by the percentage of
total sales to the domestic and commercial sector.

Power lose, in generalt is given by:

Power loss u (IR) * I - (VI) * (IR)/V
Power loss = Load * per unit voltage drop

then,

Power loss a residential load at peak * per unit voltage drop

Energy losses for a year (8,760 hours) is given by:

L.V. Energy Loss - 8,760 * Power Loss * Loss Factor.

Assuming an average 9X per unit voltage drop in the West Coast
grid and a 76.8% share of the peak load by the domestic and commercial
sectors, the calculated losses in the low voltage network at peak time
(maximum peak 1985) are found to be 4.79 MW. The corresponding energy
losses at an assumed loss factor of 0.28 are 11.75 GWh. These last two
figures include losses in kilowatt-hour meters which amount to
approximately 100 kW at peak (assuming typical average loss values of
nearly two watts per meter).



Table 8: SAMAU ELECTIRICITY SOAIU) GEtNRATION AMI SUBSTATION POSER TRANSFORNER LOSSES
Weet cast orId

Load Fctor: 0.49
PF at Peak: 0.6

Ltos Fctor: 0.28

InstalI d Approx. Losses Total losses Total
Location SIze Quantity Copacity Peak Load No Load Full Load at Peak Annual Losses Annual Losses

(NVA) (MVA) (P) (NVA) (K1) (10) t0K) (UWbI O(Kd)

Te*on Pengl 25.0 3 75 17.5 21.9 56.5 98.5 395.7 679916 2039747
TanJung Aru 10.0 5 50 6.1 7.6 17.0 55.0 244.9 227354 1136770

Tanjung Aru 2.5 6 15 1.7 2.1 7.5 22.4 142.1 105396 632377

TonJung Aru S/S 20.0 2 40 10.5 13.1 42.3 69.4 144.4 443637 887715
Inanan S/S 20.0 2 40 10.1 12.6 42.3 69.4 139.9 438370 876757

Psnaopag S/S 24.0 3 72 16.7 20.9 56.5 98.5 393.1 677720 2033160 '0

Penanpag S/S 10.0 1 10 5.3 6.6 17.0 55.0 41.1 208130 208130

Total - - 302 - - - - 1501.2 - 7814656

_ _~~~~~~~~~~~I
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Table 9 WEST COAST GRID TRANSMISSION LIE LOSSES

LIne oDat

Line to line voltaegss 132, 66 kv
Line longth (total)i

132 kv - 120 km (double circuit)
66 kv - 13.4 km (double circuit)

Power faetor at peak: 0.80
Conductor sizes:

132 kv - 3502 MBso
66 kv-2!1 m2-

Peak deankd: 67.9 W (Thursday, OctoW 21,
'1986)

Los factor: 0*39

CoIculated Losses

VA kVW kVAr

Tenom-Panammang
Peak demand 31,800 25!,"0 19,100
Losses 390

Teorm-Beaf ord
Pekd 33,600 27,000 20,300
Losses 210

gauford-PeneamPna
Peak demand 30,500 24,400 16,300
LOSSes 190

Penempan-TanJune Aru
Peek demand 26,300 21,000 15,700
Losses 38

Penampona-l nanan
Peak dond 25,300 20,200 15,200
Losses 64

Total Losses 892
Approx. Energy Losses (1986) 0Uh) 2,047
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Table 10: PRIMARY LINE LOSSES IN TYPICAL FEEDER
West Coast GrId

Feeder Name: 3A (Typical Residential Feeder)
Substation: TonJung Aru (Kota Klnebalu)

Feeder Date:

Line to line voltage: 11 KV
LIne length:
Main circuit: 6255 m
Branchos, 9330 a

Load factor: 49.3%
Loss factor: 25.*4
Power factor at peek: 0.60
Sizes of conductor: 0.3, 0.1, and 0.06 sq. In. Cu.;

0.15, 0.10 end o.c23 Al
Distribution transformers:
Quantitys 24
Instaled KVA: 10,900

Peek demand: 3420 KNA, 2740 (KW)

Calculated Los s

kYA KV KVAr %KW losses at peak

Peak demand 3420 2736 2032
Losses 119.6 64.8 100.S 2.42%

Estimated yearly energy losses: 144,183 kWh.
Maxlium voltage drop: S32%.
Maximum conductor loading (% of capacity) 48U.5%.
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Table 11: PRIMARY LINE LOSSES IN TYPICAL FEEDER
West COast Orid

Feeder Nase: 15 (Typical Comercial Feeder)
Substation: TanJung Aru (Kota Kinabalu)

Feeder Data:

Llne to lleo voltage: l1kV
Line length:
Main circuit: 7400 m
Branches: 2490 m

Load factor: 36.2%

Loss factor 20.3%
Power factor at peak 0.80
Sizes of conluctor U 300 a185 mm2 Cu

Distribution transformers:
quantity: 21
Installed KV.A 26,800
Peak Demand 6,287 KVA, 5,030 (KW)

Calculated Losses

kVA kW KVAr % kW losses

Peak demand 6,287 5,030 3,772
Losses 561.7 261.9 496.9 5.47%

Estimated yearly energy losses: 455,731 kWh.
Maximum voltage drop 8.2S.
Maximum conductor loading (% of capacity): 61.1%.
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Table 12: PRIMARY LOSSES IN TYPICAL FEEDER
West Coast Grid

Feeder Nbe s 48 (PRsidential Feeder)
SubstatIon: Tangung Aru (Kote Klnabalu)

Feeder Data:

Llie to line voltage: 11 kV
Line length:
Main circuit: 8,575 m
Branches: 18,385 m

Load factor: 62.8%
Loss factor: 41.0%
Power faCtor at peek: 0,80
Sizes of conductor: 185, 70, 35, 25 - Cu;

0.3, 0.2, 0.15, 0.1 and 0.05 sq.
In. Al

Distributlon Transformers:
Quantity: 38
Installed KVA: 12,640

Peak demand: 5,200 kVA, 4,160 (kW)

Calculated Losses:

kVA kW kVA % kV losses

Peak densmd 5200 4160 3120
Losses 545.5 340.9 425.9 8.19%

Estimated yearly energy losses: 1,224,376 kWh.
Maximum voltage drop: 11.9%.
Maximum conductor loading (% of capacity): 80.3%.
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Table 13: PRIMARY LINE LJSSES IN TYPICAL FEEDER
West Coast Grid

Feeder Nome: 7B - Papar (Mixture of Industrlal,
commercial and residential loads

Substation: TanJung Aru (Kota Kinabalu)

Feeder Data

Line to line voltage: 22,11 and 6.6 kV
Line length:
Main circuit: 54,169 a
Branches: 105,618 m

Load factor: 61.2%
Loss factvr: 39,5%
Power factor at peak: 0.80
Sizes of conductor: 120, 70, 35, 25 Cu; 0.1, 0.05

sq. In. Al
Distribution transformers:
quantity: 101
Installed KVA: 18,200

Peak deomad: 5,000 kVA, 4,000 (KW)

Calculated Losses

kVA kW kVAr % of kV Losses

Peak demand 5,000 4,000 3,000

Losses:

22 and 11 kV 424.4 288.9 310.8

6.6 kv 21.8 17.5 13.0 7.66

Estimated yearly energy losses: 1,060,205 kwh.
Maximum voltage drop: 10.8%.
Maximum conductor loading (% of capacity): 39.9%.



Table 14: VOLTAGE LEVELS AND LOSSES ON SECTIONS OF A DISTRIEUTION FEEDEk
Feeder 3A - Voltage 11.00 KV Line to Line

Load Thru Soctton Voltia" Losses
Conductor Section

Section Length Size Conn Conductor Drop Level

(K Ft.) (KVA) (S) (kV) (kVAR) (AUMPS) (kM) (kVAR)

1 .5 0.3PILC 0 48.5 2737 2052 180 .1 99.9 2.7 4.5
2 2.5 O.tSAL 300 42.2 2697 2020 177 .9 9869 18.2 29.0
3 .8 0.1SAL 0 41.6 2642 1964 175 .3 96.6 5.7 9.0
4 3.1 OJIGAL 500 1.3 6t 45 4 .0 98.6 0 0
5 1.5 O.J5AL 0 39.7 2514 1866 167 es 98.1 10.1 16.1
6 1.3 0.15AL SO0 3867 2443 1605 163 .5 97.6 6.1 12.9
7 1.6 0.1PILC 2000 14.2 491 359 33 .2 97.4 .9 .5

8 1.2 0.3PILC 1000 2.2 123 90 6 .0 97.4 .0 .0

9 .7 0.15AL 0 26.1 1637 1210 109 2 97.4 1.9 3.0

10 .3 0.11LC 1500 5.3 184 134 12 .0 97.4 .0 .0

11 .8 O.1SAL SO 20.1 1261 934 6S .2 97.3 1.4 2.2

12 2.8 0.1SAL 0 20.0 1254 927 84 .5 66.6 4.6 7.4

13 .3 0.IOAL 150 2.8 92 67 6 .0 96.8 .0 .0

14 3.9 O.IOAL XO .68 37 27 2 .0 96.8 .0 .0

I5 .8 0.1SAL 200 17.9 1114 821 75 .1 96.6 1.1 1.7

16 1.0 0.15AL 200 17.1 1064 784 72 .2 96.S 1.2 1.9
17 2.9 0.16AL 0 16.7 1039 764 70 .4 96.1 3.3 5.3

18 .7 0.19AL 0 16.7 1035 759 70 .1 96.0 .6 1.2

19 .6 0.O6PIL 50 .2 6 4 0 .0 96.0 .0 .0

20 .8 0.ISAL 500 15.5 961 704 65 .1 95.8 .6 1.3
21 6 OJ.ISAL 0 14.5 899 658 61 .1 95.8 .5 .8

22 .4 0.0225A 3w0 2.6 37 27 2 .0 95.8 .0 .0
23 .7 0.1SAL 200 12.9 800 565 54 .1 95.7 .5 .7

24 .0 0.15.L 0 12.5 775 567 53 .0 95.7 .0 .1
25 2.0 0.0254L 100 .6 12 9 I .0 95.7 .0 .0
26 .6 0.OOPIL SW 2.3 61 45 4 .0 95.7 .0 .0

27 .3 0.03PILC 0 11.5 626 459 43 .0 95.7 .1 .2
26 3.6 O.tPItC 0 11.3 383 280 26 .3 95.3 1.3 .8

29 4.3 0.JAL 0 6.4 361 279 26 .3 95.0 1.1 1l.

30 .7 0.10JL 300 .6 37 27 3 .0 ff.0 *0 *0
31 .9 0.10JL 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 95.0 .0 .0

32 .6 0.1PILC 0 .0 0 0 0 .0 95.0 .0 .0
33 3.6 0.1061. 50 5.4 246 179 17 .2 94.9 .4 .4 i 3
34 .7 O.1PILC 750 2.7 92 67 6 .0 94.8 .0 .0 oI0
35 .1 0.3PILC 0 4.5 245 179 17 .0 95.7 .0 .0

36 .7 0.15AL 0 4.0 245 179 1? .0 95.6 .0 I1
37 .7 O.l^L Soo J1.3 61 45 4 '0 95.6 .0 .0 °

38 1.5 0.1541 200 1.6 98 72 7 .0 95.6 .0 .0
39 .2 O.I1SAL 0 1.2 74 54 5 .0 95.6 .0 .0
40 1.0 O.IAL 300 0.8 37 27 2 .0 95.6 .0 .0

Substation Totals 2737 2052 100.0



Table 15: SABAH ELECTRICITY BOARD
Distribution Transformer Losses

Feeder: 3A Substation: TanJung Aru

kV load/Cona. kVA: 0.2451
PF at Peak: 0.60
Loss Factor: 0.25

Installed Losses Total Losses Total
Size quantity Capacity Peak Load No Load Full Load at Peak Annual Losses Annual Losses

(kVA) (kVA) (kW) (kVA) MkW) (kV) (kW) (kWh) (WI)
p.u. p.u. p.u.

15 - 0 0.0 0.0 0.076 0.179 0.0 -

SO 2 100 24.5 30.6 0.180- 1.2I0 0.6 1823 3647

90 - 0 0.0 0.0 0.29S 1.950 0.0 0 0
100 1 100 24.5 30.6 0.320 2.050 0.5 322S 3225
150 1 1SO 36.8 29.4 0.340 3.100 0.5 3239 3239
200 4 800 196.1 156.9 0.550 2.850 2.6 5056 20232
300 5 100 367.7 294.1 0.710 3.550 4.2 6519 32593
315 - 0 0.0 0.0 0.770 3.900 0.0 0 0
500 6 3000 735.3 588.2 1 240 5.500 6.7 11325 67953

750 1 750 183.8 147.1 2.050 9.050 2.4 18720 16720

600 - 0 0.0 0.0 1.750 10.500 0.0 0 0

1000 3 3000 735.3 588.2 2.050 11.800 7.s 18952 56855
1250 - 0 0.0 0.0 2.8C0 12.650 0.0 0 0

1500 1 1500 367.7 294.1 3.600 13.100 4.1 32639 32639

2000 - 0 8.o 0.0 7.050 17.200 0.0 0 0

Total 10900 31.1 239102

.. ._ _ ...~ ~~i

'ii



Table 16: SABAH ELECTRICITY BOARD
Distribution Transformer Losses

Feeder: 48 Substation: TanJung Aru

kW load/Conn. kVA: 0.3023
PF at Peak: 0.60
Loss Factor: 0.41

Installed Losses Total Losses Total
Size Q.antity Capacity Peak Load No Load Full Load at Peak Annual Losses Annual Losses

(kYA) (kVA) (kW) (kVA) (kM) CkW) (kW) (kWh) (kWh)
p.u. p.u. p.u.

iS - 0 0.0 0.0 0.076 O.179 0.0 0 0
so 2 100 30.2 37.8 0.010 1.200 0.7 2192 4384
90 - 0 0.0 0.0 0.295 1.950 0.0 0 0
100 6 600 181.4 226.7 0.320 2.050 3.7 3855 23127
150 - 0 0.0 0.0 0.340 3.100 0.0 0 0
200 4 600 241.8 193.5 0.550 2.850 2.9 5417 21667
300 8 2400 725.5 560.4 0.710 3.550 7.3 6965 55723
315 6 1890 571.3 457.1 0.770 3.900 6.0 7564 45387
500 9 45Q0 1360.4 1088.3 1,240 5.500 14.1 12018 108160
750 1 750 226.7 181.4 2.050 9.050 2.6 19859 19859
600 2 1600 483.7 386.9 1.750 10.500 4.7 17536 35071
1000 - 0 0.0 0.0 2.050 11.800 0.0 0 0
1250 - 0 0.0 0.0 2.800 12.650 0.0 0 0
1500 - 0 0.0 0.0 3.600 13.100 0.0 a 0
2000 - 0 0.0 0.0 7.050 17.200 0.0 0 0

Total 12640 41.9 313377



Table 17: SAll ELECTRICITY DOAN)
Distribution Transformer Losses

kV load/Conn kVA: 0.2614
PF at Peaks 0.80
Loss Factor: 0.38

Installed Losses Total Losses Total
Size Quantity Capacity Peak Load No Load Full Load at Peak Annual Losses Annual Losses
(MV) (MV) (kV) (kva) (kV) (kW) 0111) (kWh) (kth)

p.u. p.u. p.u.

1S 7 105 27.4 34.3 0.076 0.179 0.7 729 5106
50 67 3350 875.7 1094.6 O.t80 1.200 20.6 2003 134220
90 1 90 23.5 29.4 0.295 1.950 O.S 3277 3277
100 67 6700 1751.4 2189.2 0.320 2.050 36.1 3532 236629
150 10 1500 392.1 313.7 0.340 3.100 4.8 3430 34297 1
200 69 138C0 3607.3 2885.9 0.550 2.850 46.5 5233 361069 cs
300 S8 17400 4548.4 3638.7 0.710 3.650 50.2 6736 390710 OD
315 43 13545 3540.7 2832.5 0.770 3.900 40.4 7313 314456
500 100 50000 13070.0 10456.0 1.240 5.50 148U.1 11663 1166305
750 37 2750 7253.9 5603.1 2.050 9.050 90.5 19275 713191
600 50 40000 10456.0 8364.8 1.750 10.50O 110.5 16859 842925
1000 55 5S000 14377.0 11501.6 2.050 11.800 141.1 19676 1082166
1250 1 1250 325.8 261.4 2.800 12.650 3.4 26369 26369
1500 5 7500 1960.5 1568.4 3.600 13.100 20.9 33443 167215
2000 8 16000 1182.4 3345.4 7.050 17.20o 62.4 64262 514095

Total 253990 776.6 5992030

II!
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Estimation of Non-Technical Losses and Cost of Receivables

Non-Technical Losses

Non-technical losses for the West Coast grid presented in
Chapter II were determined by subtracting energy sales and the estimated
techuical losses from net generation, where net generation was obtained
by taking gross generation minus 3% station use. This procedure was
repeated for all of the SEB load centers and the result was aggregated to
obtain overall non-technical losses for SEB isolated centers. As
indicated in Chapter II, non-technical losses thus obtained for the West
Coast grid show unreasonable fluctuations over the 1982-1986 period undar
consideration. A review of sales and customer data reveals that
kWh sales per customer first declined and then increased sharply in the
1984-85 period. The real average consumption of electricity per customer
could have not fluctuated so much, indicating some underbilling followed
by overbilling of customers.

To obtain a reasonable estimate of non-technical losses in the
West Coast grid, the sales data were adjusted by estimating the kWh sales
in Kota Kinabalu that should have been billed if underbilling and over-
billing had not occurred. This was accomplished by first determining the
average consumption prior to the underbilling; this was done by dividing
quarterly sales in kMhs by the number of customers. The average
quarterly consumption for 1982 and 1983 was calculated at 1,458.3 kWh per
customer. This average was then applied to the number of customers
served in 1984, 1985, and 1986 to approximate the sales that should have
occurred if the underbilling and overbilling had not occurred. These
revised sales figures were then used in lieu of the actual sales figures
to obtain a revised estimate of system losses and non-technical losses
for the West Coast grid and SEB system.
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Estimating Cost of Receivables

Table 180 CONSUIER DEST AS OF JUNE 1986
(MS 000)

1st Quarter 2nd Quarter
Location From 1985 1986 1986 Total

Kota Kinabalu 16,616 7,148 18,470 42,234
Labuan 1,187 616 2,109 3,912
Sandakan 1,507 - 5,200 a/ 6,707
Tawau 1,S85 891 2,757 5,233
Lahad Datu 351 196 731 927
TOTAL 59,013

SI 1st and 2nd quarter of 1986.

Estlmates In MS

Pecelvables, Totai System (59,013,000 x 1.10) 3 64,914,300

Averge Monthly Oflilng, 1985 (165,000,000/12) a 13,750,000

Receivables are Running (64,914/13,750) a 4.7 months

Assuming receivables should be
1.5 months or 13,790 x 1.5 - 20,625,000

Cost of Receivables In foregone Interest at 9S per
year Interest rate (64,914,300 - 20,625,000) x .09 a 3,986,037
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MAJOR GENERATING STATIONS UNIT DATA

Table 1: TANJUNB ARI (KOTA KINA8ALU)

Unit Unit Year Nameplate SEB Reported Fuel 1985
Number Identity Coumissloned Rating Rating Consumption Service

(kW) (kW) (gus/kWh) (hours)

1 English Electric 1961 1,054 800 ND a/ 0
2 English Electrlc 1962 1,608 1,000 ND 0
3 English Electric 1964 1,608 1,000 1,036 12
4 English Electric 1965 1,608 1,000 885 70
5 English Electric 1950 1,054 800 1,036 34
6 Ruston 1979 3,162 2,000 226 2,171
7 Ruston 1966 3,162 1,500 ND 0
8 Nilgata 1971 5,294 4,200 240 0
9 Nligata 1972 5,593 4,200 258 3,553
10 Niigata 1975 5,593 - ,200 231 2,945
11 SENT Plelstick 1977 2,500 2,000 256 72
12 SENT Plelstick 1977 8,161 6,500 231 2,351
13 SENT Plelstick 1977 8,161 6,500 231 4,281
14 Niigata Plelstick 1977 8,256 6,500 231 1,972
15 Nitgta Pleistlek 1977 8,2S6 237 4,857

Subtotal 65,100 48,700
16 iestinghouse b/ 1982 14,700 14,500 418 902
17 Westinahous k/ 1962 14.700 14,500 426 893

Subtotal 29,400 29,000
Total 94,470 77,700

a/ ND - No Dta.
b/ Gas Turbine.
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Table 2: SANDAKAN

Unit Unit Year Nameplate SES Reported Fuel 1985
Number Identity Couuissloned Rating Rating Consumption Service

(kW) (kW) (gisAkWh) (hours)

1 Nllgata 1971 5,000 4,800 220 1,139
2 Nilgata 1971 5,000 ND a/ .220 2,096
3 Nllgata 1971 5,000 4,500 220 3,752
4 Niigata 1974 5,300 5,000 215 3,934
5 Chantier Plelstick 1975 5,400 4,600 215 5,923
6 Nlgata Plelstick 1982 8,000 8,000 220 7,709
7 Niigata Pielstick 1982 _8,000 8.000 220 7,880

Total 41,000 34,900

a/ ND - No Data.

Table 3: TAWAU

Unit Unit Year Nameplate SEB Reported Fuel 1985
Number Identity Coimlssioned Rating Rating Consumption Service

(kW) (kW) (gms/kWh) (hours)

IA English Electric ND a/ 1,500 1,000 ND 0
2A English Electeic ND 1,500 1,000 ND 0
3A English Electric ND 1,500 1,000 ND 0
4A English Electric ND 1,500 1,000 ND 0
SA English Electric ND 1,000 ND ND 0
6A Ruston ND 2,000 ND ND 0
7A Ruston ND 2,J00 ND ND 0
8A English Electrlc ND 1,000 650 311 71
9A Ruston ND 2,000 ND 290 21
18 Niigata Pleistick 1981 5,400 4,500 220 4,890
28 Niigata Plelstick 1981 5,400 4,500 220 5,047
38 Niigata Pleistick 1984 8,000 7,000 217 5,056
48 Niigata Plelstick 1984 8,000 7.000 217 4,969

Total 40,800 27,700

a/ ND - No Data.
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Table 4: LABUAN

Unit Unit Year Nameplate LLS Reported Fuel 198S
Number Identity COmalssloned RstS.g RotIng ConsmptIon Service

(kM) (lW) (guskwh) (hours)

1 Englsh Electrlc ND a/ 500 325 ND 2
2 English Electric ND S00 323 453 3
3 English Electric ND 5o0 325 446 10
4 Engilsh Electrlc ND 750 560 267 2,315
5 English Electric ND 1,000 800 382 189
6 Engilsh Electric ND 1,000 ND ND 0
7 Chantler PleIstick 1977 5,400 4,300 218 3,419
8 Chentler Plolstick 1978 3,400 300 218 2,884
9 Nllgata Plelstick 1981 5,300 4,250 227 905
10 Nllgata Plelstick 1984 8.000 7.000 220 7,086

TOTAL 24,800 18,183

a/ ND - No Dta,

Table 5: KUDAT

Unit Unit Year Nameplate LLS Reported Fuel 1985
Number Identity COmissioned Rating Rating Consumption Service

(kW) (kW) (gus/kwh) (hours)

1 Ruston 1983 2,000 1,700 257 5,236
2 Ruston 1983 2,000 1,700 265 5,760

10 Ruston 1960 750 600 235 486
11 Ruston 1983 750 00 269 1,804

TOTAL 5,500 4,600
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Table 6: LAHAD DATU

Unit Unit Year Nameplate LLS Reported FueI 1985
Number Identity Commlssioned Rating Rating Consumptlon Service

(k1) 1(k1) (gmskWh) (hours)

1 Ube-Mek 1985 2,200 2,000 229 3,527
2 Ube-Mak 1985 2,200 2,000 232 2,953
3 Ruston 1964 ; C 1,800 330 645
4 English Electric 1972 1,000 800 ND e/ 0
5 English E;ectric 1973 1,000 800 256 953
6 Ube-Mak 1980 2j000 1,600 218 1,684

TOTAL 10,600 9,200

a/ ND - No Data.

Table 7: KENINGAU

Unit Unit Year Nameplate LLS Reported Fuel 1985
Number Identity Comilssloned Rating Rating Consumption Service

(kW) (kW) (gs/kWh) (hours)

1 Dorman 1982 500 400 300 ND a/
2 Caterpillar 1985 300 240 290 ND
3 Dorman 1976 300 220 290 ND
4 Caterpillar 1985 300 240 300 ND
5 Dorman 1984 SOO 400 281 ND
6 Cummins 1976 300 230 300 ND
7 Ceterpiller 1979 300 ND ND ND
8 Ruston 1982 750 550 281 ND
9 Ruston 1983 750 550 ND ND
10 Caterpillar 1985 500 450 !'0 ND
11 SWD 1985 1,000 900 ND ND
12 SWO 1985 1,000 900 ND ND

TOTAL 6,500 5,060

a/ ND - No Data.
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Table 8: KOTA EELWD

Unit Unit Year NaW4ajite LLS Reportod Fuel 1985
Number Identity Comissloned Rating Rating Consumption Service

(kW) 'kW) (gs/kVh) (hours)

1 Dormn Missing
2 DCoaon 1962 179 ND 414 ND
3 Oormon 1975 300 ND 458 ND
4 Caterpillar Removed
5 r0men 1976 500 ND 311 ND
6 Dormen 1982 500 ND 378 ND
7 Caterpillar ND 460 ND 272 ND
a Caterpillar ND 460 ND 272 ND

TOTAL 2,399

a/ ND -No Data*
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8F'S GE1 TION. SaLEs. AND LOSSIES 1983-86

ED emeration, Sales, Mad Loou t11932-198

ntation/ nratikaoa(MNb) 8u,rdaiumIO l Saln(kilh) Salkilh) Systn Losms No Tich Ibn mo Lesse
Priods Ech Quarter A-g. 4 bart. Each Ibrt. Avg. 4 wrt. a I Ibt Son. Losns IKVl) 2 Mt 6tn.

Avg. 4 hart. An. 4 Quart. Ave. 4 brt.

Total SEB Syste

Y82-lst 123,778,350.0 101,2M2,452.0
Y82-2nd 134,006.653.0 108,579,859.0
V82-3rd 135,920,287.0 108,147,33.0
Y02-4th 13¶,382,305.0 133,271,90.0 111,422,681.0 107,558,060.B 16.62 7,731,840.6 6.02
Y83-lit 142,Mt4724.0 138,067,043.5 111,948,l61.0 110,224,621.8 17.n 9,149,530.4 4.32
Y83-2nd 152,242,935.0 142,4b,062.8 ll,043,931.0 112,845,439.8 10.42 10,467,126.7 7.42
Ya3-3rd 152,756,243 0 146,835,05458 117,851,839.0 115,071,744.8 .19.22 11,12,995.6 9.4
W83-4tt 153,47,9850.0 150,361,443.0 119,273,19.0 117,034,35.0 19.12 13,057,941.7 9.02
1l4-lst 151.297,403.0 152,44,142.8 117,374,407.0 116,390,12.0 19.M 13,553,101.7 9.22
184-2nd 161,651,464.0 154,7M,295.o 121,226,622.0 113,931,46.5 20.82 15,031,10.6 10.01
Y84-3rd '65,710,99.0 158,034,953.3 322,645,416.0 1209179,60.3 21.62 14,570,002.7 10.62.
*84-4th .70,352,197.0 162,253,40.0 122,300,770.0 120,93h,754.3 23.2? 19,4X5,813.1 12.42
1-lst 173,264,345.0 147,744,725.5 104049408 126,641,9"4.5 22.22 18,474,91.l 11.42
Y U5-2r.d 167,291,903.0 174,154,335.3 147,429,032.0 133,1?21457.0 21.22 17,464,314.8 10.32
Y85-3rd 121,903,470.0 178,177,97B.8 142,49,00.0 136,104,817.5 20.12 14,030,46.5 9.32
95-4th 189,499,147.0 162,944,721.3 142,734,454.0 143,213,236.5 19.31 15,06,835.7 8.51

164-1st 181,756,470.0 185,467,752.5 142,017,005.0 143,666,937.8 20.01 1,430,735.9 9.n
186-2nd 200,045,222.0 168,274,082.3 154,601,731.0 145,512,025.0 20.32 17,342,173.7 9.52

Kota Kinabalu (Includs hydro after 164-1, fwr min totals only)

182-lst 56l,94,200.0 45,997,494.0
Y82-2nd 59,710,170.0 47,375,573.0
182-3rd 61,435,230.0 49,349,755.0
182-4th 62,411,950.0 60,142,807.5 50,450,416.0 8,290,625.0 17.32 3,U47,75.8 6.32
193-lst 65,040,746.0 62,24,4.0 49,454,473.0 49,151,069.3 19.62 4,581,944.6 7.42
193-2nd U9,416,430.0 4,62,139.0 50,716,776.0 50,006,970.0 20.21 5,73,2U4.3 9.22
Y83-3rd 44,949,160.0 44,440,071.5 50,391,782.0 50,269,374.8 22.01 7,105,603.0 11.02
183-4ty 49,231,770.0 48,165,026.5 51,189,46.0 50,454,129.6 23.72 8,392,737.6 12.n
Y84-lst 4,44,194.0 H9,06,.5 51,242,799.0 50,900,703.8 24.02 9,723,2.3 13.0
Y8U2nd 74,060.110.0 70,431,30.5 50,984321.0 50,952,095.0
Y84-3rd 30,U43,300.0 73,349,6435 31,476,010.0 51,223,152.0
194-4th 83,533,t1.9 76,925,4.3 51,812,543.0 51,37,920.0
M-ast 8593,256,244.0 81,076,334.3 49,310,95.0 55,995,962.3
195-2nd 94,079,760.0 65,870,249.3 70,511,392.0 0,777,155.0
135-3rd 92,651,100.0 8,880,199.3 47,791,741.0 U4,85,537.8
135-4th 94,799,550.0 91,69,63.5 66,330,918.0 48,938,124.5
Y13-1st 0,351,950.0 92,970,5%5.0 70,579,195.0 69,305,134.5
196-2nd 100,613,340.0 9,03,960.0 75,449,797.0 70,539,662.8

Notes Individual loss prcentages for Kota XK Iabalu* Beaufort and Ton Pangi after
Y84-1 are aeanaless because those centers wee teocted at this tim
to fom the Vest Coast grid.
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1E kwation, Sain, and Louse 112-198)

Sationl 6Dueratiml(hN) uweratiooklhk Sals(kuh) Sales(kMh) Syste Loss Ibn Toch Nos lch Losm
Periods Each Owartr Avg. 4 hawt. Each uart. Avg. 4 hwt. as I It 6en. LIoss IKIhb 7. Net 1ue.

Avg. 4 Ibat. Avg. 4 hart. Ave. 4 Smrt.
._ ._..... ._ .... ...... ....... ....... .. .. . . . ... ..... _............. .... .... ... ...... _...... _. .......... ....

Labuan
.............

V82-1st 11,"1,310.0 ,751,138.0
M2-2nd 12,536,890.0 10,1t7,037.0
Y92-3rd 12,657,960.0 ,922,001.0
182-4th 13,443,740.0 12,574,975.0 10,499,363.0 10,089,634.5 17.3S 7166,341.2 6.3X
Y83-1st 13,670,870.0 13,077n365.0 10,611,725.0 10,304,711.5 18.81 994,907.7 7.8%
Y83-2nd 15,003,750.0 13,694,080.0 11,753,777.0 10,696,466.5 19.52 1,125,632.8 3.52
Y83-3rd 15,456,750.0 l4,393,9M7.5 11,520,596.0 11,096,115.3 20.5S 1,330,032.9 9.5S
193-4ty 15,913,470.0 15,011,210.0 12,029,480.0 11,478,894.5 21.27 1,480,203.1 10.22
184-lst 15,549,059.0 15,480,757.3 12,180,949.0 11,971,175.5 20.92 1,493,362.2 9.92
104-2nd 15,445,840.0 15,591,279.8 11,932,051.0 11,915,744.0 21.27 1,544,207.8 10.27
184-3rd 15,571,340.0 15,619,927.3 12,278.526.0 12,105,226.5 20.1. 1,379,456.7 9.17.
184-4th 15,620,127.0 15,546,591.5 12,494,529.0 12,218,999.8 19.01 1,202,383.7 3.07
185-1-st 16,351.058.0 15,747,091.3 12,017,011.0 12,178,029.3 20.37 1,416,434 6 9.3S
185-2nd 15,477,598.0 15,755,030.8 12,672,003.0 12,363,017.3 19.12 1,238,309.8 8.17
195-3rd 15,017,570.0 15,U169,59.3 11,984,848.0 12,264,597.8 19.07 1,217,202.9 8.0S
Y85-4th 16,318,637.0 15,791,215.8 12,216,128.0 12,197,4H7.5 20.42 1,435,S59.1 9.4U
196-lst 16,389,790.0 15,800,648.9 11,317,898.0 12,147,719.3 20.7S 1,492,900.9 9.7n
196-2nd 17,287,340.0 16,253,094.3 12,590,392.0 12,127,316.5 23.1S 1,903,971.1 12.17

Sadakan

192-lIst 26,206,800.0 20,994,159.0
Y82-2nd 29,194,600.0 24,014,623.0
Y82-3rd 28,614,450.0 23,175,571.0
182-fth 23,784,100.0 28,199,987.5 22,836,90.0 22,752,85.3 16.81 1,592,214.0 5.89
103-lst 28,504,300.0 29,774,362.5 22,039,488.0 23,016,667.5 17.52 1,824,239.6 6.57
Y83-2nd 30,434,750.0 29,084,400.0 25,236,0,3.0 23,322,182.5 17.32 1,^,300.0 6.37
183-3rd 30,366,850.0 29,522,500.0 24,422,050.0 23,759,802.3 17.07 1,M1,972.0 6.0
193-4ty 29999,900.0 29,801,425.0 24,230,485.0 24,109,176;5 16.67 1,618,393.7 5.62
84lst 28,7,60.0 29,068,500.0 22,370,182.0 24,191,650.0 16.52 ,593,62.0 5.5S

184-2nd 31,91,0500.0 30,250,075.0 25,267,859.0 24,199,644.0 17.52 1,915,245.7 6.52
184-3rd 31,49,500.0 30,520,737.5 25,180,626.0 24,264,210.0 I8.02 2,00,264.7 7.0
184-4th 31,66,499.0 30,96,412.3 23,977,9809.0 24,1991119.0 19.U 2,535,048.0 8.47
185-1-st 31,276,700.0 31,593,437.3 23,191,534.0 24,404,457.C 20.47 2,970,157.4 9.47
V85-2nd 33,461,200.0 31,960,474.9 25,249,421.0 24,39,047.5 2'.3$ 3,198,53.8 10.35
V85-3rd 30,890,750.0 31,2,787.3 25,721,248.0 24,535,003.0 20.52 2,9q,789.0 9.52
185-4th 32,902,750.9 32,132,850.0 24,554,467.0 24,679,167.5 20.8S 3,061,121.9 9.87
196-lst 30,229,600.0 31,971,075.0 23,159,709.0 24,670,%1.3 20.27 2,843,337.8 9.2n
19-2nd 33,513,200.0 31,984,075.0 26,07,204.0 24,960,42.0 19.37 2,563,094.9 8.37
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SE 6mratimn, SIte, and Loom (1982-1986)
_ . ......... ... , _ ............ ... .... _....... _., ........ , _ , ,......................... ... ,....,...

Statiom/ 6uneratiom(kWh) 6oeation(ibl Saleukiklh) Salu(kWh) Systs Losss No Tth Non Tech Losme
Periods Each Ourter Avg. 4 awt. Each Quart. Avg. 4 Burt. as I Nt 6ten. Losus OKNh) I Nt 68n.

Avg. 4 Quart. Avq. 4 Oart. Ave. 4 Qurt.

182-1st 15,003,030.0 12,809,085.0
182-2nd 16,152.000.0 13,464,243.0
Y82-3rd 14,880,700.0 13,212,345.0
182-4th 17,972,990.0 16,502,655.0 t3,819,225.0 13,326,849.5 1n.7S 919,992.6 5.n
183-lit 18,305,859.0 17,327,062.3 15,174,313.0 13,918,156.5 17.2 1 9,040,97.0 4.2?
Y83-2nd 18,661,790.0 17,955,307.3 15,883,608.0 14,522,497.8 16.61 978,319.0 5.4U
Y93-3rd 18,983,759.0 16,48t,072.0 15,359,048.0 15,059,046.5 16.0? 895,661.0 5.01
183-4ty .19,376,000.0 18,931,849.5 15,985,729.0 15,600,674.5 14.6 656,961.2 3.4U
Y94-1st 19,212,990.0 19,050,632.3 16,037,573.0 15,816,489.5 14.4? 636,327.7 3.41
Y84-2nd 20,645,270.0 19,559,504.8 14,510,442.0 15,973,253.0 15.62 912,4t6.5 4.81
V84-3rd 20,797,940.0 20,013,050.0 17,023,606.0 16,389,392.5 15.61 W87,83.6 4.41
Y84-4th 22,162,860.0 20,709,765.0 17,084,196.0 14,664,509.3 17.01 1,214,230.9 4.02
185-1-st 22,574,730.0 21,550,200.0 17,802,339.0 17,105,700.9 18.2S 1,498,584.9 7.22
185-2nd 24,515,4?0.0 22,512,750.0 19,661,380.0 17,893,390.3 18.11 1,541,876.8 7.11
185-3rd 24,072,090.0 23,331,287.5 18,349,225.0 18,224,535.0 19.51 1,917,365.5 8.51
185-4th 24,9'03,145.0 24,014,358.9 19,214,032.0 18,506,994.0 20.6? 2,226,328.5 9.41
186-3Stt 23,977,760.0 24,367,116.3 19,126,789.0 18,589,106.5 21.41 2,448,025.0 10.4S
V94-2nd .6,423,9820.0 24,844,203.9 19,280,700.0 18,492,934.5 23.3? 2,955,064.4 12.31

L'had Datu

Y82-1st 3,572,240.0 2,972,536.0
Y82-2nd 3,916,900.0 3,294,391.0
182-3rd 3,9S3,890.0 3,465,167.0
Y82-4th 3,983,920.0 3,864,737.5 3,405,168.0 3,284,315.5 12.4? 279,883.1 7.4?
193-1st 4,340,151.0 4,058,715.3 3,960^600.0 3,534,331.5 10.22 203,774.6 5.21
YB3-2nd 4,179,160.0 4,124,210.3 3,589,870.0 3,610,201.3 9.81 190,323.0 4.82
183-3rd 4,452,440.0 4,238,917.8 3,953,011.0 3,732,162.3 9.21 174,000.5 4.21
Y83-4ty 4,397,410.0 4,342,340.3 3,729,754.0 3,813,308.8 9.5? 198,157.8 4.5?
14-1st 4,09,29.O 4,281,375.0 3,376,707.0 3,462,335.5 11.8? 292,951.4 6.8?
Y84-2nd 4,451,420.0 4,349,440.0 3,868,549.0 3,732,005.3 11.51 276,003.7 6.5?
Y84-3rd 4,531,500.0 4,369,205.0 4,031,236.0 3,751,561.5 11.51 274,660.9 6.57
Y84-4th 4,581,330.0 4,415,135.0 3,943,395.0 3,904,971.8 11.21 263,575.2 4.21
185-1-st 4,531,610.0 4,523,965.0 3,900,246.0 3,t910,856.5 10.9? 257,977.2 5.9?
Y85-2nd 4,6U1,080.0 4,426,310.0 4,196,177.0 3,992,763.5 11.0? 270,445.7 4.0?
1Y5-3rd 41,618,570.0 4,648,147.5 3,926,899.0 3,966,474.8 12.01 316,591.2 7.02
185-4th 4,535,920.0 4,636,795.0 3,954,026.0 3,969,334.5 11.72 303,472.t 4.7?
184-1st 4,230,840.0 4,561,602.5 3,652,878.0 3,932,492.5 11.11 271,024.2 6.1i
186-2od 4,894,560.0 4,549,972.5 4,376,"69.0 3,977,540.5 10.3? 233,489.2 5.32
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68E boortion, Sales, and Lous IIM2-1986)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~... _. .... ..... . . . _ ............._ ................. ............ .... .. ^ . . ....... . .. .. __ ._

St,tboa/ CearationlI) Beratioolk1h) Sal uutiokb) Su1estkU Systes Losses Non Tech km Tech Loss
Periods Each buarter Avg. 4 Ouwt. Each Quart. Avg. 4 Smart. a I Ibt Bon. Losss IK0h) S bet 6o.

Avg. 4 BUrt. Avg. 4 Quart. Ave. 4 hart.

Kudat

192-1st 2,134,731.0 1,808,209.0
M2-2nd 2,24,917.0 1,719,761.0
Y82-3rd 2,324,447.0 2,070,977.0
182-4th 2,441,559.0 2,297,398.3 2,00,1751.0 1,914,924.5 14.11 40,410.9 3.1J
193-1st 2,429,384.0 2,370,551.5 2,020,437.0 1,967,981.5 14.42 78,515.6 3.42
103-2nd 2,639,084.0 2,459ti,l.3 2,224,329.0 2,094,123.5 12.22 29,833.3 1.22
833rd 2,742,182.0 2,563,052.0 1,9,o010.0 2,076,131.8 1.5 134,551.0 5.52

Y03-4ty 2,694,591.0 2,42,307.8 2,102,428.0 2,014,551.0 19.12 110,70.5 7.12
n94- it 2,957,734.0 2,73t,395.6 2,236,701.0 2,140,17.0 19.32 219,123.6 8.3
V94-2nd 2,993,224.0 2,121,930.8 2,394,791.0 2,183t232.5 20.22 252,940.3 9.22
184-3rd 3,29,981.0 2,948,855.5 2409,0.0 2,295,931.3 20.12 259,815.7 9.12
184-4th 3,049,159.0 3,037,250.0 2,065,339.0 2,276,659.0 22. 345,398.9 11.72
YB5-1-st 2,940,557.0 3,042,955.3 2,465,04.0 2,333,834.8 21.41 310,414.5 10.42
V85-2nd 3,095,114.0 3,089,427.8 2,608,211.0 2,387,189.0 20.32 2,n049.9 9.32
V85-3rd 2,910,107.0 2,978,479.3 2,442,241.0 2,395,298.8 17.12 174,195.0 4.12
Y85-4th 2,797,240.0 2,915,949.5 2,327,012.0 2,440,717.0 13.02 54,622.2 2.0S
84-lst 3378,040.0 3,020,320.3 2,406,451.0 2,445,978.9 16.52 141,443.7 5.51
Y86-2nd 3,373,900.0 3,089,991.8 2,404,249.0 2,444,989.3 18.42 222,401.4 7.42

Kota bleld

Y82-1st 894,030.0 670,543.0
V92-2nd 1,094,240.0 871,062.0
Y02-3rd 1,172,000.0 849,622.0
192-4th 1,173,640.0 1,081,497.5 952,243.0 815,947.5 22.22 117,780.7 11.22
V13-lit 1,239,830.0 1,t67,437.5 849,209.0 860,534.0 24.02 147,314.8 13.02
Y83-2nd 1,405,280.0 1,247,697.5 99,543.0 892,454.3 24.22 184,413.0 15.21
Y83-3rd 1,489,46.0 1,327,121.5 1,174,233.0 968,807.0 24.7n 174"7.0 13n
183-4ty 1,352,945.0 1,371,937.8 1,143,506.0 1,046,622.9 21.42 137,771.1 10.42
194-lst 1,686,200.0 1,483,530.3 1,105,707.0 1,110,747.3 22.8S 169,994.4 11.82
Y84-2nd 1,499,500.0 1,507,085.3 1,244,521.0 1,171,991.8 19.02 129,074.9 8.9S
Y14-3rd 1,484,460.0 1,505,776.3 1,193,156.0 1,176,722.5 19.41 123,214.1 9.42
Y84-4th 1,497,240.0 1,541,I50.0 1,235,586.0 1,19,742.5 20.12 136,334.6 9.12
195-1-st 1,551,520.0 1,5089,100.0 1,254,876.0 1,232,534.9 !5.7S 49,477.0 4.n
Y85-2nd 2,020,740.0 1,43 .0 1,402,022.0 1,211,910.0 20.02 142,598.4 9.02
195-3rd 1,799,720.0 1,717,305.0 1,40,935.0 1,325,354.9 20.42 157,194.7 9.42
195-4th 1,922,190.0 1,799,542.5 1,356,740.0 1,355,643.3 22.31 197,038.5 11.31
1WI81st 1,798,130.0 1,9057,95.0 1,374,817.0 1,305,128.5 23.12 218,619.6 12.12
184-hd 1,943,390.0 1,9038,357.5 1,374,917.0 1,379,327.3 22.72 208,72..9 i.n7
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3 hrwration, Sles, ad Lowus 11902-1984)

Station/ wratiuaklb) Olratiolkil)h Se)eul&Mh) S1s k)h) Syst. Louus Nun Tech No Tech Losses
Periods Ech Owtwr Aq. 4 Quert. Each Ibut. Avg. 4 Quart. as 2 Met Mm. LOsseism ) 2 IMet 6e.

Avg. 4 Ihat. Avg. 4 Quart. Ave. 4 huut.

182-Ist 476,40.0 432,687.0
Y12-2nd 494,333.0 451,407.0
Y82-3rd 473,422.0 452,162.0
182-4th 525,64.0 49,65.3 406,032.0 455,M.0 4.0 2 (887.1) -0.22
13-lit 54,535.0 515,734.0 450,960.0 460,342.3 0.02 14,904.6 3.02
183-2nd 412,572.0 545,293.9 562,90.0 493,175.5 6.1 9,312.7 1.62
1Y3-3rd 622,889.0 581,410.5 540,940.0 515,220.0 8.6 20,549.8 3.61
Y83-4ty 421,783.0 05,444.9 553,B27.0 532,166.9 9.U 25,743.4 4.41
194-1st 617,572.0 618,704.0 533,451.0 552,769.5 7.91 17,346.2 2.92
942nd 654,139.0 69,095.8 540,934.0 542,288.0 11.1 37,423.7 6.12
184-3rd 63,119.0 64,168.3 633,501.0 565,428.3 9.5 28,172.8 4.51
194-4th 69,962.0 60,439.0 602,6.0 57,"643.5 8.22 19,892.1 3.21
19S-1-st 740,609.0 679,197.3 682,809.0 414,82.9 6.n 10,397.5 1.72
Y95-2nd 799,699.0 715,597.0 740,472.0 664,47.3 4.22 (5,U43.8) -0.6t
195-3rd 85,147.0 751,079.0 747,877.0 693,461.3 4.0% (1,342.0) -0.2
65-4th 94,9s0.0 603,599.5 699,470.0 117,706.6 7.92 22,800.1 2.91

196-1st 813,6.0 821,99.5 721,606.0 721,45s.3 8.72 29,878.1 3.75
Y86-2nd 913,294.0 850,248.5 822,045.0 747,949.5 9.32 35,654.5 4.32

hhaufofrt

192-lst 1,124,970.0 1,022,496.0
Y82-2nd 1,264,09.0 1,122,156.0
Y82-3rd 1,320,450.0 1,121,302.0
182-4th 1,W7,430.0 1,274,235.0 1,037,979.0 1,075,955.9 12.92 61,171.6 4.92
193-lst 1,547,530.0 1.379,75.0 1,233,934.0 1,126,817.0 15.n 102,502.7 7.n
'93-2nd 1,653,930.0 1,477,335.0 1,469,543.0 1,215,664.5 15.I2 102,709.3 7.21
Y83-3rd 1,631,570.0 1,555115.0 1,444,735.0 1,296,522.6 14.02 91,26i.9 6.01
193-4ty 1,616,270.0 1,612,325.0 1,402,996.0 1,301,002.0 11.3Z 51,03L. 3.3Z
194-1st 1,501,990.0 1,620,915.0 1,367,601.0 1,426,218.8 9.31 20,285.9 1.3S
184-2nd 1,704,470.0 1,633,550.0 1,353,152.0 1,397,121.0 1l.ll 60,9.0 3.86
184-3rd 210,373.0 1,278,250.6 1,509,717.0 1,413,116.5
684-4th 0.0 974,183.3 1,585,397.0 1,450,716.8

105-1-st 0.0 478,710.8 1,60O,404.0 1,561,917.5
8S-2nd 0.0 52,593.3 1,928,537.0 1,105,763.8

YB5-3rd 0.0 0.0 1,857,874.0 1,793,053.0
1U5-4th 0.0 0.0 1,9868,542.0 1,863,039.3
t0-lst 0.0 0.0 1,62,U42.0 1,879344.6
WM-2nd 0.0 0.0 2,008,036.0 1,999,219.5
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S khustion, Sal.s, ad Lons 11982-193)

Statulf 6muratimn(kU) knoratiomlnlhl Salesldh) lesIkUb) Systm Loos No tab ben loth Lous
Pieds Each Ouater Avg. 4 Quat. Eah Quat. Avg. 4 QuMt. as I Not kn. Losu. KUbl) 2 lNt 6On.

Avg. 4 QOat. Lvq. 4 Q&uat. AvI. 4 Qwrt.

V12-1st 1,105,051.0 1,044,275.0
V82-2nd 1,221,959.0 1,100,582.0
V82-3rd 1,156,284.0 1,021,204.0
182-4th 1,291,55.O 1,213,713.0 1,051,369.0 1,054,343.0 10.41 28,754.5 2.41
193-lit 1,297,584.0 1,241,846.3 1,103,442.0 1,049,154.3 11.21 39,048.3 3.22
n 3-2nd 1,421,054.0 l,291,445.0 1,250,081.0 1,104,713.3 11.71 45,950.7 3.7n
183-3rd 1,340,247.0 1,337,635.8 1,1t3,523.0 1,142,293.3 12.01 51,412.4 4.02
193-4ty 1,510,531.0 1,392,354.0 1,294,211.0 1,203,499.3 10.91 39,037.5 2.92
104-1st 1.318,022.0 1,397,463.5 1,215,185.0 1,231,435.0 9.2S 15,641.4 1.22
104-2nd 303,413.0 1,119,103.3 1,243,461.0 1,230,851.3
V84-3rd 11,481.0 735,941.9 1,231,412.0 l,247,822.3
194-4th 94,9010. 430,054.3 1,311,735.0 1,270,7l5.8
195-1-st 20,315.0 107,427.5 1,383,593.0 1,312,817.1
WM5-2nd 74,414.0 50,321.1 1,354,274.0 1,339,264.0
05- 3t 100,759.0 72,597.3 1,407,031.0 1,383,370.0
195-4th 0.0 50,9072.0 1,451,382.0 1,399,270.0
104-Ist 42,207.0 54,345.0 1,392,962.0 1,401,412.3
Y04-2nd 51,493.0 40,614.0 1,657,358.0 1,477,303.3

Kuninpu

02-list 1,830,182.0 1,370,687.0
Y82-2nd 2,761,345.0 2,433,031.0
102-3rd 2,400,750.0 1,490,439.0
1"2-4th 2,484,430.0 2,349,681.0 2,140,941.0 1,908,779.5 17.01 134,966.8 4.0?
153-Ist 2,463,990.0 2,529,133.9 2,242,593.0 2,126,757.3 13.31 55,730.4 2.31
183-2nd 2,902,200.0 2,563,342.5 2,301,310.0 2,093,84.5 15.81 119,009.1 4.81
n3-3rd 2,l.1,930.0 2,642,59.5 2,195,992.0 2,220,232.8 13.42 41,376.3 2.41
103-4th 2,959,310.0 2,734.112.5 2,407,408.0 2,286,844.5 13.82 75,241.4 2.82
184-lst 2,7",570.0 2,019,7?.5 2,319,491.0 2,306,047.8 I57n 129,229.9 4.n
184-2nd 2,13,3630.0 2,773,29.0 2,347,820.0 2,317,477.8 14.01 80,820.0 3.02

4-3Ord 2,7,260.0 2,79,417.5 2,479,434.0 2,3B90538.3 12.02 25,781.4 I.01
104-4th 2,81,870.0 2,102,257.5 2,462,830.0 2,407,393.9 11.42 11,795.1 0.S4
WI5-1-st 3,143,30.0 2,008,472.5 2,697,180.f 2,501,818.0 1o.71 48,199.7) -0.32

185-2nd 3,524,29.0 3,085,462.5 2,976,700.0 2,459,038.0 11.21 4,441.8 0.2X
15-3rd 3,523,800.0 3,268,347.5 2,911,99.0 2,747,170.5 12.71 54,5.9 1.n
185-4th 4,490,870.0 3,470,59.5 3,125,902. 2,927,921.s 17. 240,905.3 4.02
10-1st 4,5aj4lO.0 4,031,092.5 2,595,4.0 2,902,538.8 258 577,503.4 14.0
10-2nd 4,469,790.0 4,267,447.5 3,255,317.0 2,972,193.0 23.22 711,911.7 17.22
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O hwation, kls, and Lums 1182-199)
__.,.**._~~~~~~~~~~. ...................... _ . _. ........... .. .. .. . ... _ ...... _

Statinl grationl&h) eburatioa(bMh) Salulklh) Sluln(kWb) Systee Lossn In tech Nb Tech Losus
Pariod$ Elah Ouater Avg. 4 hwt. Each hart. bg. 4 Oart. is I it Be. Lou. IKUh) 2 Ot On.

Avg. 4 hat. Avg. 4 huart. Ave. 4 huart.

2-list 1,024,725.0 753,979.0
182-2md 1,1129,20.0 U10,021.0
182-3rd 910,830.0 724,555.0
02-4th 1,104,820.0 1,061,9918. 776,154.0 744,477.3 25.4. 150,146.3 14.42

193-let 1,163,720.0 1,094,747.5 835,037.0 786,9I.8 24.01 159,100.4 15.02
183-2nd 1,243,796.0 1,125,289.0 920,530.0 789,569.0 27.7n 161,893.0 4.7n
M-3rd 1,274,950.0 1,196,794.0 569,218.0 25,234.8 28.92 207,957.5 t7.91
183-4ty 1,264,530.( 1,237,221.5 899,707.0 953,23.0 28.92 214,470.3 17.9?
194-lIt 1,233,660.0 1,254,706.5 875,741.0 863,804.0 29.02 219,384.1 IL8.O
184-2nd 1,263,980.0 1,259,755.0 950,735.0 811,355.3 28.n 216,J91.2 sJ.7
184-3rd 1,2i,880.0 1,256,762.5 860,054.0 849,064.3 28.72 215,899. 11. 71n
Y84-4th 1.432,360.0 1,298,220.0 898,122.0 971,1b8.0 30.82 249,535.3 19.I

5-1-st 1,544,950.0 1,376,042.5 924,98.0 993,477.3 33.82 304,440.2 22.82
15-2nd 1,645,960.0 1,471,537.5 U3,392.0 911,439.0 34.12 359,739.3 25.11
95-3rd 1,6v.630.0 1,569,475.0 933,862.0 930,091.0 3e.9. 424,6348 27.9
185-4th 1,594,000.0 1,409,995.0 916,982.0 934,781.0 40.12 455,032.7 29.12
Y8-Ist 1,645,190.0 1,44,945.0 906,417.0 930,135.0 41.7n 48,945.3 30.7
et-2sd 1,685,190.0 1,654,752.5 904,417.0 915,894.5 42.92 512,63.3 31.91

Rural Stations

182-lit 1,964,941.0 1,675,172.0
182-2nd 2,055,974.0 1,733,772.0
192-3rd 2,294,874.0 1,869,129.0
192-4th 2,374,483.0 2,172,518.0 2,007,052.0 1,81,231.3 13.6U 54.294.? 2.4
M-Ist 2,390,225.0 2,7,99.0 1,950,392.0 1,890,06.3 14.52 77,279.4 3.51
183-2nd 2,67,159.0 2,431,685.3 2,172,136.0 1,99,77.3 15.22 99,94.4 4.2S
13-3rd 2,704,920.0 2,534,49.8 2,317,494.0 2,111,819.0 14.12 76,394.7 3.12
183-4ty 2,747,250.0 2,427,999.5 2,284,175.0 2,181,099.8 14.41 97,5.4 3.4L
184-Ist 2,929,820.0 2,742,537.3 2,492,010.0 2,314,504.3 13.42 48,394.2 2.41
84-2nO 3,09,518.0 2,18,877.0 2,482,946.0 2,444,204.8 12.22 32,494.8 1.22

14-3rd 3,022,402.0 2,947,797.5 2,539,335.0 2,49,414.5 12.62 45,217.1 1.41
94-th 3,182,294.0 3,056,559.0 2,738,531.0 2,613,205.5 11.91 25,521.9 0.92

195-1-st 3,304,422.0 3,150,509.5 2,861,252.0 2,705,514.0 11.51 14,318.9 0.51
195-2nd 3,736,579.0 3,311,524.8 3,144,561.0 2,925,919.8 12.02 32,919.6 1.02
195-3rd 3,83,447.0 3,515,486.0 3,106,293.0 2,967,459.3 13.02 47,259.8 2.01
195-4th 4,485,965.0 3,941,403.3 3,714,953.0 3,212,239.8 13.82 104,043.7 2.82
tB8-Ist 4,295,000.0 4,016,497.8 3,421,000.0 3,352,176.8 15.42 175,694.8 4.41
WM4-2nd 4,976,000.0 4,371,353.0 4,069,000.0 3,578,286.5 I.42 195,502.5 4.42
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SU3DIUAY DUSRPTIO OF SUM'S MUAL BILLING AND SZcsnVhL3S SYSTDM

SUB's customer system, which includes billing and accounts
receivable, is a completely manual system. SEB attempted to computerize
the system in 1981. However, this failed for several reasons. Briefly,
their current system operates as follows:

(a) The billing department produces a skeleton bill containing
customer name, address and account number. This is sent to the
meter reading section.

(b) The meter reader then adds the last meter reading from the
meter book. Bach day, the meter reader completes one book
(average about 100 customers) and then reads those meters,
prepares the bills, and issues the customer's copy of the bills
on site to the customers. (The exceptions are multi-story com-
plexes where the meters are at a lower level. 1/ These are
mailed. Approximately 20X of Kota Kinabalu billing is done by
mail.)

(c) The meter reader also records the meter reading in the meter
book. He is instructed to record anything abnormal, such as
broken meters, and issue a meter reader's report. The book is
submitted to the senior meter reader for checking before it is
sent to the analyzing clerk in the billing section.

(d) The second copy of the bill is sent to the analyzing clerk in
the billing section. This clerk checks the amount billed
against recorded consumption for accuracy and does statistical
analysis.

(e) The analyzing clerk then passes the bill to the posting
clerk. The bills are posted in bound felders by meter reading
routes.

(f) The bill is a two-part form. When tne customer pays, the
bottom half of the customer's copy is retained by SEB. Once
the bottom half of the bill (referred to as the customer's
"receipt") is processed through the accounting section, it is
received by the posting clerk. The posting clerk, referring to
the appropriate binder, matches the customer's receipt with the
file copy and removes the bottom portion of the file copy.
This signifies payment of the customer's bill.

1/ In a rural area, the number of customers is about 50 because of the
longer distances between the customers.
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(C) The posting clerk is responsible for reviewing the binders to
determine the status of customers' accounts and issues warning
notices to customers and disconnection orders to the disconnec-
tion section. 2/

2/ This tescription is based on the system in Central ;ivision's office
in Inanan. In Tawau and Sandakan, the mission team confirmed
essentially the same system with the exception of a separate person,
called a disconnection clerk, who had sole responsibility for
warniag notices and disconnection orders.
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DSCUMUPTIO Of CONPUTERIZED CUSTOMER SYSTE AND CO-SITR BILLING

This annex is intended to provide a general description of a
Computerized Customer System complete with hand-held meter reading data
capture devices and on-site printing of bills. It covers the following:

(a) Customer System Software;

(b) Computer Hardware; and

(c) On-site Billing Systems including portable printers. 1/

Customer System Software

Consumer Billing Subsyst

This subsystem must be capable of dividing the month's billing
activity into cycles representing a day's read'igs; The consumer billing
function should, as a minitaum, support maltiple account types, billing
rates, consumer groups, and provide the processing flexibility needed to
maintain and control a wide and diverse consumer base. Major functions
and reports include:

(a) Printed meter reading sheets;

(b) Interactive meter reading entry and edit;

(c) Estimated reading calculation;

(d) Automatic bill calculation and production;

(e) On-line updating of consumer master and history information;

(f) Step-by-step controlled processing;

(g) Cycle independance;

(h) Mid-period meter change processing;

(i) Independent final bill processing;

1/ The description of the systems and hardware contained in this Annex
are not intended to be a complete specification btzt are intended to
provide sn3 with general information on the type of system that is
recomended by the mission.
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(j) Identification of consumption on suspended accountsl

(k) Maintain customer credit ratings; and

(1) Detailed statistical and control reports including:

(i) consumption proofs;

(ii) billing register reports; and

(iii) automatic meter maintenance work order generation.

Receivables Subsystem

The receivables subsystem must allow for multiple cashiers to
record and process all cash receipts and deposits. It must operate in
either a batch or on-line environment, post the information to the
appropriate consumer, and optionally print a transaction receipt. The
information is to be retained in a separate transaction file where it is
then summarized on the various control and management reports that detail
the day's and month's activity.

This subsystem should include a deposit processing facility to
record the receipt and refund of deposits and support the calculation of
interest on deposits at a user-defined rate. The system will automati-
cally calculate and report on the amount of interest to be paid, and will
optionally credit the amounts to the consumer accounts as desired.

Major functions and reports include:

(a) Security controlled on-line cash receipt and deposit
processing;

(b) Identification of cash and check transactions;

(c) Supports multiple transaction types;

(d) Optional transaction receipt printing;

(e) Detailed deposit receipt and refund processing and reporting;

(f) Automatic updating of consumer account balance information;

(g) Detailed end-of-day processing and reporting including:

(i) Cashier session summaries with transaction detail listings;

(ii) Flexible selection of detailed cash receipts summaries; and

(iii) Daily bank deposit summary listings.
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Detailed and Summary Analytical Reports

These reports must provide management with up-to-date informa-
tion on the firm's activities. Flexible report selection parameters
should allow management to easily obtain consumption and transaction
information related to specific consumer groups, geographic locations, or
account types to assist in the isolation of problem;., identification of
losses, and targeting areas of potential growth. Major reports include:

(a) Monthly sales and revenue summaries;

(b) Flexible aged t,ial balance and debtors analysis reports;

(c) Consumer disconnection listings; and

(d) Detailed consumption analysis reports with range prompting.

File Maintenance Subsystem

This subsystem is to provide an on-line facility for updating
the consumer and control master file information. These interactive
entry and update programs must allow easy addition, deletion or
modification of the existing information. Major reports include:

(a) Security controlled consumer master, cashier, and rate file
maintenance facilities;

(b) Account adjustment facility with audit controlled reporting;

Cc) Controlled file reorganization facility to drop obsolete
records; and

(d) Multi-copy master file backup and recovery facility.

Meter Inventory Subsystem

The meter inventory subsystem should be capable of providing a
direct link between the company's inventory of meters and the consumer
base being served. In addition to recording the status and availability
of all meters, the subsystem should generate information whenever a meter
is changed and have it automatically made available to the billing
function ensuring an accurate accounting of all consumption recorded on
both the old and neo- meters. In return, the billing facility should
monitor the consumption trends and automatically recommend an inspection
of those meters suspected of malfunctioning. Information maintained on
all meters should include the manufacturer name, meter type and serial
number, ra:ingg installation date and location, date of last service, and
recommended calibration date. Major functions and reports include:

(J) Meter master file maintenance and reporting facility;
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tb) Interactive meter change facility with audit controlled
reporting; and

(c) Automatic interface to the billing subsystem.

On-line Account Inquiry

A facility should be available from all menus that is capable
of displaying in detail the master file account information together with
the last 24 account transactions and consumptions. A related search
facility should allow the user to quickly identify and display the record
of a particular consumer even when the account number is not available.
By combining all or only a portion of three of the search parameters
(name, address, account number, meter serial number, or an alternate
user-defined account reference numbev), the user should have the ability
to quickly isolate a group of consumers' records and review them until
the appropriate one is found. The major functions include:

(a) Comprehensive master file record inquiry;

(b) Ability to display consumption and sales history with an
optional bar graph display of the consumption history;

(c) Ability to generate a duplicate bill on demand; and

(d) A detailed account search facility used to identify a specific
consumer record from a minimal amount of information.

Control aud Management-Oriented Features

The major functions of the various subsystems should be
complemented with a number of control and management-oriented features.
Each of the billing, cash receipts, and account adjustment functions that
cause a change to the contents of the consumer master file information
should produce a sequentially numbered register as an audit trail of the
activity performed. In addition, all menus are to be custom tailored to
the user's requirements limiting access of certain functions to specific
user groups and individuals.

Modularized Design

Finally, the design should be modularized to support the
development and simple integration of user-specific enhancements. This
should allow the system to be readily customized to a particular
installation's needs.
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Computer Hardware

The computer hardware should be, as a minimum, capable of
supporting the Customer System Software. The hardware should consist of
a central station, capable of processing and maintaining initially
150,l!';i customer accounts and be capable of interacting with seven remote
locetions either on-line or in batch mode. Batch mode transfer may be in
disk form from the remote location once per day or once per month. The
system should be easily expandable to 200,000 customers.

Each remote computer system should be capable of processing
30,000 customers utilizing the Customer System Software detailed in
previous paragraphs of this Annex. Each system should be capable of
operating independently of the central computer or be connected on-line
via modems and telephone circuits. It should also have the capability to
download once/day or once/month to disk for transfer to the Central
Computer all data necessary to update the central system.

Both the central and remote computer systems should be easily
expandable to include other software packages such as Inventory Manage-
ment, Pinancial Accounting, Wages and Salariest Management Reporting,
Fault Reporting and Analysis and Generating Statistics. The system
characteristics of the utility when considering this requirement are
outlined in Section II of this report.

On-site Billing system

This system shoald use proven hand-held data capture devices
with portable bill printers. Utilizing a separate on-site billing system
software package, the data tapture devices will be capable of being down
loaded from the main computers through an interface PC. The PC inter-
face, between the hand-held data capture device and the host computer,
should be capable of storing several days' data in the event that the
host computer is not available.

The hand-held billing computers should have the following
features:

(a) Capability to provide the meter reader with complete customer
information including meter location and reading instructions;

(b) Readings validated and recorded when entered;

(c) Capability to search entire routes by key indicators such as
meter numbers, transformer numbers, etc.;

(d) Capability to process forward, backward, or in any desired
sequence;
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(e) Capability for the meter reader to enter messages;

(f) Capability to store large routes without loss of important
data; and

(g) Ability to retain customer's account status to print arrears in
customer bill.

The software associated with the hand-held billing computer
should include a system for control of the meter reading operation and
loading/unloading of information and results from the hand-held data
capture devices. The software should produce reports to assist
management on such items as route design, meter reading abnormalities,
double reads, unread meters, and status of customer accounts.

The billing printer should be of rugged design, portable and
capable of operation in hot and humid conditions. Information to be
printed on the bill is: customer name, address, account number, previous
reading, current reading, amount for energy this bill, other charges,
arrears, and total amount owed.

Cash machines should include functions that are capable of
storing and maintainiag the information necessary to implement the
software functions discussed in the Receivables Subsystems section. They
should be capable of on-line operation with the host computer or work in
batch mode on a daily basis.

Training

The supplier of all equipment should include a comprehensive
training package, including manuals. Software suppliers should also
provide backup support services including a duplicate of the SEB system
at the supplier's office for trouble-shooting and enhancement purposes.
Hardware suppliers should provide maintenance contracts and a list of
recommended spare parts.

When determining the training and support services required,
suppliers should consider that the utility and staff has had very limited
exposure to computerized systems.
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FMB

lOl-TfICAL LOSS AND

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE REDUCTION PROGRM

Summary of Requirements

The Sabah Electricity Board (SEB) is soliciting proposals from
a consulting firm to prepare and assist the implementation of a program
to reduce non-technical losses in the power system. The program should
be Co2uctured to be continued by the SEB with minimum external super-
vision. The work, which must be implemented as a coordinated program,
consigts oft

(a) specifying and implementing a computeris4 customer system
including billing and accounts receivable;

(b) specifying and implementing a computerized data retrieval
system for meter readers including on-site printing of all
bills;

(c) organizing a systematic program of meter management including
control, testingt revarification, monitoring of consumption,
and identification of billing and collection irregularities;

(d) specifying the necessary equipment, instrumentation, and soft-
ware to perform and coordinate all tasks; and

(e) providing guidelines, systems and advice to SEB for the
reduction of non-technical losses, uncollected revenue, and
accounts receivable.

The computerized customer system and on-site billing systems
will be installed in six major locations in Sabah, Malaysia. A central
system will be installed in Kota Kinabalu.

The work will be divided into three stages. The first stage
includes the familiarization with the system, specification of the
necessary equipment and software, and assisting SEB in tendering and
vendor selection. The second stage will include procurement of systems,
installation implementation, training, and contract administration. The
third stage includes assisting SEB to use the installed systems, advising
on reduction of non-technical losses, and providing further training as
required. A project schedule is included as page 6 of this Ahesz.

The overall cost of the program is estimated to be about
US$3,673,000.
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The program is financed by __ The executing
agency is . In the following discussion the
consulti ng firm submitting a proposm to do the work is referred to as
the firm mad the work is referred to as the program.

Background

Electricity is generated and distributed in Sabah, Malaysia by
the SEB, which reports to the Ministry of Energy, Telecommunications and
Posts of Malaysia.

This program, to reduce non-technical power system losses to an
economic levelt is one of a group recommended by a World Bank/UNDP Power
Efficiency mission. The missiop's report, which briefly describes the
main characteristics of the power system and outlines the work to be
done, is a part of these Terms of Reference.

Scope of Work

The work covers all that is necessary to accomplish the
objectives listed in the Summary of Requirements. The firm will train
gSB staff on any new system, instrumentation and/or techniques introduced
to carry out the work. The Firm will provide the services of one project
leader and two specialists for three years to implement the computerized
customer system and automated on-site bill printing. A metering
specialist will be required for the initial two years.

Customer System and On-Site Bill PrintinR

The firm shall review the existing customer system including
new customer connections, meter reading, billings, receivableit and cash
handling with a view to introducing an integrated computerized customer
system which will provide means to remove the main reasons for high non-
technical losses, uncollected revenuet and high accounts receivable. In
summ_ry, the system should provide:

(a) On-line, up-to-date customer acc*unt status;

(b) Historical records of customer's accounts;

(c) On-line or same day posting of customer's payment;

(d) Ability to issue warning notices and disconnection orders per
SBD policy;

(e) A means to monitor new customer work orders to ensure that they
are on the billing system;
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(f) Monitoring of irregularities in consumption;

(g) Monitoring of poor paying customers and special customers such
as large users;

(h) A means to capture meter reading data by portable data capture
devices that can be automatically downloaded to the customer
system; and

(i) Portable bill printers for on-site billing connected to the
data capture devices.

A more complete description of the system software, hardware,
meter reader data capture devices, and bill printers is included in
Annex 5 of the mission report. This Annex should be considered a part of
the Scope of Work in these Terms of Reference.

Metering

The firm shall review the present meter management system with
the intentions of:

(a) Establishing a department responsible for metering;

(b) Establishing a program for meter testing and calibration. The
initial thrust of the program should be on large industrial and
commercial customers;

(c) Reviewing test facilities, recommending, and implementing
changes;

(d) Establishing a computerized program in coordination with the
computerized customer system for record keeping and regular
meter maintenance scheduling;

(e) Establishing meter standards related to losses, reliability,
meter location, and sealing; and

(f) Training SEB staff on all of the above tasks.

In the final year of the project, the project team will assist
and continue training SE staff on use of the installed systems,
programs, and equipment. They will assist in using the installed system
to establish guidelines, working procedures, and reports for use by SE8
to reduce non-tecbnical lossest uncollected revenues and accounts
receivable. The guidelines, work procedures, and reports will be
designed so that SIB staff will be atle to totally operate the systems
after the departure of the project team,
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SBB Responsibilities

The SEB will be responsible for the implementation of the work
plan recommended by the firm and for monitoring of the activities. As a
result, it will provide all the services needed to achieve the project's
objectives and goals.

The SB will provide the followings:

(a) Access to the installations, to data, and documentation
required for the project;

(b) Counterpart staff and a full-time 4-man project team;

(c) Local transpoetation and away from Head Office living expenses;

(d) Office space, ,luding telephone;

(e) Clerical and secretarial services; and

(f) Labor for the execution of the program.

Guidelines for the Proposal

The proposal should provide for the project as described in the
Scope of Work. It should provide comprehensive details of the following:

(a) Previous experience in related jobs in the last five years
including name of country, cost, and completion date;

(b) Curriculum vitae of staff who will be assigned for the study,
substitute staff, and headquarter staff;

(c) A tentative work plan in accordance with these Terms of
Reference;

(d) Estimation of man-hours required for the work, indicating
location, and staff needs;

(e) Project schedule in weeks indicating assigned staff members.

A sealed envelope should be enclosed with the proposal
indicating the cost estimate of this work based on a system of fixed
professional fees, which should also be determined in relation to the
actual hours of work.

The firm may suggest alternative schemes for attaining tne
objectives described in the Summary of Requirements. Any alternative
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scheme should be clearly identified as such, and separate work schedules
and costs should be provided for each. The firm should also provide a
schedule of fees for each stage of the work.

Once the proposals have been evaluated, S8B will proceed to
award the contract to the most qualified firm and, if they are unable to
reach agreement during the negotiations, proceed to negotiate with the
second best firm. S8B may reject any or all of the offers received if
none of them is satisfactory.

Form of Contract

The contract which will be awarded to the successful firm will
be based on the International Model Form of Agreement Between Client and
Consulting Engineer, Number IGRA 1979 P.I.--produced and issued by the
International Federation of Consulting Engineers (FIDIC).

Schedule of Payments

The schedule of payments will be negotiated with SIB and the
firm is invited to propose a schedule. SIB will tie payments to clear
performance targets, some of which may be:

(a) Collection of data and preliminary assessment;

(b) Specifications produced and vendors selected;

(c) Completion of first installation;s

(d) Completion of all installations; and

(e) Completion of project.
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Table 2: COMPUTERIZATION OF CUSTGER SERVICES, BILLING AND PETERINO
(Cost Estimate In USS'OOO)

Costs Breakdown of Total
_+e Unit Quantity 1987 1968 1989 Total Foreign Local

Expatriate Consultants Man-months 132 470.0 470.0 370.0 1,310.0 982.5 327.5
Project Leader Nan-months 36 130.0 130.0 130.0 390.0 292.5 97.5
Billing Expert Man-months 36 120.0 120.0 120.0 360.0 270.0 90.0
Customer Services Expert Man-months 36 120.0 120.0 120.0 360.0 270.0 90.0
Meter Expert Men-months 24 100.0 100.0 200.0 150.0 50.0

Customer System for BilIlng and
Customer Services 0.0 716.0 60,4 776.4 72356 50.8

Main Hardware Sets 14 350.0 350.0 350.0 0.0
Screens Sets 40 24.0 24.0 24.0 0.0
Printers Sets 17 71.3 71.3 71.3 0.0
Comunication Equlpment Sets 6 30.0 30.0 30.0 0.0
Customer System Software Package 7 65.0 65.0 BS.0 0.0
Operating Software Package 26 41.3 41.3 41.3 0.0
Translation Software Packag 1 18.00 18.0 16.0 0.0
Data Transfer 25.4 25.4 50.6 0.0 S0.6
System Training 36.0 36.0 36.0 0.0
System Support - 35.0 35.0 70.0 70.0 0.0

Computer System for On-Site B1Illng 0.0 869.6 0.0 869.6 69.6 0.0 ,
Hand-held DOto Capture Devices Sets 120 364.0 384.0 384.0 0.0
Cradles for Dota Capture Devices Sets 120 99.6 99.6 99.6 0.0
On-Slte St1iIng Printers Sets 120 84.0 64.0 64.0 0.0
Personal Computers Sets 14 140.0 140.0 140.0 0.0
Operating Software Packages 7 16.0 16.0 16.0 0.0
Translation Software Packages 1 30.0 30.0 30.0 0.0
System Training 6- 60 660 66.0 0.0
System Support 70.0 70.0 70.0 0.0

Others 0.0 165.0 0.0 185.0 165.0 0.0
meter Test Bench Sets 1 150.0 150.0 150.0 0.0
Cash Registers Sets 7 35.0 35.0 35.0 0.0

SEB Project Teaom Mn-months 39.6 39.6 39.6 116.6 0.0 116.6
Billing Expert Men-sonths 36 13.2 13.2 13.2 39.6 0.0 39.6
Customer Services Expert Men-months 36 13.2 13.2 13.2 39.6 0.0 39.6 6 
Meter SupervIsor NMn-months 36 13.2 13.2 13.2 39.6 0.0 39.6

Local TransportatIon 45.0 7.5 7.5 60.0 0.0 60.0 c
Jround Transportation Vehicles 4 40.0 2.5 2.5 45.0 0.0 45.0 °
AIr Transportation - 5.0 5.0 S.O 15.0 0.0 15.0

TOTAL 554.6 2,307.7 477.5 3,339.8 2,762.7 557.1

Contingencies (10%) 55.5 230.8 47.8 334.0 276.3 5.7

TOTAL Including Contingencies 610.1 2,538.5 525.3 3,673.0 3,061.0 612.8
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Sumary of Requirements

The Sabah Electricity Board (U8B) is soliciting proposals from
a consulting firm to prepare and assist in the implementation of a
program to reduce technical losses on the power system from the present
level of about 11 to about 9X or better in three years. The work, which
must be implemented as a coordinated program, has the following main
components:

(a) assist SEB in strengthening its planning department to work in
coordination with the present Distribution and Planning
Departments and be responsible for: (i) the analysis of
technical losses in the existing system; (ii) the establishment
ef a computerized data base for the transmission and distri-
bation systems; (iii) the preparation of specific work programs
to reduce losses; (iv) the preparation of specifications for
the procurement of equipment and material required; and (v) the
preparation of a set c2 distribution construction standards
with economic lose levels and cost reduction objectives;

(b) provision of computers and software for mapping of the system
and on-the-job training of SB engineers; and

(c) implement measures in the existing system to reduce losses and
improve the quality of service. The measures should include
sect onalization of the secondary network and power factor
improvement, with guidelines and details provided by the
planning unit.

The work will be done in three phases. Phase I will includet
familiarization with the system; the provision of the computer system and
software to facilitate analysis of the distribution system; formation of
the planning unit and training of SUB engineers to establish a
distribution system data base; and provision of equipment for load data
surveys. Phase II will include: collection of required data for the
mapping of the system; load data surveys; detailed studies on technical
losses in the system; and the procurement of material required for
specific loss reduction projects identified in the studies. Phase III
will consist of the implementation of the projects and will also include
the training of SEB personnel in project management.

The overall cost of the program excluding local staff and
facilities is estimated to be about US$2.5 million. The program is
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financed by _ The executing agency is _ _ The
consulting firm performing these services will be referred to as the Firm
and the Sabah Electricity Board as SEB.

Background

The SEB is a federal agency under the Ministry of Energy,
Telecommunications and Posts of Malaysia and solely responsible for the
generationt transmission and distribution of electrictty in the State of
Sabah.

This program of Technical Loss Reduction is one of a group
recommended in a Power Efficiency Audit carried out by a joint
World Bank/UNDP Energy Sector Management Assistance Program (ESMAP). The
Sabah Power Efficiency Audit describes the SB system and outlines the
entire work program. The report is to be considered as an integral part
of these Terms of Reference.

Scope of Work

The Firm should do everything that is necessary to achieve the
objectives outlined in the Summary of Requirements. It is assumed that
the Firm will provide one engineer for a period of two years for the
management of the project, complemented with assistance of training/
analysis experts, as required. Some of the specific tasks are:

Phase I

Phase I of the program to reduce technical losses will consist
of: (a) familiarization with the SEB system; (b) the formation of the
planning unit and training of SEB engineers in the use of modern
techniques for distribution loss analysis, load forecasting, data
collection routines, and computer aided design; and (c) provision of
materials and equipment to initiate a mapping system and carry out field
load surveys.

A. Familiarization

The first task will be the familiarization with SBE's complete
electric system. The Firm shall meet relevant SB officials and arrange
field visits to all major load centers in Sabah including field
inspection of major transmission-subtransmission lines and substations.
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B. Formation and Training of Planninp Unit

Based on preliminary visits the Firm shall advise 8EB on the
quantity, qualification of engineers, and technicians needed for the
formation of the planning unit and on physical facilities required. Once
the pl&nning unit is formed the Firm shall assist and train its personnel
in the followings

(a) Technical and operational data collection procedures;

(b) Establishment of a computerized data base for the transmission
and distribution systems;

(c) Analysis of technical losses and determination of loss levels;

(d) Application of technical losses and determination of loss
levels;

(e) Use of updated computer software packages for distribution
system studies including vcltage profiles, load flows, short
circuit levels, and optimum transformer and capacitor sizes and
location;

(f) Napping of the entire power system utilizing computerized
drafting;

(g) Application of economic optimization techniques particularly in
the context of system losses;

(h) Transformer load management;

(i) Determination of least-cost system expansion plans; and

(j) Preparation of a comprehensive set of distribution standards
with economic loss levels as an objective.

C. Provision of Materials and Equipment

The Firm shall be responsible for the provison of complete
mini-computer sets including color monitors, printers, digitizers for
data entry of maps and drawings, and plotters for obtaining output in the
form of circuit diagrams and maps. Required software for system analysis
should be included. This includes, but is not necessarily limited to,
programs fort load forecast, load flow, voltage profile, short circuit
analysis, transformer load management, and transient stability studies.
The provision of a minimum of four complete sets is envisaged.

The firm shall also be responsible for the complete installa-
tion in satisfactory working order of all the hardware and software.
Recomended maintenance practices and warranty periods for the equipment
offered shall be clearly stated.
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For load surveys required during Phase II of the program, the
necessary amount of recording instruments and materials must also be
provided by the Pirm. Maximum demand thermal ammeters, volt and ampere
recorders, power factor meters, and portable kWh and YVARb meters in
sufficient quantities should be available before the beginning of
Phase II.

Phase II

The second phase of the work starts with the collection of
required technical data such as conductor length, phase spacing,
conductor size, voltage level, loading data, transformer characteristics,
installed capacity and circuit configuration for all the primary and
secondary networks in the electric systems of Sabah. This information
will permit the updating of technical data and the mapping of the various
networks using modern computerized techniques. Simultaneously with this
activity load surveys will be carried out to determine:

(a) Load and loss factors of individual feeders;

(b) Power factors;

(c) Consumer demands by type of consumer and by areis; and

Cd) Maximum loading of feeders and substations.

With loading information available, detailed studies on
technical losses in the system will follow. Once these are known and
problem areas are determined, the Firm shall prepare and recommend an
action plan aimed at correcting excessive losses. The recommended
actions should be specific and should include costs and expected loss
level targets. The distribution loss analysis should determine
specifically:

(a) Capacitor requirements, size and location;

(b) Reconductoring requirements, medium and low voltage;

(c) Sectionalization of secondary networksl and

(d) Relocation of distribution transformers based on installed
capacity and loads measured.

Material requirements to carry out the recommended action plan
must be detailed and specifications for their purchase prepared by the.
Firm with assistance from the planning unit.
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Phase III

Phase III corresponds to the physical implementation of the
proposed actions. The Fivm shall provide project management to implement
specific projects developed in Phase 11. The planning unit with the
assistance of the distribution department Jill be responsible for
carrying out the recommended measures. This phase will also include a
training component for SIB engineers on project management and will allow
the continuation of the loss reduction program after the end of this
contract.

Guidelines for Proposal

The proposal should provide comprehensive details of the
following:

(a) Previous experience in related jobs in the past five years
including name of country, cost and completion date;

(b) A tentative work plan in accordance with these Terms of
Reference;

(c) A preliminary estimation of the hours per person required for
the work, indicating location and staff needs;

(d) Curricula vitae of staff who will be assigned for the work
program as well as curricula vitae of support staff at
headquarters;

(e) Project organization chart with candidate names indicated; and

(f) Complete details of hardware and software package offered or
arranged for supply.

A sealed envelope should be enclosed with the proposal
indicating the cost estimate of this work based on a system of fixed
professional fees, which should also be related to the actual hours of
work. The Firm may suggest alternative schemes for attaining the
objectives outlined in the Summary of Requirements. Any alternative
scheme should be clearly identified as such, and separate work schedules
and costs should be provided for each.

Once the proposals have been evaluated, SEB will proceed to
negotiate the contract with the most qualified firm and, if unable to
reach agreement during the negotiations, proceed to negotiate with the
second best qualified firm. SEB may reject any or all the offers
received if none of them is satisfactory.
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Form of Contract

The contract with the successful firm will be based on the
International Model Form of Agreement between Client and Consulting
Engineer No. ICRA 1980 P.MP.I., produced and issued by the International
Federation of Consulting Engineers (FIDIC).

The schedule of payments will be negotiated and the firm is
invited to propose a schedule. However, SEB will tie *the payment to
clearly defined performance targets.



Table 1: TECHNICAL LOSS REOUCTION PROGRAM
(*OO0)

Costs Breakdown of TotalItem Unit Ouantity 1987 1988 1989 Total Foreign Local
Planng Improvements
Consulting Services: Man-months 60 360.0 240.0 60.0 660.0 660.0 0.0Project Leader Man-months 30 120.0 120.0 60.0 300.0 300.0 0.0SpecIal lsts on Losses mon-months 24 120.0 120.0 0.0 240.0 240.0 0.0Trainer man-months 12 120.0 0.0 0.0 120.0 120.0 0.0

Local Staff: Nan-months 252 57.5 57.5 3.0 llB.0 0.0 118.0Engineering Man-months 72 18.0 18.0 0.0 36.0 0.0 36.0System Kapping Men-months 144 34.5 34.5 0.0 69.0 0.0 69.0Support Staff Man-months 36 5.0 5.0 3.0 13.0 0.0 13.0Travel & Subsistence Travel & Subs. Lot 67.0 67.0 36.0 170.0 140.0 30.0Vehicles Vehicles 4 80.0 0.0 0.0 80.0 80.0 0.0Drafting equip., Instr. Computers Equipment Lot 160.0 0.0 0.0 160.0 160.0 0.0Contingencies 100.0 55.0 15.0 170.0 150*0 20.0

Subtotal 824.5 419.5 114.0 1358.0 1190.0 168.0

Power Factor improvement
Line CaWpcitors Capacitors 20 WYar 0.0 80.0 15.0 95.0 80.0 15.0Control Panels Panels 3 0.0 12.0 4.0 16.0 12.0 4.0Timers Timers 30 0.0 14.0 4.0 18.0 14.0 4.0Ol IBreakers Oil Breakors 100 0.0 30.0 4.0 34.0 30.0 4.0Contingencies 0.0 60.0 6.0 68.0 60.0 8.0

Subtotal 0.0 196.0 35.0 231.0 196.0 35.0

Sectionalization of Secondaries
Primary Line Extensions LInes 20 kas 0.0 194*0 194.0 388.0 320.0 68*0Distribution Transformers Transformers 400 0.0 181.0 181.0 362.0 300.0 62.0Contingencies 0.0 55.0 55.0 10.0 90.0 20*0

Subtotal 0.0 430.0 430.0 6O6. 710.0 150.0
Distribution Facilities 
Off ices Off Ices 1 200.0 200.0 0.0 400.0 0.0 400.0 0Equipment & Tools Tools Lot 0.0 50.0 S0.0 100.0 100.0 0.0

Subtotal 200.0 250.0 50.0 500.0 100.0 400.0

Total 1,024.5 1,295.5 629.0 2,949.0 2,196.0 753.0
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Su mm r of leguirem_nts

The babah Electricity Board (SIB) is soliciting proposals to
organize and implement the selective improvement of its electric
generating plants.

The work is to be referred to as the Progrm and is estimated to
require 12 man-months of professional services in Sabah and 25 man-months
of head office services. The total cost of the program, including local
components, is estimated at US$2.39 million. This includes US$340,000
in professional services, US$1.83 million in foreign equipment and
materials, and the remainder, US$218,000, in travel, subsistence, and
local costs.

The program is to be financed by _ ___. The
executing agency is the _ The company performing these
services shall be referred to as the Firm and the Sabah Electricity Board
shall be referred to as the SIB.

Back4round

SB is a statutory government corporation responsible for the
generation, transmission, and distribution of electricity in Sabah. The
SEB is responsible to the Ministry of Energy, Telecormunications and
Posts of Malaysia.

The program is one of a group resulting from a Power System
Efficiency Study carried out by the joint World Bank/UNDP Energy Sector
Management Assistance Program (ISMAP). The study report is to be
considered an integral part of these Terms of Reference.

Scope of Work

SIB is soliciting proposals from a consulting firm to prepare
and implement a two phase program to improve the operation of its
electric generating system to reduce the cost of electricity and increase
unit reliability. Phase I includes:
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(a) Making a detailed field inspection of the five (5) major
electric plants, 1/ and selected remote stations, to evaluate
conditions of each unit in each station, including the hydro
plant water supply system and generator unit cooling water
system. The Firm is to perform an in-depth investigation of
the work elements outlined herein and shall also recommend
additional work elements which become evident as a result of
its investigation. It shall also perform any and all system
design engineering required to carry out the improvement
program tasks. All work elements are to be evaluated and esti-
mated as to their economic feasibility and shall be supported
by a cost/benefit analysis or by environmental consider-
ations. The economic evaluation parameters, such as alter-
native energy source, fuel costs, and operating regime, shall
be furnished by SEB. Cost estimates and benefits derived for
each task will be submitted by the Firm for review and approval
by SUB.

(b) Preparing specifications for the required work. The specifi-
cations can vary in number based upon the scope of work to be
performed and the availability of expert firms qualified to
carry out each of the tasks specified.

(c) Preparing an SEB-approved bidders list and issuing the specifi-
cation request for proposals.

(d) Assisting SEB in the evaluation and awarding of the work to the
firms selected to carry out the program.

Phase II includes:

(a) Performing the required project and construction management
services in accordance with the type, class and depth of work
being provided by the companies performing the rehabilitation
work.

(b) Planning and scheduling the work. The schedule should
accommodate the normal operating regime of the SEB system, and
the work should be completed within 24 months after contract
award.

(c) Training SEB staff in the economic dispatch, and the operation
and maintenance of any new equipment installed during the
Project. X

'/ Tanjung Aru, Sandakan, Tawau, Labuan, and Tenom Pangi.
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Diesel Cooling Water Treatment Project

The use of untreated, locally available cooling water sources
in the diesel engine cooling systems has resulted in mineral deposits on
the heat transfer surfaces of both the engines and the heat exchangers
(coolers). It is recommended that either the existing or new water
treating facilities at the three central stations be used to generate
water for this purpose. These units would serve the central station and
the remote station units.

The diesel cooling systitms wowld be chemically cleaned before
being converted to using inhibited treated water.

Fire Protection Systems

Suitably designed fire protection systems are recommended for
all units over 3.0 MW in capacity. These units would be installed at
Tanjung Aru, Sandakan, Tawau, and Labuan.

Instrument Repair Shop and Chemical Laboratory

There are no facilities available for chemically testing the
quality of fuel oil and cooling water being used in the diesel units.
There is also no suitable repair, test or calibration shop for main-
taining any of the generation plant instruments and controls. It is
recommended that a central facility be installed for both the shop and
laboratory at the Tanjung Aru station which would service the entire SEB
generating system.

Waste Oil Incinerators

At present, waste lube oil and fuel oil sludges are either
dumped on the plant site or, in two instances, sold to local brick
factories for burning in their drying furnaces. Consideration is being
given to possibly burning the oils in the larger diesel engines.
However, this must be discussed with the manufacturers.

The Firm should compare the above alternatives with
transporting the excess waste oil from all the stations to the three
regional stations for burning in waste oil incinerators for environmental
improvement purposes.

Tanjung Aru Engine Cooling Facility

The five (5) existing cooling towers serving units 1-7 are in
very poor condition and should be abandoned. The diesel sets themselves
are in a state which permits only periodic operation on some of them
while others (units 1, 2, and 7) have been out of service for several
years. There is no formal plan or policy as to the retirement or
relocation of any of these units.
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Units 12-15 are radiator-cooled with the coolers clustered
together, thereby causing an air recirculation problem which causes
engine overheating at high loads. If all the above units are to continue
in service at Tanjung Aru, it will be necessary to install a new tower
for the older units and as a supplementary cooling facility for units 12-
15. The most practical solution to this problem is to add a cooling
tower to dissipate the entire heat load.

On the other hand, if units 1-7 are to be retired or relocated,
then it would be more expeditious to add a supplementary battery of
radiators in the present units 1-S cooling tower location for servicing
units 12-15. The Firm should investigate the alternatives and make a
recommendation.

Tenom Pangi Hydro Plant Choking Problem

The intake for this station is located on the outside bend of
the Padas River and, during the rainy season, the debris and silt brought
down by the flood waters choke the intake and the plant once-through
cooling system. There is an existing, unused diversion tunnel, just
upstream of the intake, which was used to divert the river during the
construction of the intake facilities.

It is proposed to reopen the diversion tunnel and to install a
diversion weir made of a stop-log type structure, which would skim the
floating debris from the river surface and into the tunnel. This would
divert the majority of the debris from the river surface before it
reaches the intake. The intake would be fitted with a diversion plate at
the flood water river level to divert any remaining debris to the
spillway. Vater jets iould be added at the intake screens to flush silt
from the bottom of the canal at the stop-logs' location in the settling
basin. The once-through unit cooling systems would be converted to a
closed system to eliminate clogging.

SYstem Dispatch and Order of Merit

It is required that a system dispatch program be instituted for
the SIR diesel stations. The operation of the units is to be based on
the economics of fuel consumption and approved operating parameters
regarding spinning reserve and stand-by power. This program would be
designed to minimize generating costs and augmenting service reliability.

It is also required that all units be reviewed as to the actual
capacity based upon valid load limiting criteria. Presently, the
available capacity ratings given to the diesel units do not follow a
standard procedure as to how available capacity is determined. This
could have a large impact on the system expansion schedule and costs.
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Unit Relocation/letirement Program

SEB is to implement a project to identify the units which are
to be scheduled for retirement (with specific dates for each unit) and
those designated for relocation to other service areas to respond to
system load growth. This program would be *-oordinated and based upon the
SEB generation expansion plan. The Pirm will assist in this program as
requested by 531.

Remote Station Maintenance Program

The smaller diesel units in the isolated stations are returned
to the central stations for major repair work. The larger units are
repaired in place under less than ideal conditions. It is proposed that
a small maintenance f4cility be installed on a truck bed. The equipment
and tools on the truck would then be taken to the plant site and used by
the team of skilled central station artisans to repair or overhaul the
units.

Inventory Control

A visit of s eral of the stores departments indicated that
parts are available an. used to maintain unit reliability. However,
although the quantity of parts are listed, there are no maximum/minimum
values given for inventory control.

Additionally, there does not appear to be a centralised
procedure whereby parts are purchased and listed based upon make and
model without regard to unit location. Identical parts are ordered on a
regional or plant basis without accounting for similar requests for parts
from other regions for the same engine sets. It is suggested that a
review be made to orient the spare parts purchases based on the total
number of units on the system. The suppliers should also be involved as
to recommendations on the quantity to keep on hand and the future
availability of parts, especially on the older units. The Firm should
recommend improvements of the inventory control system.

Manuals

A review of the vendor operating and maintenance instruction
books indicated that they were all in English. However, in the more
remote plant locationst many of the plant personnel do not speak or read
English, especially as it relates to technical material.

It is suggested that SIB translate the more important operating
and maintenance procedures into Malaysian for easy and ready reference by
their people. The Firm should assist in the translations, as necessary.
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Priority of Work

The rehabilitation program contains some tasks which shall be
started im_ediately, as well as longer term programs which should be
subsequently initiated. The tentative project schedules shall be used as
a preliminary guide to perform the work. The priorities of the work
tasks to be performed are as follows:

First Priority

(a) Initiate and implement a field mission to outline an in-depth
improvement program of the electric generating stations listed
herein;

(b) Initiate the training program and participate in the field
research work to expedite the economic dispatch program for the
three central stations;

(c) Implement the diesel engine chemical cleaning and water
treating unit addition program;

(d) Establish the true maximum operating ratings on each unit after
completing (c) above;

(e) Initiate the instrument Fepair shop addition;

(f) Initiate the fire protection system addition work progr.,m; and

(g) Review the Tenom Pangi hydro debris project work.

Second Priority

(a) Participate, as requested by SEB, in the retirement/relocation
study for the older and smaller diesel units on system-wide
basis;

(b) Work with SEB, as required, in implementing the remote plant
economic dispatch program;

(c) Initiate the waste oil incinerator project task;

(d) Participate in initiating an inventory control system based on
an engine model rather than plant basis, including maximum/
minimum parts quantities and future parts availability
evaluations;

(e) Assist SEB, if requested, in the training and issuing of key
manuals in Malaysian, for both the operation and maintenance of
the generating plants; and
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(f) Assist 8SE in the outfitting of a water and oil analysis
laboratory with test devices, etc.

The Firm will be fully responsible for the execution of the
program. It will provide all of the services required to ensure the
implementation of the program.

SE8 will provide the following:

(a) Access to the plants, to documents, and to any data required to
carry out the work;

(b) Counterpart staff as required; and

(c) Office space.

Guidelines for Proposal

The proposal should provide comprehensive details of the
following:

(a) A work plan in accordance with these Terms of Reference;

(b) A schedule of the work program indicating completion within
two years' time;

(c) A preliminary estimation of the hours, by discipline, required
to complete the work and the location where each phase of the
work will be carried out;

(d) The nature of the organization and previous experience in
related work in developing countries;

(e) Curricula vitae of staff who will be assigned for the study as
well as curriculae vitae of support staff at headquarters;

(f) Project organization chart with candidate names indicated;

(g) The Firm will include in its proposal a suggested procedure to
be used to handle additions and deletions to his contractual
scope of services. This shall include, but not be necessarily
limited to, work time estimates and hourly rates for the work
performed. These rates shall be included in the offer; and

(h) The Firm will include in its proposal the number of head office
and field engineering technical staff he proposes to employ for
this work. The time required at the plant site to perform
inspections and to research records should be submitted,
including rates and expenses. The Firm shall include the
services of a field manager who shall manage the work and
liaise with BEB. The field labor and supervision is to be
provided by SEB except for specialized services.
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A sealed envelope should be enclosed with the proposal,
indicating the cost estimate of this work based on a system of fixed
professional fees which should also be determined in relation to the
actual hours of work.

The Firm may suggest alternative schemes for attaining the
objectives outlined in the Terms of Reference. Any alternative scheme
should be clearly identified as such, and separate work schedules and
costs should be provided for each.

Once the proposals have been evaluated, SEB will proceed to
negotiate the contract with the most qualifed firm and if they are unable
to reach agreement during the negotiations, proceed to negotiate with the
second best qualified firm. ISB may reject any or all of the offers
received if none of them is satisfactory.

Form of Contract

The contract which will be awarded to the successful firm will
be based on the Internation Model Form of Agreement Between Client and
Consulting Engineer No. IGRA 1979-D&S-produced and issued by the
International Federation of Consulting Engineers (FIDIC).

Schedule of PatMents

The schedule of payments will be negotiated and the firm is
invited to propose a schedule. However, IBB will tie payment to clearly
identified performance targets which may include among others:

(a) The completion of the analysis;

(b) The production of specifications; and/or

(c) The completion of training.
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COSM AND BIIUPITS OF PIOJUCTS TO

nuao Pici PATS' OMATIOs

This Annex provides details of the estimated costs and benefits
of the recommended projects to improve operational efficiency of power
generation. These projects areS

- Instrument Shop and Lab Facilities;

- Water Treatment Units;

- Economic Dispatch Program;

Miscellaneous Improvements;

-Tnom Pangi HydroS Debris Removal;

Tanjung Aru: Cooling Tower Installations

Tanjung Arus Additional Cooling Radiators;

Fire Protection Systems; and

Waste Oil Incineration.
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INSTRUN OP AID LAS PACILITIES

Project

Installation of a centralized instrument repair shop and
chemical laboratory facility at Tanjung Aru (Kota Kinabalu) station.

Objective

To provide a central instrument and control repair, test and
calibration shop facility and a water and oil test/analysis laboratory
that would perform analysis work on the quality of the fuel oil and
cooling water bein8 used in any of the generating units, and test and
repair plant instruments and controls.

Scope of Services/Equipment

A shop and a laboratory facility is to be designated at the
Tanjung Aru (KK) thermal station which is to be furnished with
calibration and repair devices along with replacement parts for the
instruments and controls installed in all the generating stations in the
SBU system. The laboratory shall be furnished with high quality test
equipment to ascertain the quality of water and oil being used. Both
facilities shall be installed with all tools, water, air and other
systems required to carry out the shop services specified.

Cost and Benefit

The total cost of the project is estimated at US$235,000, of
which US$215,000 is in foreign exchange, as indicated in Table 1.
Accurate instrumentation, controls and fuel and water analysis will
result in at least a 1.0 savings in fuel costs of generating
450 CWh/year, by all SEB diesel sets. At U82.44I/kNh, this represents a
savings of US$109,800.

Cost a US$235,000 = 2.1 years payback
Benefit US$109,800
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Table ls INSTRUMENT AND LAB FACILITIES
DETAILS OF 00C ESTIMATE

WUS tOOO)

Costs Breakdown of Total
Investment 1987 1988 Total Forelgn Local

I & C Shop
Tools, materials, test equlpment,
calibration equipment, parts, desks
chairs, workbenches, etc. 85.0 36.5 121.5 111's 1.0

Laboratory Test Equipment 40.0 15.0 55.0 52.5 2.5

Laboratory Facilities 3.0 7.0 10.0 4.0 6.0

Transport 3.0 2.0 5.0 5.0

Consulting ServIces (Includes Training) 12.0 3.0 15.0 15.0 -

Contingencies 15.0 13.5 28J 27.0 1.5

Totel 158.0 77.0 235.0 215.0 20.0
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VAw TRUT UNITS

Objective.

The water treatment units located at the three central stations
will produce treated water for distribution to the remote diedel plants
in their respective regions, for use as cooling water (and make-up water)
for diesel engine cooling units. This will replace the use of local
water sources in the diesel engine cooling system that has resulted in
build-up of mineral deposits.

Scope of Services/Equipment

Three 300 OPH water treatment units with three 10,000 gallon
each storage tanks will be installed. The skid mounted units will be
pre-piped and pre-wired (power and controls) for easy hook-up at the
above stations. Foundation blocks and water and power sources will be
made available for these services by SIB. The diesel sets and coolers
will all be chemically cleaned to remove any buildup of deposits accumu-
lated over the previous years' operations. All diesel units are to be
chemically cleaned prior to changeover to treated water cooling. The
existing wate- treatment units at Sandakan and Tawau should be evaluated
to see if they can perform the required increase in service, thus
negating the need for new equipment.

Cost and Benefit

The total cost of the project is estimated at US$105,800, of
which US$98,000 is in foreign exchange, as indicated in Table 2. It is
assumed that by implementing the project, 5S of the 50 MW derated
capacity reported for all SIB stations will be regained. At
US$81.0/kV/year the worth of regained capacity is estimated to be
US$~'02,500.

Cost - US$105,800 a 0.5 year payback
Benefit US$202,500
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Tabl I2: WATER TREATMENT PLANTS
DETAILS OF CO6T ESTIMATE

(USS '000)

costs Breakdown of Total
Investment 1987 1968 Total Foreign Local

Chomicais for Cleaning
All Dlesel Units 16.5 - 16.5 5l.0 1.S

3 X 300 GPH Water Treating
Units 45.0 - 45.0 45.0 --

3 X 10,000 Gallon Tanks 15.0 - 5l.0 15.0

Civil works (local) 1is - I.S 1.5

Electric Work (local) 1.0 - 1.0 1.0

Mechanical Work (local) 1.5 - 1.5 1.5

Consulting ServIess 8.0 - 8.0 8.0 -

Transport 6.3 - 6.3 5.0 1.3

Contingency 11.0 - 11.0 10.0 1.0

Total 105.8 - 105.8 98.0 7.8
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ECONOaIC DISPATCH PIOCGAM

Project

Setting up systematic economic dispatch procedure.

Objective

To enhance the economic operation of the generating plants by
selecting and loading the units in the most efficient sequence.

Scope of Services/Equipment

Load dispatch parameters which should be documented and used
are fuel consumption and costs for each unit; spinning reserve, stand-by
reserve and unit start and loading time, reactive power dispatch, voltage
and frequency controls and load shedding.

Cost and Benefit

The total cost of the project is estimated at US$142,000, of
which US$120,000 is in foreign exchange, as indicated by Table 3.
Assuming 1Z savings in fuel cost of generating 450 GWh/year by all SEB
diesel sets, at US02.44/kWh, the estimated benefit is US$109,800.

Cost u US$142,000 a 1.3 year payback
Wineflt US$109,800
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Table 3: ECONOMIC DISPATCH PROGRAM, OOST ESTIMAIE
('USS tooo)

Cost. Dreakdown of Total
Program 1987 1988 Total Foreign Local

Site visits - Penampang Substation
four (4) contral stations e.
and four (4) remote stations
(including Labuan) 18.0 -- 18.0 12,0 6.0

Preparing Dispatch Procedure 22.5 22.5 20.0 2.5

Report Writing 12.5 12.5 10.0 2.5

Training 58.0 - 58.0 50.0 8.0

Program Managwnt 22.0 22.0 20.0 2.0

Contingency 9. _ 9=0 1.0

Total 142.0 - 142.0 120.0 22.0

a/ Tonjung Aru, Sandakan, Tawau and Teno PangI hydro.
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MISCELLANEOUS IHPR0V>EHT5

Project

Preparation of programs for retirement/relocation of diesel
units; maintenance of remote diesel sets; inventory control; and
translation of manuals.

Objective

Preparing retirement/relocation schedule for diesel units.
Improving maintenance of remote diesel units and better inventory
control. Improved technical manuals.

Scope of Services/Equipment

SEB staff are to identify the diesel units for retirement/re-
location with specific date with each unit. The consultants will assist
in this program as requested by SEB. For the maintenance program, a
small maintenance facility would be installed on a truck bed with the
required equipment and tools for on-site maintenance work. Inventory
procedures would be reviewed to orient the spare parts purchases based
upon the total number of units on the system. SEB staff would translate
a selected number of technical manuals into the Malaysian language.

Cost and Benefit

Total cost is estimated at US$85,000, of which US$25,000 is in
foreign exchange. The cost of each component is presented in Table 4.
Benefits of implementing these programs cannot be quantified.

Table 4: IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS, COST ESTIMATES
(USS '000)

Costs Breakdown of Total
Program 1987 1988 Total Foreign Local

Unit RetIrement/Relocation Program 20.0 - 20.0 10.0 10.0
Mobile Maintenance Truck 31.0 - 31.0 0.0 31.0
Inventory Control System Revision 15.5 -- 15.5 8.0 7.5
Malaysian Language Manuals 14.0 - 14.0 5.0 9.0
Subtotal 80.5 80.5 23.0 57.5

Contingency 4.5 -- 4.5 2.0 2.5
Total 85.0 85.0 25.0 60.0
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THROI PANGI IYDRO DBRS ROVAL

Project

Diversion and removal of debris and silt buildup at the hydro
plant water intake.

Objective

To prevent shutting down of the hydro plant for removal of
debris and silt at the plant intake and from the cooling water system.

Scope of Services/Equipment

The work involves the installation of an adjustable river
diversion weir facility at the inlet to the presently blocked (closed
off) diversion tunnel and the reopening of the tunnel to diversion water
flow. The work is also to include: (a) a water jet flushing system at
the bottom of the intake channel where the stop-logs are placed for
maintenance; (b) installing removable floating debris diversion plates at
the water surface level at the intake channels; and (c) installing three
unitized closed cooling water systems.

Cost and Benefit

The project is estimated to cost US$450,000, of which
US$380,000 is in foreign exchange, as indicated in Table 5. Implemen-
tation of the project would save fuel cost for additional thermal
generation when the hydro plant is shut down for clean-up. Data
indicates 12 GWh of energy was lost during clean up operation from
January 1984 to April 1986. Assuming savings of an additional 5 GWh/year
of diesel generation at Tanjung Aru station, valued at USC2.44/kWh for
fuel cost, results in US$122,000/year of benefits.

Cost = US$45O,OOO = 3.7 year payback
Benefits US$122,000
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Table 5: TENON PAN31 HrDRD IEBRIS REMOVAL PROJECT
DETAILS OF COST ESTIMATE

CUSS '00)

Costs Breakdown of Total
Investment 1987 196 Total Foreign Local

Adjustible Weir at Dlversion Canal Inlet 60.0 35.0 115.0 85.0 30.0

Diverslon Plate at Inlet for Intake Canal 5.5 - 5.5 4.0 1.5

Jet Sluice System at Stop Logs
Pump/Motor Sets with Starters 10.2 - 10.2 8.5 1.7

UtilIzed Closed Cooling Water System

4 Heat Exchangers and Filter Sets 70.0 14.0 84.0 80.0 4.0
i-Head Tank with Supports and Controls - 20.3 20.3 16.0 2.3
4 PumpMotor Sets with Starters 4.0 10.0 14.0 12.0 2.0

Civil Works, Foundations, Mise. Steel, etc. 16*0 0.0 16.0 10*0 6.0

Mechanical Systems (e.g. pipes,valves, etc.) 10.0 0.0 10.0 7.5 2.5

Flectriclal and Control Systems
(Wiring, Conduit, Instrwaents, etc.) 10.0 3.5 13.5 10.5 3.0

Transport 10.0 14.0 24.0 21.0 3.0

Consulting Services 55.0 20.0 75.0 11.0 4.0

Contingencies 40.0 22.5 62.5 ,529 9.6

Total 310.7 139.3 450.0 360.4 69.6
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TANJU RU COOLI T IIT IO

Project

Installation of a mechanical draft cooling tower to replace the
diesel cooling systems on units 1-7 and augment the one for units 12-15.

Objective

To replace the cooling towers serving units 1-7 that are no
longer functioning properly, and to resolve the overheating problem of
units 12-15 at high load. The fan air-cooled radiator of units 12-15
cooling system are so closely clustered together that cool air does not
circulate properly. This causes overheating at high load. Additional
cooling towers are to take some of the load off the radiators.

Scope of Services/8auipment

A one to three cell, mechanical draft cooling tower unit shall
be installed depending on how many of units 1-7 will be kept in service
in the future at this station. The installation would include the tower,
basin, circulating water, make-up water and blowdown systems, electrical
and controls work and the installation of suitable piping systems. This
includes enlarging the existing water supply system to the station and
enlarging the circulating water system.

Cost and Benefit

The total cost of the project is estimated at US$450,100 of
which US5414,500 is in foreign exchange, as indicated in Table 6. It is
assumed that by implementing the project, 25Z of 6,800 kW derated
capacity of units 12-15 will be regained. At UW$81/kW/year, the benefit
of regained capacity is estimated to be US$137,700.

Cost US$450,100 a 3.3 year payback
Benefit US$137,700
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Table 6: TANJUNG ARU COOLING TOWER INSTALLATION
DETAILS OF COST ESTIMATE

(USS '000)

Costs Breakdown of Total
Investment 1987 1988 Total Foreign Local

Cooling Tower (3-cell Unit) 125.0 25.6 150.6 147.0 5,6
Circulation Pumps/Motors 20.0 40.5 60.5 60.0 0.5
Swltchgear and Controls 5.0 16.5 21.5 20.0 1.5
Wirlng and Misc. Electric 3.0 4.5 7.5 4.0 3.5
Pipe and Valves 8.0 9.0 17.0 14.0 3.0
Foundations 0.0 7.0 7.0 0.0 7.0
Transport 15.0 7.0 22.0 19.0 3.0
ConsultIng Services 80.0 15.0 103.0 92.5 10.5
Contingency 30.0 31.0 61.0 58.0 3.0
Total 294.0 156.1 450.1 414.5 35.6
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TANJUUG ARU ADDITIONAL OOOLING RADIATORS

Project

Dismantling of the cooling towers serving units 1-7 and
installation of new fan-assisted radiator-type water coolers to augment
the existing cooling equipment on units 12-15.

Objective

The fan-air cooled radiators of units 12-15 cooling system are
so closely clustered together that the cool air does not circulate
properly. This causes overheating of units 12-15 at high load and the
objective is to resolve the overheating problem by installing additional
radiators.

Scope of Services/Equipment

Supplementary fan-air cooled radiators to be installed in place
of the five cooling towers because of space limitations. In addition to
the radiators, water pipes and valves will be needed. The work will
require foundations, wiring, controls and starters for the fan motors.

Cost and Benefit

The total cost of the project is estimated at US$80,000, of
which US$71,400 is in foreign exchange, as indicated in Table 7. It is
assumed that by implementing the project, 25Z of the 6,800 kV of derated
capacity of units 12-15 will be regained. At US$81/kWIyear, the work of
regained capacity is estimated to be US$137,700.

Cost = US$ 80,000 a 0.6 years payback
Benefit US$137,700
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Table 7: TANJUN¢ ARU ADDITIONAL COOLING RADIATORS
DETAILS OF COST ESTIMATE

(USS '000)

Costs Breakdown of Totals
Investment 1987 1968 Total Foreign Local

Auxiliary Radiators for
the Four Units 40.0 - 40.0 36.0 2.0

Piping and Valves 9.0 -- 9.0 8.0 1.0
Wiring, Controls, Starters 15.0 15.0 12.0 3.0
Foundatlons 1.0 1.0 0.0 1.0
Transport 2.0 2.0 2.0 0.0
Consulting Services 4.0 4*0 3.5 0*5
contingency 9.0 O 9.0 7.9 1.1
Total 80.0 80.0 71.4 8.6
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FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM

Project

Installation of fire protection systems (Halon or equal
concept) around the larger diesel units (greater than 3.0 .tW). Fuel oil
retaining walls are to be erected around the large fuel storage tanks.

Objective

Protection of the major size diesel units to enhance safety and
reliability, and to reduce insurance rates.

Scope of Services/Equipment

Centralized fire protection systems, including the fire
suppressant media, are to be installed on all diesel generating units
over 3.0 MW in rating. The associated lube oil storage areas are also to
be covered by the system. All appurtenant equipment and materials are to
be furnished, including service personnel. The installation of the
systems is to be carried out by SEB personnel under the overall direction
of the supplier. The system is also to include protection of the fuel
oil storage facility.

Cost and Benefit

The total cost of the project is estimated at US$653,000, of
which US$590,000 is in foreign exchange, as indicated in Table 8.

The most important benefit of this project that justifies its
implementation is the increased safety of SEB staff, followed by better
protection of equipment. These cannot be quantified.
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Table 8: FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM

DETAILS OF COST ESTIMATE

(USS '000)

Costs Breakdown of Total

Investment 1987 1988 Total Foreign Local

Halon Systems on all Major

Units over 3 MW

Tanjung Aru (KK)

9 Units with LO storage 216.0 -- 216.0 200.0 16.0

Fuel Oil Tank Retaining Wall 4.0 -- 4.0 4.0

Sandakan

2 Units, New Building 15.0 39.0 54.0 50.0 4.0

5 Units, Older Building

with LO storage 35.0 100.0 135.0 125.0 10.0

Fuel Oil Tank Retaining Wall -- 4.0 4.0 4.0

Tawan

4 Units with LO storage 28.0 80.0 108.0 100.0 8.0
Fuel Oil Tank Retaining Wall -- 4.0 4.0 4.0

Transport 10.0 13.0 23.0 20.0 3.0

Consulting Services/Expenses 40.0 -- 40.0 35.0 5.0

Contingency 9% 25.0 40.0 65.0 60.0 5.0

Total 273.0 280.0 653.0 590.0 63.0
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WASTE OIL INCINERATION

Project

Installation of three 60 GPH waste oil incinerators to burn
waste lubricating oil and waste fuel oil sludge.

Objective

To dispose of waste lubricating oil and waste fuel oil sludge
in a non-polluting manner.

Scope of Services/Equipment

The prepackaged units would be installed at the
Tanjung Aru (Kota Kinabalu), Sandakan and Tawau stations. Foundations,
piping and electrical work would be performed by SEB personnel as local
costs. The units will include the furnace, burner, stack, fans, pumps,
motors, starters, storage tank and controls. Used lube oil and sludge
from all stations will be returned via trucks returning from delivery of
lube oil and treated water to stations.

Cost and Benefit

The total cost of the project is estimated at US$230,000, of
which US$209,200 is in foreign exchange, as indicated in Table 9. This
project is justified, based upon environmental improvements.

Table 9: WASTE OIL INCINERATION
DETAILS OF COST ESTIMATE

(US$ '000)

Costs Breakdown of Total
Investment 1987 1988 Total Foreign Local

Incinerator (60 GPH) 192.0 -- 192.0 180.0 12.0
Installation 6.0 -- 6.0 - 6.0

Transport 10.0 -- 10.0 9.0 1.0

Consulting Services 1.2 -- 1.2 1.2 0.0

Contingency 20.8 -- 20.8 19.0 1.8

ToTal 230.0 -- 230.0 209.2 20,8
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FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM

Project

Installation of fire protection systems (Halon or equal
concept) around the larger diesel units (greater than 3.0 SW). Fuel oil
retaining walls are to be erected around the large fuel storage tanks.

Objective

Protection of the major size diesel units to enhance safety and
reliability, and to reduce insurance rates.

Scope of Services/Equipment

Centralized fire protection systems, including the fire
suppressant media, are to be installed on all diesel generating units
over 3.0 MW in rating. The associated lube oil storage areas are also to
be covered by the system. All appurtenant equipment and materials are to
be furnished, including service personnel. The installation of the
systems is to be carried out by SEB personnel under the overall direction
of the supplier. The system is also to include protection of the fuel
oil storage facility.

Cost and Benefit

The total cost of the project is esti-_;ed at US$653,000, of
which US$590,000 is in foreign exchange, as indicated in Table 8.

The most important benefit of this project that justifies its
implementation is the increased safety of SEB staff, followed by better
protection of equipment. These cannot be quantified.
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Table 8: FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEM
DETAILS OF COST ESTIMATE

(USS '000)

Costs Breakdown of Total
Investment 1987 1988 Total Foreign Local

Halon Systems on all Major
Units over 3 MW

Tanjung Aru (KK)
9 Units with LO storage 216.0 -- 216.0 200.0 16,0
Fuel Oil Tank Retaining Wall 4.0 -- 4.0 4.0

Sandakan
2 Units, New Building 15.0 39.0 54.0 50.0 4.0
5 Units, Older Building
with LO storage 350 100.0 135.0 125.0 10.0

Fuel Oil Tank Retaining Wall -- 4.0 4.0 4.0

Tawan
4 Units with LO storage 28.0 80.0 108.0 100.0 8.0
Fuel Oil Tank Retaining Wall -- 4.0 4.0 4.0

Transport 10.0 13,0 23.0 20.0 3.0

Consulting Services/Expenses 40.0 -- 40.0 35.0 5.0

Con ingency 8 9% 25.0 40.0 65.0 60.0 5.0

Total 273.0 280.0 653.0 590.0 63.0
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WASTE OIL INCINERATION

Project

Installation of three 60 GPH waste oil incinerators to burn
waste lubricating oil and waste fuel oil sludge.

Objective

To dispose of waste lubricating oil and waste fuel oil sludge
in a non-polluting manner.

Scope of Services/Equipment

The prepackaged units would be installed at the
Tanjung Aru (Kota Kinabalu), Sandakan and Tawau stations. Foundations,
piping and electrical work would be performed by SEB personnel as local
costs. The units will include the furnace, burner, stack, fans, pumps,
motors, starters, storage tank and controls. Used lube oil and sludge
from all atations will be returned via trucks returning from delivery of
lube oil and treated water to stations.

Cost and Benefit

The total cost of the project is estimated at US$230,000, of
which US$209,200 is in foreign exchange, as indicated in Table 9. This
project is justified, based upon environmental improvements.

Table 9: WASTE OIL INCINERATION
DETAILS OF COST ESTIMATE

(USS '000)

Costs Breakdown of Total
Investment 1987 1988 Total Foreign Local

Incinerator (60 GPH) 192.0 -- 192.0 180.0 12.0
Installation 6.0 -- 6.0 -- 6.0
Transport 10.0 __ 10.0 9.0 1.0
Consulting Services 1.2 -- 1.2 1.2 0.0
Contingency 20.8 -- 20.8 19.0 1.8
Total 230.0 -- 230.0 209.2 20.8



NERGY SECTOR MANAGCEMET ASISTUIAXC PROGRAM

Activitiea Completed

Dste Completed
EnergY Assessment Status Report

Papua New Cuinea July, 1983
Mauritius October, 1983
Sri Lanka January, 1984
Malawi January, 1984
8urundi Pebruary, 1984
Langladesh April, 1984

-enya May, 1984
Rvanda May, 1984
Zimbabwe August, 1984
Uganda August, 1984
Indonesia September, 1984
Senegal October, 1984
Sudan November, 1984
Nepal January, 1985
Zambia August, 1985
Peru August, 1985
Haiti August, 1985
Paraguay September, 1985-
Morocco January, 1986
Niger Pebruary, 1986

Project Formulation ard Justification

Panam Power Loss Reduction Study Jupe, 1983
Zimbibwe Power Loss Reduction Study Junne, 4A
Sri Lanka Power Loss Reduw.Zon Scudy July, 198i3-
Malavi Technical Assistance to Improve

the Efficiency of Fualvood
Use in Tobacco Industry November, 1983

Keny Pover Loss Reductidn Study March, 1984
Sudan Power Loss Reduction Study June, 1984
Seyshelles Power Loss Reduction Study August, 1984
The Gambia Solar Water Heating Retrofit Project February, 1985
Sangladesh Power System Efficiency Study Pebruary, 1985
The Cambia Solar Photovoltaic Applications March, 1985
Senegal Industrial Energy Conservation June, 1985
Burundi Improved Charcoal Cookstove Strategy September, 1985
Thailand Rural Energy Issues And Options September, 1985
Ethiopia PowerSector Efficiency Study October, 1985
Burundi Peat Utilization Project November, 1985
Sotswana Pump Electrification Prefeasibility

Study January, 1986
Uganda Energy Efficiency in Tobacco Curing

Industry February, 1986
JJonesia Power Ceneration Efficiency Study February, 1986
Uganda Fuelwood/Forestry Feasibility Study March, 1986

Date Completed

Project Formulation and Justification (cont.)

Sri Lanka Industrial Energy Conservation-
Feasibility Study March, 1986

Togo tood Recovery in the Nangbeto Lake April, 1986
Rwanda Improved Charcoal Cookatove Strategy August, 1986
Ethiopia Agricultural Residue Briquetting

Pilot Project December, 1986
Ethiopia Bagasse Study December, 1986
Peru Proposal for a Stove Dissemination

Program in the Sierra February, 1987
Rwanda Improved Charcoal Production Techniques February, 1987
Kenya Solar Water Nesting Study February, 187
Indonesia Energy Efficiency Improvement in the

Brick, Tile and Lime Industries
on Java March, 1987

Institutional and Policy Support

Sudan Management Assistance to the
Ministry of Energy & Mining May, 1983

Burundi Petroleum Supply Management Study December, 1983
Papua New Proposals for Strengthening the

Guinea Department of Minerals and Energy October, 1984
Papua New

Guinea Power Tariff Study October, 1984
Costa Rica Recommended Tech. Aset. Projects November, 1984
Uganda Institutional Strengthening in the

Energy Sector January, 1985
Guinea- Recommended Technical Assistance
Bissau Projects April, 1985
Zimbabwe Power Sector Management A rit, 1985
The Gambia Petroleum Supply Management Assistante April} 1985
Burundi Presentation of Energy Projects for the

Fourth Five Year Plan May, 1985
Liberia Recoimended Technical Assistance Proj. June, 1985
Burkina Technical Assistance Program March, 1986
Senegal. Assistance Given for Preparation of

Documents for Energy Sector Donors'
Meetink, April, 1986

Zambia Energy Scltor Institutional Review November, 1986
Jamaica Petroleum Procurement, Refining & Dist. November 1986


